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with the attempt to achieve the optimum in analysis and
2design, the technological global knowledge base grows more
and more. Engineers allover the world continuously modify
and innovate existing analysis methods and design
procedures to perform the same task more efficiently and with
better results. In the field of complex structural analysis
many researchers pursue this challenging task.
The complexity of a lattice type structure is caused by
numerous parameters. The nonlinear member performance of the
material, the statistical variation of member load
capacities, the highly indeterminate structural composition,
etc. In order to achieve a simulation approach which
represents the real world problem more accurately, it is
necessary to develop technologies which include these
parameters in the analysis.
One of the new technologies is the first order nonlinear
analysis of lattice type structures including the after
failure response of individual members. Such an analysis is
able to predict the failure behavior of a structural system
under ultimate loads more accurately than the traditionally
used linear elastic analysis or a classical first order
nonlinear analysis. It is an analysis procedure which, can
more accurately evaluate the limit-state of a structural
system.
3The Probability Based Analysis (PBA) is a new
technology. It provides the user with a tool to analyze
structural systems based on statistical variations in member
capacities. Current analysis techniques have shown that
structural failure is sensitive to member capacity.
The combination of probability based analysis and the
limit-state analysis will give the engineer the capability to
establish a failure load distribution based on the limit-
state capacity of the structure. This failure load
distribution which gives statistical properties such as mean
and variance improves the engineering jUdgement. The mean
shows the expected value or the mathematical expectation of
the failure load. The variance is a tool to measure the
variability of the failure load distribution. Based on a
certain load case, a small variance will indicate that a few
members cause the tower failure over and over again; the
design is unbalanced. A large variance will indicate that
many different members caused the tower failure.
The failure load distribution helps in comparing and
evaluating actual test results versus analytical results by
locating an actual test among the possible failure loads of
a tower series. Additionally, the failure load distribution
allows the engineer to calculate exclusion limits which are
a measure of the probability of success, or conversely the
4probability of failure for a given load condition.
The exclusion limit allows engineers to redefine their
judgement on safety and usability of transmission towers.
Existing transmission towers can be reanalyzed using this
PBA and upgraded based on a given exclusion limit for a
chosen tower capacity increase according to the elastic
analysis from which the tower was designed. New transmission
towers can be analyzed based on the actual yield strength
data and their nonlinear member performances.
Based on this innovative analysis the engineer is able
to improve tower design by using a tool which represents the
real world behavior of steel transmission towers more
accurately. Consequently it will improve structural safety
and reduce cost.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES TO FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR FINITE
ELEMENT ANALYSIS
with the application of computer technology it is
possible to perform computational intensive first order
nonlinear analyses for large structural systems in a
relatively short amount of time. A variety of iterative
search techniques have been developed to obtain solutions to
problems using first order nonlinear constitutive
relationships. The most common of these i terative search
techniques, including their advantages and disadvantages are
presented in the following paragraphs.
In the tangent method, the constitutive relationship is
assumed to be piecewise linear (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). The i terative
solution algorithm increases the stress and strain levels
incrementally, and computes the corresponding modulus values.
Member deflections and forces are calculated for each of the
increments, and added to the results obtained from the
previous incremental computation. Stability and compatibility
2checks are performed following each incremental computation.
Pending the results of the equilibrium checks, the iterative
algorithm determines the final solution, or proceeds to
perform the next incremental computation. The major advantage
of the tangent method results from the fact that any first
order nonlinear relationship can be discretized into piecewise
linear segments if the stepsize is small enough.
The secant method, on the other hand, does not calculate
stiffnesses incrementally, but rather calculates the stiffness
as a function of a unique strain level (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). The
trial stiffness is calculated to be the slope of the line,
which intercepts the origin of the stress-strain
relationship, and the point on the curve corresponding to the
selected strain level. The iterative search mechanism
calculates the successive trial stiffnesses, deflections, and
forces, until it finds the set of values which satisfies the
specified force and deflection boundary conditions. The major
advantage of the secant method results from the fact that it
is able to deal with negative stiffnesses computed from the
constitutive relationship within its solution algorithm. The
disadvantage arises from the fact that the secant method
violates (to some extent) fundamental energy principles, since
it does not approximate the path of the stress-strain
relationship. However, experiments have shown that the secant
method produces a reasonably close approximation to the true
3solution~ A finite element program, developed at Portland
state University (LIMIT), utilizes the secant method in its
solution algorithm. The program will be discussed further in
the following subdivision of this investigation.
LIMIT - A FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM
INCLUDING POST-BUCKLING MEMBER PERFORMANCE
LIMIT is a three dimensional truss analysis program
(written in the FORTRAN 77 programming language), which is
able to consider the effects of the first order nonlinear
behavior of two force members in its analysis. Two force
members are structural elements used to model members, which
are assumed to be primarily loaded in either compression or
tension rather than in bending. Members stressed in
compression or tension will be nonlinear if deformations go
beyond the elastic limit. LIMIT is able to utilize the user
specified first order nonlinear behavior of the members,
through the use of member performance curves, to arrive at a
solution for the forces and r.esulting deflections in a
structure. LIMIT is unique in that it can account for after
failure or post buckling member performance in its first order
nonlinear analysis.
The LIMIT program can be used to perform both an elastic
and a first order nonlinear analysis. In an elastic analysis,
4the program will directly proceed to establish the sti£fness
parameters, connectivity, and boundary conditions. The
program will then solve for the resulting joint displacements
in the structure and compute the final member forces. In a
first order nonlinear analysis, LIMIT will calculate the joint
displacements and member forces based on an elastic member
behavior. A numerical iteration algorithm is utilized to
check and update stiffness parameters until convergence
(within a user specified tolerance), on a particular solution
which satisfies all of the specified boundary conditions, is
achieved.
There are three different types of first order nonlinear
analyses LIMIT can perform. The three types are:
Bilinear Analysis - Member performance is assumed to be
linear elastic, perfectly plastic for the purpose of analysis.
Normalized Performance Analysis - Member performance is
assumed to adhere to one of a family of normalized member
performance curves. Each normalized performance curve
represents geometric and strength characteristics of groups of
similar members.
Actual Performance Analysis - Member performance is captured
by actual test data curves of compression and tension members
5for similar geometric and strength characteristics.
Anyone of these first order nonlinear analysis methods
exhibits some advantages and disadvantages. The Bilinear
Analysis is the fastest but at the same time the least
accurate analysis procedure. The Actual Member Performance
Analysis is the slowest but most accurate one of the three
analysis methods. The user of the program has to decide which
one of the three analysis techniques works best for the
particular problem.
THEORY OF PROBABILITY BASED ANALYSIS
An important development in modern science and
engineering is the study of systems in a probabilistic rather
than a deterministic framework. Modern engineers, like their
counterparts in many other fields, are becoming increasingly
aware that deterministic models are inadequate for designing
or evaluating the complex problems which occur in today I s
world. Performance of supposedly identical systems differs
because of many factors, such as component differences and
fluctuations in the operating environment. Consequently,
engineers must be concerned with statistical models that
describe these variations.
The field of mathematics which tries to address numerical
6values to the likelihood of an event occurring is probability
theory. The branch of probability theory which is applied to
failures is called reliability theory. The failure of a
system may be described as the inability to perform its
required function sUfficiently for specified conditions and a
predetermined time scale. The reliability (probability of
success) is the exact opposite of failure. Reliability is the
probability of an object (component, subsystem or system) to
perform its required function adequately for specified
conditions and a predetermined time interval (8,9,10).
The basic principle in applying probability theory to
structural safety is very simple. Whether or not a structure
will fail depends on the actual values taken by a number of
random variables such as loads, material strength, dimensions,
and a factor to account for the accuracy of structural
analysis. The probability of failure is the probability that
these random variables will have values which lead to failure.
If a probability can be related to each combination of
variables which would lead to failure, then the probability of
failure is just the sum of these probabilities.
The statistical nature of design variables is usually
ignored in conventional practice, as is demonstrated by the
efforts made to find representative unique values such as
minimum guaranteed values, limit loads, or ultimate loads.
7The conventional approach in design practice may be compared
~~ a kind of worst-case analysis. The maxima of loading and
the minima of strength are treated not only as representative
of design situations, but also of simultaneous occurrence.
This is the basis on which unknown parameters are computed.
Actually, magnitude and frequency relationships for both load
and strength must be considered to avoid unrealistic results.
If an extremely large load (of rare occurrence) must act on an
extremely low value of strength (of rare incidence) to induce
a failure, then the probability of such simultaneous
occurrences is very important (9).
MONTE CARLO - SIMULATION
In 1944 Von Neumann and Ulam introduced the name "Monte
Carlo" as a code name for their secret work on neutron
diffusion problems during the work on the atomic bomb at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The name itself was chosen
because roulette (with which the casino town Monte Carlo is
traditionally associated) is one of the simplest tools for
generating random numbers. Systematic development dates from
1949, with the pUblication of the paper by Metropolis and Ulam
(11) • The Monte Carlo method is applied to that part of
mathematics which conducts experiments on random numbers. The
problems discussed in this investigation are probabilistic
problems, the outcome of random processes.
8with probabilistic problems, the simplest Monte Carlo
approach is to observe random numbers, selected in such a way
that they directly simulate the physical random processes of
the problem at hand, and to derive the required solution from
the behavior of these numbers.
This method has also been referred to as artificial
sampling or empirical sampling. It consists of "building"
many systems by computer calculations and evaluating the
performance of such artificial systems. The Monte Carlo
solutions involve uncertainty since they are obtained from
pure observational data. The observational data is composed
of random numbers. They can be useful depending on assurance
that uncertainty is very small, which means that error is
negligible.
One way of reducing error in solutions is to increase the
base to greater numbers of observations. This, however, is
rarely an inexpensive solution. Roughly, there is a power of
two relationship between error in an answer and the required
number of observations. Reducing the error by a factor of two
requires a four time increase in the observations. The basic
procedure of the Monte Carlo method is the manipulation of
random numbers. These should be used with care. Each random
number is a possible source of added uncertainty in the final
answer. It usually pays to study each part of the Monte Carlo
9experiment with the view of replacing any possible parts with
exact theoretical analysis that contributes no err-or. In
doing so, the ultimate goal of system optimization is aimed
more effectively (12,13).
Before starting the practical solution of the design
problem, it is necessary to consider the number of samples
necessary to assure that the answer will be of the minimum
required accuracy. In practical design application, the tails
(both ends of the distribution curve) of the frequency
distributions of the random variable parameters are of
particular interest. The tail areas are the areas at the ends
of the range containing perhaps one percent or less of the
area under the curves.
The probability that any sample will give a statistical
value that lies within one of these extreme areas is small.
For example, a sample of 200 values of a specified random
variable parameter provides no information about the 1 percent
tail areas and inaccurate information about the 5 percent tail
areas. A sample of 1000 values provides information which
shows a trend but does not give reliable results about the 5
percent tail areas and inaccurate information about the 1
percent tail areas. A sample of 2000 values provides
reasonable estimate about the 1 percent tail areas and valid
information of the 5 percent tail areas (9,10).
10
In order to achieve valid results from a Monte Carlo
simulation, it is important to understand the relationship and
performance of these components and their outcomes.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Much fundamental research work has been done in the
field of structural engineering and probability based
analysis. The pioneer work of structural engineering was done
many years ago. What is left for this generation is not
fundamental innovation as engineers had decades ago, but
rather detailing innovations. This does not mean that this
generation has it any easier than their scientific ancestors,
but rather the contrary. Like the German saying "Das Problem
liegt im Detail" - the problem is in the detail.
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
A number of nonlinear and elastic-plastic analysis
procedures have been developed for structural engineering
problems. They cover a broad variety in the structural field
of steel analysis and design.
Leu (14) studied the effects of rigid body and stretching
on nonlinear analysis of trusses. According to the principal
of virtual displacement an incremental equation of equilibrium
12
for truss elements was derived. The derived analysis
procedure was considered to be exact due to the fact that no
assumptions had been made about the kinematic behavior of the
elements. Due to the application of a new notation for the
incremental stiffness matrices, the effects of stretching and
rigid body motion could be investigated. Therefore both of
these effects could be considered in the derivation of the
nonlinear stiffness matrices of the truss elements. The
results were compared to other previous results obtained from
numerical models.
Chandra (15) studied the elasto-plastic behavior of steel
space structures. The s'tudy showed a comparison of the secant
versus the tangent method on space frames using I-cross
sections. Both methods are known as incrementally increases
step-by-step second order displacement methods. The second
order displacement method is in the literature also referred
to as the first order nonlinear analysis approach. Various
kinematic matrices have been developed to allow
transformations, occurrence of plastic hinges, at various
stages of the secant and tangent methods. The results of the
comparison showed an advantage of the secant method over the
tangent method during the occurrence of plastic hinges.
Chandra (16) further analyzed the nonlinear behavior of steel
space structures. This approach assumes a linear material
behavior. The nonlinear behavior was based on structural
13
geometric nonlinearities. Again, based on the secant and
tangent method the nonlinearity was accounted for with an
iterative-incremental procedure. The iteration is repeated
until an equilibrium is achieved based on the latest geometric
nonlinearity.
Kitipornchai (17) studied elasto-plastic finite element
models for steel angle frames including the fiber plastic
model and the lumped plastic model. These models were applied
to study the large deflection behavior of steel angle frames.
In the fiber plastic model the cross sectional area was
divided in a finite number of elements which were assumed to
be rigid. Based on these elements the resisting moments and
forces which allow material yielding were determined. In the
lumped plastic approach the inelastic material behavior of the
whole cross section is accounted for. The plastic effects in
this method were assumed to occur only at lumped locations,
the plastic hinges. The results of both methods were compared
to actual tests along with other numerical solutions currently
available. The comparison showed that the lumped plastic
approach is more efficient and therefore the preferred
solution in the analysis of transmission towers.
Chan (18) analyzed the elasto-plastic behavior of box-
beam-columns including local buckling effects. This work
shows a nonlinear finite element procedure which includes the
14
pre- and' postbucklin~ effects of thin-walled box-beam-column
elements. The fi~ite elements procedure includes the
influence of the local plate buckling upon the overall
buckling. This was done by including a set of modified stress
versus strain curves for axial loaded plates. The proposed
analysis technique allows complex loading and boundary
conditions. Therefqre, the~proposed finite element method
gives an advantage over finite difference or finite integral
procedures. The nu.merical I method was applied in several
examples to demonstrate the:accuracy and efficiency of the
method.
Gaylord (19) evaluated I the use of cold-formed steel
angles in transmission towe~r design. The work included
recommendations whicp are currently used in similar form in
the transmission tow~r design code, ASCE Design of Latticed
Steel Transmission $tructure!s, ANSI/ASCE 10-90, (ASCE 10).
The results of their cold-formed steel study were compared to
hot-rolled steel ang~e desig~ methods.
Dagher (20) studied the behavior of single angle
compression members. The study contained 50 single member
test under ideal conditions.. A three dimensional truss was
designed in a way tijat all members besides the test member
were over designed. This means that the areas chosen for the
truss set up were si~nificantly larger than the test member.
15
In choosing this setup it was guaranteed that the test member
is the weakest piece in the chain and therefore will fail
first.
The test member was connected to the test truss with one
and two bolt connections. This was done to see the effect of
the varying end restraints. The connecting joint of the test
member was considered very stiff due to the large member sizes
chosen for this truss. Therefore, the end restrained was only
sensitive to the number of bolts. This research was done to
compare test results with the design code of steel angles used
in transmission towers, the ASCE 10. The comparison between
the design code and actual tests showed that the predicted
member capacities were larger or equal to the actual member
capacities.
Mueller (1,2,21,22,23,24) has been studying the limit-
state behavior of transmission towers. The work includes,
actual member and sub-structure tests, evaluation of full-
scale transmission tower test results, the development of a
first order nonlinear finite element program, etc. The
development of the first order nonlinear finite element
program, which was designed for the analysis of lattice type
structures, includes the nonlinear member performance of two
force member tests. The first order finite element program,
LIMIT was explained in Chapter I.
16
A comparison of LIMIT results versus actual tower test
results were done (1). The transmission tower tested was a
tower of the type 2A1 of the Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA). Based on one load condition the tower's failure load
was determined. Following this, the tower was analyzed using
LIMIT. The results showed that the numerically integration of
the yield strength value leads to LIMIT results which were
very close to the actual test results. The outcome of this
research suggested to develop an analysis technique which
accounts for the variation of yield strength values in a LIMIT
analysis.
Bathon (25) studied the post-buckling member performance
of single steel angles. This work included ultimate
capacities evaluation of single steel angles based on 74 angle
tests and their comparison to predicted ultimate capacities
according to the ASCE 10. The angle test were done for a
minimum end restrained against rotation by using ball-ball end
supports. The test series covered a variety of angles in
multiple sizes and length.
In general, all test results produced actual member
capacities smaller than the predicted capacities based on the
ASCE 10. This means that the design code overpredicts the
steel angle behavior under ideal conditions. The outcome of
this research which created member performance curves was
17
included 'in the first order nonlinear analysis program LIMIT.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Many Monte Carlo simulations, probability and reliability
based analysis procedures have been applied to various civil
engineering problems. There have been reliability assessments
in structural system evaluations for design methods and
modeling, and simulation procedures.
Ahmed (26) studied improved reliability bounds of
structural systems. A series of generalized and improved
reliability bounds have been developed to determine the upper
and lower limits of the probability of failure of structural
systems. The system performance functions and basic variables
were known. The basic variables were assumed to be of normal
occurrence. The results of the newly developed method then
were compared to second-order solutions. An improvement in
respect to the second-order bounds were achieved by including
the effect of intersection of joint failure probabilities.
The computational efforts are basically the same as in second-
order bounds.
Hwang (27) studied probabilistic damage analysis methods
to generate seismic fragility curves for structures. The
uncertainties in earthquake and structure are a function of
-,--
18
the uncertainties of the parameters and variables that
represents an earthquake and structure. Parameters and
variables were chosen in a way to sample structure and
earthquake motions. For each sample the Latin hypercube
sampling technique was applied to construct the possible
combinations of parameters and variables. Five limit-states
representing various degrees of structural damage were
defined. The fragility curve is generated by evaluating the
limit-state probabilities for different given earthquake
motions. The application of the developed analysis technique
was shown on a five-story shear wall building.
Corotis (28) studied the structural system reliability
using linear programming and simulation. A general case of
random loads and resistance with arbitrary probability
distributions have been examined. The systems failure was
based on simple plastic mechanisms. The combination of
simulation and linear programming produced an associated
failure condition and its probability. Load and resistance
proportionalities were determined for each simulation. The
associated failure mode was identified by linear programming.
The developed analysis procedure was applied to a simple
portal frame example.
Paschen (29) used probabilistic methods to evaluate test
results of lattice type transmission towers. The work
19
combines 100 test results of three European transmission tower
test facilities located in France, Germany, and Italy. The
test set up and test performance were similar for all three
test stations. The results were analyzed based on statistical
methods. The density function of the tower failure load (Q)
and the density function of the resistant strength (R) formed
a random variable F equal to R/Q. The hypothesis that the
random variable F occurs in a shape of a normal or lognormal
distribution was done based on the Kolomogorov-Smirnov-Test.
The hypotheses that the random variable F occurs as a
lognormal distribution was accepted. A statistical analysis
on the distribution of the random variable F produced a
Exclusion Limit of 15% for all the test data. The research
was done as a contribution to the current development of the
recommendation of IEC/TCll (draft). The results of the
probabilistic approach, therefore contributes to the present
discussion regarding reliability assessments of the present
tower design, fabrication and erection practice.
Galambos (30) gathered statistical steel properties for
its use in the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD)
procedure. The gathered data base contains yield strength
data representing "many shapes, a time span of some 40 yr,
and several United states mills". This work was done before
1978, at a time when the minimum allowable yield strength for
A7 steel was 33.00 ksi. The current minimum for yield
20
strength for A36 steel is 36.00 ksi. The research contains
the mean and coefficient of variation of the data base. This
data base was not converted into a distribution. Therefore it
does not provide the frequency of the individual yield
strength values. This means the number of occurrence versus
the individual yield strength values were not determined.
Marek (31) developed a Monte Carlo simulation program
which represents "a tool for a better understanding of the
LRFD" . The program which allows the user to analyze one
equation with up to twenty-four variables, is a tool to
evaluate the reliability of structural members considering
multiple load effects and material resistance. The Monte
Carlo simulation "uses a random number generator to evaluate
a function, •••• , containing several variables expressing the
scatter of cross-sectional area, yield stress, individual
loading effects and other quantities effecting the
reliability". Due to the lack of information the yield
strength distribution and cross-sectional area distribution
were assumed to be lognormal. Mean and variance of the yield
strength distribution were approximated to represent A36 steel
grade.
21
INNOVATIONS OF DEVELOPED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
The reviewed literature contains many contributions for
the development and improvement of nonlinear and statistical
analysis techniques. They indicate the efforts of today's
scientists to modify and innovate existing analysis
procedures. The gathered literature contains many innovations
in the field of structural analysis. However, none of the
listed papers integrated material property changes in lattice
type nonlinear analysis approaches which include post-buckling
member performances. The principles of the Monte Carlo
simulation method are known and applied for many years. The
innovations in the field of statistical analysis methods is
the integration of actual material property changes, nonlinear
analysis techniques and the principle of the Monte Carlo
simulation method.
Previous studies (1) showed that the limit-state of a
transmission tower depends on member capacities. This means
tlhat a change in the capacities of the critical members have
a major influence in the tower capacity. critical members
are defined as members which cause tower failure or are
ilrlvolved in it. The results of the studies showed that using
ac:::tual member strength values, LIMIT was able to predict the
tower failure load within 4.3% of the actual collapse load
(:a4.3 versus 25.4 kips) for a given load condition. This
22
improvement compares with a gap of 33.9% between predicted and
actual tower failure load (16.8 versus 25.4 kips) based on an
elastic analysis for which the tower was originally designed.
This is a case of using minimum design values and maximum
(failure) loads.
These results led to the development of an analysis
procedure which includes actual yield strength values.
Currently, the yield strength value used in the field of
structural engineering is a minimum constant value, Le. of 36
kips per square inches (ksi) for Grade 36, 50 ksi for Grade 50
etc. However, the actual occurrence of the yield strength
value varies. Bathon (25) showed in his work that the yield
strength values vary from 47.2 ksi through 58.5 ksi, that is
a 19.3% increase, based on only 17 tests (Grade 36). By
including the yield strength values according to their number
of occurrence in a limit-state analysis, the gap between the
real world behavior of transmission towers and the behavior of
numerical simulation may be closed.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM
Both limit-state analysis and probability based analysis
are newly developed technologies which will give structural
engineers tools for designing more structurally efficient and
economic structures. Limit-state allows the structural
designer to better understand the load carrying capacity of
structures. Probability based analysis gives the designer the
ability to account for variations in load capacities of the
applied material and to determine a level of security against
structural failure. At the present time, these two
technologies are used independent of each other in the field
of latticed steel transmission towers.
Current computer programs for probability based analysis
are based on a first order structural failure analysis of a
tower. This is to say that the reliability (probability of
success) assessment is performed using the definition that
structural failure of a tower is when the first member reaches
its yield strength or buckling load. This type of assessment
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is called "component based reliability".
The LIMIT computer program analyzes the tower using post-
buckling member performance. The post-buckling member
performance is based on member performance curves (load versus
axial displacement) which were obtained from actual member
tests. Using the member performance curves and the associated
ultimate member capacities LIMIT determines the ultimate tower
capacity. The ultimate or failure capacity of a tower occurs
when the structure becomes unstable and fails. Additional
load can not be sustained. The tower failure occurs after
mUltiple individual members fail. Due to the member
performance curves, LIMIT allows a load flow within the tower
structure. This means, that for an exceeded ultimate capacity
of, for example, a compression member at a certain position,
another related compression or tension member picks up the
additional load. This load flow continues until there is no
member which sustains the additional load. This research
couples the member's strength distribution with LIMIT to
create a "system based reliability" of transmission towers.
The integration of limit-state technology and the
probability based analysis will provide a more realistic
structure failure "systems" approach for the structural
reliability assessment of lattice steel transmission towers.
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The results from a LIMIT analysis are dependent on the
ability to predict the capacities of the members. Capacities
are usually determined from design standards. It has been
shown by researchers (1,20,25,32) that these predicted
capacities can have significant variations. A major cause of
these variations is due to the variation of yield strength
values.
FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED RESEARCH
Consider a system made up of many components. Say, for
the moment, that there are available 1000 of each of the
components that make up the system. One thousand systems
could be built and 1000 measurements of that system
performance obtained. If, however, the system structure -
that is, the relationship between the component variables and
system performance - is known, system performance can be
calculated from the component measurements. This means, that
the system could be simulated without actually building it.
Also, if instead of having 1000 samples of each component, the
distribution for each component variable is known, it is
possible to obtain synthetic measurements on these components
by drawing 1000 random values from each distribution. These
random values can then be used to calculate the performance of
1000 artificial systems (8,33). This procedure, the so-called
Monte Carlo method, is shown in Figure 1. The availability of
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high-speed computers that can economically and rapidly
simulate the performance of complex systems has led to an
increase of the application of Monte Carlo simulation
procedures.
This general approach is now applied to the problem of
evaluating the performance of lattice transmission towers for
limit-state conditions. The system in our case is the lattice
steel tower. The components of the system are the steel
angles which occur as tension and compression members. Now
build 1000 towers and obtain 1000 failure loads of these
towers. This task, however, would be technically and
economically an unrealistic enterprise. In this case the
tower structure, the relationship between the tension and
compression members and the member strength for each component
are known. This knowledge combined with the LIMIT computer
program provides a tool to calculate the tower performance
without actually building the tower.
The failure load capacity of a transmission tower depends
on many variables. These variables are separated into
external and internal variables acting on external and
internal SUbsystems. The external SUbsystem is defined as the
systems environment. The internal SUbsystem is defined as the
transmission tower itself.
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The external variables contain load conditions,
environmental circumstances, location of the tower etc. The
Monte Carlo simulation uses the external variables in a
deterministic way. For each load condition one Monte Carlo
simulation is applied. The load conditions are determined
according to the location and environmental conditions in
which the transmission tower is used. The foundation of the
transmission tower which is a part of the external sUbsystem
is assumed to be ideal. That means that no soil response is
included into the analysis. The link between the internal and
external subsystems is the load conditions applied to the
transmission tower.
The internal variables are member strength, cross
section, fabrication length, connections, tower configuration,
etc. The tower internal subsystem is observed to be isolated
from the external subsystem. The internal variables are
applied in the Monte Carlo simulation as probabilistic
variables. The member strength varies based on the material
chemistry, the different producers of the steel, the cross
section and fabrication length. The connection performance
varies based on the individuals working on and with the
product. The magnitude of variance of these variables varies
itself.
The variations of the cross sectional area and
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fabrication length are limited by the provision of American
society for Testing and Material Specification A6, ASTM (34).
According to their specifications the cross sectional area
variations for steel angles are limited to ±2. 5% of the
theoretical or specified amounts. The variations of
fabrication length for steel angles are limited to ±0.2% of
the specified length. These examples point out how fine the
boundaries of cross sectional area and fabrication length
variations are according to the ASTM (34). Further research
which may lead into a fine tuning of the existing first order
nonlinear limit-state Monte Carlo analysis procedure may
include these additional variables.
This research is done as a pilot project to evaluate the
effect of including actual member strength variations,
according to actual yield strength variations in a LIMIT
analysis. The yield strength values which range from 36.0 ksi
through 73.0 ksi are, therefore, the focus of this
investigation. other variations of internal variables like
cross sectional area and fabrication length which also
influence the member strength are not included in this
investigation.
The following investigation which combines the limit-
state analysis, the proabilistic variations of member strength
based on yield strength variations including nonlinear post-
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buckling member performance, and the principle of the Monte
Carlo method into one unit is the Probability Based Analysis
(PBA). All further work is done to illustrate the derivation,
performance, and outcome of the PBA.
YIELD STRENGTH SENSITIVITY STUDY
The yield strength value is a material property which
influences the compression and tension capacities of the steel
angles in a transmission tower. The design code for
transmission towers, the Design of Latticed Steel Transmission
Structures, ASCE 10 (37), documents this dependency between
yield strength and member capacity. In general ASCE 10
distinguishes between tension and compression capacities. The
influence of the yield strength values for all tension member
capacities is assumed to be linear. This means, for an
increasing yield strength value the tension capacity increases
linearly. The influence of the yield strength values for the
compression member capacities is divided in two parts, the
"long" and "short" compression members.
Tension Members
The tension capacity is a function of the net cross-
sectional area and the yield strength value. The net cross-
sectional area is defined as the area of the steel angle after
all area reductions, i.e. bolt holes. The location of this
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net cross-sectional area along the steel angle has to be
chosen for the smallest possible value. The theory behind
this specification assumes that the ultimate tension load
which travels through the steel angle produces the ultimate
tension stress at the minimum cross-sectional area of the
steel angle.
Compression Members
The compression capacity depends on the slenderness ratio
(L/r) of the angle, the width to thickness ratio (wit), the
end restraints of the member and the yield strength value.
The end restraints describe the degree of resisting moment an
end connection provides to the member. In ASCE 10 the degree
of end restraints alters the effective slenderness ratio
(KL/r). Therefore, the degree of end restraints is taken into
account through the effective length factor (K). Due to the
specification in ASCE 10 the degree of end restraint can vary
among several choices. These choices are selected based on
the engineering judgement.
The width to thickness ratio (wit) is a control parameter
which prevents local crushing or buckling of the steel angle
before the over all buckling of the compression member occurs.
This kind of failure is of rare occurrence and has never
happened during BPA's full scale tower tests.
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The slenderness ratio (L/r) combined with the effective
length factor (K) describes the effective slenderness ratio
(KL/r) of the steel angle compression members. This effective
slenderness ratio (KL/r) is the control parameter which
compared to, the column slenderness ratio (Cc) separating
elastic and inelastic buckling, distinguishes between "long"
and "short" compression members.
C =1t~ 2E
C Fy
[1]
Compression members with an effective slenderness ratio
(KL/r) larger or equal to the column slenderness ratio (Cc)
are considered "long". compression members with an effective
slenderness ratio (KL/r) smaller than the column slenderness
ratio (Cc) are consider "short". According to this
specification the "long" compression members are assumed to
buckle elastically and the "short" compression members
inelastically. The Cc value which can be referred to as the
turning point between "long" and "short" depends on the
modulus of elasticity, " and the yield strength value.
According to ASCE 10 the "short" compression members are
a function of the yield strength value due to their inelastic
buckling behavior. Therefore, the variation in yield strength
values which varies the member capacities is included in the
design equations of ASCE 10 which are used in the PBA. The
equation of the allowable compression stress (Fa) for "short"
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members is shown below.
KL
F = [ 1 - .! (.2:...)2 ] Fy ;a 2 C
c
KL '5. C
r C
[2]
According to ASCE 10 the "long" compression members are
assumed to be insensitive to the yield strength value based on
their elastic buckling behavior. The equation of the
allowable compression stress (Fa) for "long" members is as
follows.
286000Fa = ;( KL ) 2
r
[3]
This assumption which leads to a neglect of the yield
strength value for "long" compression members are further
investigated in the following paragraphs.
This investigation will show 1) the simplified
assumptions of the current design method of ASCE 10 for yield
strength non-sensitivity of "long" compression members, 2) a
sensitivity study of the actual yield strength variations of
"long" compression members for the conditions found in
transmission towers, and 3) a innovative design method of
including yield strength sensitivity for "long" compression
members in lattice type transmission tower design.
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Current Design Method
The current design method for "long" steel angle
compression members used in steel transmission towers is
documented in ASCE 10 (35). The following paragraphs will
illustrate the simplified assumptions which are used in this
design code.
Given a concentrically applied axial load, the ultimate
compression capacity of "long" compression members according
to Euler Column Theory, depends on the modulus of elasticity,
rr, the area and the effective slenderness ratio. Therefore,
concentrically loaded "long" compression members are not
effected by the yield strength value. If, however, the
applied axial load is introduced with an eccentricity (25) the
ideal case of the Euler Column Theory is no longer accurate.
Due to how the steel angle is connected the loads are
introduced. Steel angles in transmission towers are primarily
connected through one leg of the angle. The regulations of
these connections are described in ASCE 10 as "normal framing
eccentricity". ASCE 10 states that "normal framing
eccentricity at load transfer connections implies that the
centroid of the bolt pattern, except for some of the smaller
angles sizes, is located between the centroid of the angle and
the center line of the connected leg" (Figure 2). For those
steel angles which lie within these eccentricity boundaries,
the "long" member column approach of ASCE 10 is applicable and
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the introduced inaccuracy based on this simplified approach is
neglected.
The proposed investigation, a PBA which integrates the
yield strength variations into a limit-state study of
transmission tower systems, has to be based on a model which
represents the actual transmission tower systems behavior.
The outcome of the simulation, due to its assumptions, is
sensitive to the yield strength values. All variables which
are functions of the yield strength values have to be included
in the simulation procedure to account for its variations.
The previous paragraphs pointed out that "long" compression
members with normal framing eccentricity were found to be
sensitive to the yield strength value (25). The degree of
sensitivity is derived in the following sensitivity study.
Sensitivity study
The sensitivity study shows the actual sensitivity of
"long" steel angle compression members for yield strength
variations. It includes a numerical nonlinear column computer
program (36), actual compression member tests and ASCE 10
results. A 3x2x3/16 steel angle was investigated with varying
slenderness ratios and yield strength values. The slenderness
ratios were chosen to be 120,150,180, and 210 which cover the
"long" compression member range. Based on a yield strength
value of 36.00 ksi the C
c
value is equal to 126.1.
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The~efore, members with a slenderness ratio greater than Cc
are consideired "long" members. Note, that for a yield
str~ngth value of 46.88 ksi, the Cc value drops to 110.5. The
yie+d strength values were chosen to be 36.00, 46.88, 52.60,
and 64.00 ks',i. The yield strength values of 36.00, 46.88, and
64. qo ksi relpresent the minimum, mean, and approximate maximum
of ~he data base, respectively. The yield strength value of
52.QO ksi is the actual yield strength of the steel angle
tes~ed. Thel applied centroid of the load pattern was located
accqrding to the specification for "normal framing
ecc~ntricity;" of ASCE 10 (Figure 2).
The numerical computer program is a nonlinear finite
difference solution algorithm for three dimensional beam
colu,mns. It: was done by Afghan (36) as a Master Thesis at
Portland state University in 1980. It represents a numerical
sol~tion for three dimensional beam columns in the elastic and
inelastic ret;ion. Further details about the Afghan-Algorithm
(AA) can be obtained from Reference 36.
The actual member tests were done under ideal test
conditions. I They were part of previous research which
comppred aC'~ual member capacities to calculated member
capa~ities according to the ASCE 10 Design procedures.
Deta~ls about these actual angle tests and the comparison to
ASCE 10 Design procedure can be obtained from Reference 25.
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In Table I the results of the numerical column program
(AA) are compared to actual compression member test results
and the results of ASCE 10. The calculated ultimate loads P1
through P4 were obtained from the numerical column program
(AA) and differ according to various yield strength values.
The actual test loads P were obtained from actual member
tests, and the calculated loads P5 through P8 were obtained
following the ASCE 10 Design procedure based on yield strength
values 36.00, 46.88, 52.60, and 64.00 ksi. Several graphs
were designed to display the sensitivity study visually.
Figure 3 shows the actual test results versus calculated
results based on ASCE 10. This comparison shows that the
predicted capacity of ASCE 10 is greater than the actual
capacity • The results which were obtained from Reference (25)
display an over prediction of ASCE 10 for "long" compression
members. other research (20) found similar results. Due to
the assumed insensitivity of "long" compression members, the
calculated loads of ASCE 10 for yield strength values of 36.00
and 52.60 ksi are identical for slenderness ratios larger than
C
e
• The yield strength values of 36.00 and 52.60 ksi where
chosen because they represent the design code minimum value of
Grade A36 steel and the actual value of the steel angle
investigated.
Figure 4 shows the actual test results versus calculated
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results based on the nonlinear finite difference column
program (AA). This comparison shows the calculated capacity
smaller than the actual test capacities. Due to the
eccentrically applied axial load, the influence of varying
yield strength (36.00 and 52.60 ksi) occurred over the whole
range of slenderness ratios. The results were obtained by
only varying the yield strength values and member lengths.
The slenderness ratios are a function of the member lengths.
All other variables were kept to be constant. The graph
shows that with decreasing slenderness ratio, the influence of
the yield strength value increases.
Figure 5 shows the actual test results versus calculated
results for AseE 10 and the nonlinear finite difference column
program (AA) based on their actual yield strength value of
52.60 ksi of the steel angle investigated. The comparison
shows that the outcome of the nonlinear finite difference
column program is closer to the actual test results than the
results of AseE 10.
Figure 6 shows the actual tests results versus the
calculated results of the nonlinear finite difference column
program (AA) for varying yield strength values. This figure
shows the spread of the graph family of the calculated
compression capacities for varying yield strength values and
the location of the actual test capacity graph among the
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calculated graph family.
Figure 7 shows the outcome of the nonlinear finite
difference column program (AA) for varying yield strength
values for extended slenderness ratios of Figure 6. This
figure was done to show the variation of the graph family as
a function of yield strength variations for slenderness values
larger than 210.
A study of Figure 3 through 7 concludes that the capacity
of "long" single angle compression members are sensitive to
change in yield strength of the steel. They further show that
for decreasing slenderness ratios the spread of the
compression capacities increase due to increasing yield
strength. ASCE 10 does not include yield strength values for
"long" steel angle compression members. The results of the
sensitivity study emphasize the necessity of developing
analysis techniques which include yield strength variations
for "long" compression steel angles in the PBA. In the
following paragraphs an innovative method of integrating the
yield strength sensitivity for "long" compression members is
introduced. This innovative design method is used for all
further work of the PBA procedure.
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Innovative Design Method
The new design method introduces an innovation for the
current design method of ASCE 10 for "long" steel angle
compression members. It shows "long" compression capacities
as a function of the yield strength value. The new method
introduces a yield strength sensitivity influence coefficient.
The coefficient is derived based on the results of Figure 7.
This figure shows the ultimate compression capacities for
varying yield strength values and slenderness ratios. The
starting point of these curves are the ultimate capacities for
slenderness ratios equal to C
e
(initial compression
capacities). The yield strength sensitivity influence
coefficient was determined by dividing the ultimate
compression capacities by the initial compression capacities.
This ratio produces multiple hyperbolic curves with a starting
point of one and decreasing continues values. The integration
of these curves in the PBA is not very practical because of
the time consuming procedure of the nonlinear finite
difference program. Therefore, the yield strength influence
coefficients were substituted by an artificial yield strength
sensitivity influence factor, the Bathon-Factor (BF). The BF
is a numerically derived approximation of the yield strength
sensitivity coefficient.
XL
__I_
KL -4BF = CC: ... (_) ... e b 1t Cc
I
[4]
The BF is an exponential function of C
e
, and KL/r. The
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variables a and b were determined for three different steel
angles. The steel angles were chosen to be 1.75x1.75x1/8,
3x2x3/16, and 4x4x1/4 and cover the range of small to large
angles used in a transmission tower. Table II shows the a and
b values together with their associated steel angle areas.
Any steel angles in between or beyond these selected angles
were interpolated or extrapolated for the PBA. Figure 8,9,
and 10 show a comparison between the derived yield strength
sensitivity influence coefficient curves and the BF
approximations for the chosen steel angle samples. The
integration of the BF in the compression capacity equations of
ASCE 10 is shown below.
where BFR is defined as:
RF
BFR = 1 + (--y - 1) * BF36
[5]
[6]
RFy stands for a random yield strength value. This value
is a product of the random number generator combined with the
Box-Muller transformation which is connected to a yield
strength data base. The yield strength data base, the Box-
Muller transformation, and the random number generator are
specifically explained in further primary and secondary
subdivisions of this investigation.
Figure 11 shows a comparison of three curves which
represent, 1) the yield strength sensitivity influence
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coefficient curve, 2) the BF approximation curve used in the
PBA, and 3) in a symbolized form the current ASCE 10 Design
procedure which does not include any influence of yield
strength sensitivity for "long" compression members. It
therefore is a constant line with zero amplitude. The curves
one and two were obtained from Figure 9. They were chosen for
the yield strength value of 36.00 ksL As it was mentioned in
previous paragraphs, the starting point for "long" compression
members is the Cc value. For a slenderness ratio Le. of
126.1, equal to C
c
for 36.00 ksi, the eccentricity influence
coefficient is 1.0. For increasing slenderness ratio values
the eccentricity influence coefficient decreases
hyperbolically.
DISTRIBUTION OF YIELD STRENGTH
The yield strength value represents the material
strength, or more precisely the tension stress capabilities of
the steel used in transmission towers. It is determined
through stress (load per area) versus strain (axial elongation
per length) tests. The test results provide a stress versus
strain curve. The yield strength is that point on the stress
versus strain curve where the steel starts to yield for mild
steel. This means, that beyond this point the steel strain
increases for an approximately constant stress. The magnitude
of the yield strength varies depending on the geometry and
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chemistry of the steel used. In structural engineering two
steel grades are commonly used. They are specified as Grade
A36 and Grade 50. For this investigation only the most
commonly used steel Grade (A36) is considered (Grade A36
stands for 36 kips per square inch, ksi).
Data Base of Yield strengths
The accuracy of the outcome of this simulation procedure
depends on the accuracy and validity of the data base. The
yield strength data base, which was gathered for this
investigation contains 8184 values. These values were
obtained from mill certificates provided by eight different
steel mills and steel fabricators. The yield strength data
was gathered from private organization because in the United
states there is no national yield strength data base available
as in Europe. Some mill certificates provided two yield
strength values out of one batch of steel. In these cases,
the average of these two values was determined and used in the
data base.
Yield Strength Distribution
In order to convert the data base into a distribution it
was necessary to determine the frequency (number of each
occurrence) of various yield stress values. All yield
strength distributions were, therefore, designed to display
the frequency on the y-axis and the yield strength values on
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the x-axis. The large amount of data points produced a smooth
yield stress distribution (Figure 12). The magnitudes of the
yield stress values range from 36.0 ksi through 73.0 ksi. The
mean of the sample size is 46.88 ksi, the standard deviation
is 3.64 ksi, the variance 13.25 ksi2 and the coefficient of
variation is 7.77 %. The distribution occurred in a shape of
a normal distribution with only one yield stress value smaller
than 36 ksi. Its magnitude was 34.20 ksi. This value was
obtained during that time when the yield strength minimum was
allowed to be 33.00 ksi. Currently the minimum yield strength
value is 36.00 ksi. This is a minimum strength requirement of
the ASTM (34). As it can be seen in the obtained data base
the maximum possible yield strength could be up to twice as
much. The occurrence of the yield strength distribution is
assumed to be normal based on visual jUdgement. In the
following subdivision of this investigation the normality of
the distribution is actually measured through the application
of a Chi-square test.
Figure 13,14, and 15 show yield strength distributions
based on steel thicknesses of 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5 inches with
means of 48.56, 46.38, and 45.52 ksi, variances of 9.46,
12.49, and 12.08 ksi2, and coefficients of variation of 6.33,
7.62, and 7.64%, respectively. These distributions were based
on a relatively small sample size of approximately 400
compared to the sample size of 8184. Figure 16 shows the
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yield strength distribution for one randomly chosen steel
transmission tower based on a sample size of 175. The
thickness of the steel angles ranges from 0.1875 through
0.4575 inches. A statistical analysis gave a mean of 47.11
ksi, a variance of 22.44 ksi2 and a coefficient of variation
of 10.00%.
The distributions based on steel thickness were done to
analyze if there was a relationship between steel thickness
and yield strength value. The results showed that, based on
a relatively small sample size, the magnitude of the means
increase with decreasing steel thickness. In the literature
this phenomena is said to be caused by the cooling process of
the steel. Thin steel members cool faster, and therefore
obtain a higher yield strength, than thicker steel members.
A similar relationship could not be found for the magnitude of
the variances. The shapes of the distributions did not match
any standardized distributions. The distributions appear very
ragged due to limited data.
The yield strength distribution for one randomly chosen
steel transmission tower is shown in Figure 16. This study
was done to compare actual tower yield strength data with the
total (8184 values) yield strength data base. The tower yield
strength data base contains a sample size of 175. This was
relatively small in comparison with the total data base.
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However, the study indicated that the mean (47.11 ksi) of the
tower data followed the trend of the total yield strength data
which mean was equal to 46.88 ksi. The variance of the tower
distribution, however, was larger than the total distribution.
The variance of the tower data was 22.44 ksi2 compared to a
variance of 13.25 ksi2 for the total data base. Due to
limited tower yield strength data, the distribution occurs
very ragged. This distribution did not occur in any
standardized form of distribution as the total yield strength
distribution did.
statistical Analysis of the Yield strength Distribution
As was mentioned earlier in this paper the yield strength
distribution of the data base occurred as a normal
distribution. This statement was based on visual jUdgement
only. The accuracy and validity of this statement is
investigated on the following pages. Besides the normal
distribution, there are two other distributions which occur in
similar shape, the lognormal and the Gamma distribution. The
statistical analysis of the data base is done in an attempt to
evaluate which standardized distribution, if any, could
represent the actual data base, and thus the actual yield
strength distribution. A substitution of the data base by a
standardized distribution simplifies the numerical code and
reduces the computational time of the PBA.
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A statistical analysis of the yield strength data base
gave a mean of 46.88 ksi and the variance of 13.25 ksi2• The
probability density function of a normal random variable X is
a function of mean and variance. Based on mean and variance
obtained from the data base, the ordinates of a normal
probability density function were computed and the curve
drawn. Both curves, the actual yield strength distribution
and the normal distribution, are plotted in Figure 17. The
results show that the yield strength distribution matches the
normal distribution very closely.
Even though the yield strength distribution matches the
shape of the normal distribution, a comparison to other
distributions was made. According to previous research (20),
stress values tend to be in a shape of either a normal or
lognormal distribution. Therefore, a three parameter
lognormal distribution, based on a mean of 46.88 ksi and
variance of 13. 25 ksi2, was designed. The three parameter
lognormal distribution was chosen over the two parameter
lognormal distribution. The third parameter allows the
lognormal distribution to start at any chosen point on the x-
axis. According to the mean and variance of the actual yield
strength distribution these associated parameter values were
determined, the lognormal distribution derived and compared to
the yield strength distribution. Both distributions are
plotted in Figure 18. A visual comparison between yield
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strength versus normal, and yield strength versus lognormal,
show a better match by the normal distribution.
Based on the parameters a and B the Gamma distribution
can create mUltiple shapes. These shapes can be very similar
to a normal or lognormal distribution. Therefore, a
comparison of yield strength distribution and Gamma
distribution was done. Again based on the mean and variance
of the yield strength distribution, a Gamma distribution was
created (Figure 19). The comparison showed that both
distributions, yield versus lognormal and gamma, were close
but not as close as the normal versus yield strength
distribution.
So far a yield strength distribution based on 8184 values
has been obtained. The yield strength distribution was
visually compared with a normal, lognormal and gamma
distribution. The comparison showed that the analytically
created normal distribution matches best the actual yield
strength distribution. This match now will be measured by
testing the hypothesis that the yield strength distribution is
a normal di.stribution by applying a Chi-Square test.
A Chi-Square test is a goodness-of-fit test which
compares a calculated value versus a critical value. The
application of the Chi-Square test on the particular problem
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is explained in the following paragraphs. The critical value
is obtained from a Chi-Square distribution based on certain
conditions. The Chi-Square distribution is a special case of
the Gamma distribution. As mentioned earlier, the Gamma
distribution can occur in various shapes based on the
parameters a and B. For a Chi-Square distribution the
parameter a is equal to the degrees of freedom divided by two.
The parameter B is equal to two. The Chi-Square distribution
is a special case of the Gamma distribution which reduces the
two parameters, a and B, to one parameter, v. The greek
letter v symbolizes the degrees of freedom. The number of
degrees of freedom associated with the Chi-Square distribution
are used in two different ways in the literature. One way is
k-l freely determined cell frequencies, where k represents the
number of cells into which the frequencies are divided. The
other way is to determine the degrees of freedom based on k-p-
1, which adds p symbolizing the parameters used in the
analysis. The value p is set to zero for the first approach.
The Chi-Square test for the following investigation sets p
equal to one, and therefore, comes up with a number of degrees
of freedom v equal to k-2.
The level of significance is sometimes called the size of
the critical region and represents the probability of
committing a type I error. The type I error stands for the
situation that a hypothesis is true but rejected. A critical
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region of 0.05 or 5%, which is a commonly used value in
engineering and science, is very small and therefore it is
unlikely that a type I error occurs.
The Chi-Square test is a goodness-of-fit test between an
observed and an expected frequency. The observed frequency is
the number of occurrences of the actual yield strength values,
and the expected frequency is the number of occurrences of a
normal random variable X (analytically created yield strength
values). By using the Chi-Square test, the "difference" (X2_
value) between the observed and the expected frequency is
compared to the Chi-Square distribution. In general, if the
x2-value is small, the fit between observed frequency and
2expected frequency is good. A large X -value represents a
poor fit between observed and expected frequency. A good fit
leads to the acceptance of the hypothesis, whereas a poor fit
rejects it.
Table III shows the results of the Chi-square test
between actual yield strength and normal frequencies. The sum
of the X2-values is 26.953. This value compares to a critical
value equal to 28.869. This value was obtained from the chi-
Square distribution based on 18 degrees of freedom and a
significance level of 5%. The Chi-Square test results in a
X2-values of 26.953 which is smaller than 28.869. The
hypothesis is not rejected.
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'rable IV shows the results of goodness-of-fit tests
between yield strength distributions based on the steel
thicknesses of 0.25, 0.375 and 0.5 inches, and normal
distributions. The individual x2-values, which were all
greater than 500, compare to a critical value of 15.507. This
critical value again was obtained from a Chi-Square
distribution based on 8 degrees of freedom and a significance
level of 5. The hypothesis was rejected. This rejection,
based on a Chi-Square test, matches the visual comparison
which was done earlier in this chapter. There it was stated
that the distributions occur very ragged and do not follow any
standard distribution curves.
The above-mentioned tests prove that the actual yield
strength distribution is a normal distribution. The following
investigation is focused on the attempt to create a random
normal distribution which is similar to the yield strength
distribution. This was done by using a modified form of the
Box-Muller transformation (37) to generate numbers based on a
normal probability of occurrence according to the mean and
variance of the actual yield strength distribution.
The Box-Muller transformation takes uniformly generated
random numbers (Xl'X2) and converts them into normal random
numbers (Y1' Y2) •
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[8]
These normal random numbers, which occur in standard normal
form, then are converted, based on mean and variance of the
actual yield strength values, into artificial yield strength
values. The Box-Muller transformation is modified to create
artificial random yield strength values larger than or equal
to 36.0 ksi. By doing so the real world situation of
eliminating steel with yield strength values smaller than 36.0
ksi occurs. More detailed information about the Box-Muller
transformation can be obtained from Reference 37.
The following investigation was done to demonstrate the
match between the artificial yield strength distribution
created by the random normal number generator and the actual
yield strength distribution. The random artificial yield
strength values (8184) were generated and compared to the
actual values based on their frequencies. The comparison of
the actual versus artificial random normal distribution can
be seen on Figure 20. It shows that both distributions are of
similar shape. Again, this comparison is based on visual
jUdgement only, and therefore, now will be measured by a
goodness-of-fit test, the Chi-Square test.
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Table V shows the results of the Chi-Square test between
actual yield strength and artificial yield strength
frequencies. The total X2-value is 25.235. This value
compares to a critical value equal to 28.869. It was obtained
from the Chi-Square distribution according to 18 degrees of
freedom and a significance level of 5%. The goodness-of-fit
test results in a X2-value of 25.235. This value is smaller
than the critical value of 28.869. The hypothesis that the
actual yield strength frequency is equal to the artificial
yield strength frequency is therefore not rejected.
First a yield strength distribution was created based on
a sample size of 8184. Then it was demonstrated that the
actual yield strength distribution occurs in the shape of a
normal distribution.
Then it was demonstrated that an artificially created
random normal distribution matches the actual yield strength
distribution. All this work was initially based on visual
comparison and then confirmed through statistical tests.
Based on these derivations and their results, it was
decided to use the artificial random normal distribution
instead of the actual yield strength distribution, represented
by a sample size of 8184, in the PBA. As it was mentioned in
the beginning of this chapter, the application of the PBA is
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based on drawing random values from distributions of
components of the system investigated. These random values
are then used to calculate the system performance. The work
until now, determines the distribution of the components,
which is the yield strength distribution of the steel angles.
It includes a tool to randomly choose values from these
distributions and use them in subsequent procedures. These
sUbsequent procedures include the calculation of member
strength, which is referred to as the component performance,
and the determination of the tower failure, referred to as the
system performance, including first order nonlinear member
behavior. Following, the PBA and its SUbsequent procedures
are explained.
PROBABILITY BASED ANALYSIS (PBA)
The PBA is an approximate method of obtaining solutions
of derived distribution problems. The derived distribution in
our investigation is the artificial yield strength
distribution which was obtained from a data base containing
actual yield strength values. The PBA makes direct use of the
probabilistic nature of the yield strength values by randomly
choosing artificial yield strength values according to their
frequencies. Based on randomly drawn yield strength values,
the ultimate tension and compression stress capacities are
determined. The first order nonlinear truss analysis program,
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LIMIT uses these member capacities to determine the tower
failure load. Each LIMIT run will produce one specific tower
failure load capacity. Repeating of the LIMIT runs will
produce numerous results. The histogram of these results
approximates the desired probability distribution which
represents the failure load capacity variations of the tower
investigated. Figure 21 shows this general overview of the
PBA. The following pages illustrate in detail how the PBA is
applied to the problem investigated.
Select Yield Strength Randomly
The statistical analysis of the yield strength data base
showed that a substitution of the actual data with an
artificial yield strength data is valid. This artificial
yield strength data is generated through a modified form of
the BOX-Muller transformation. This modified generator
produces random yield strength values greater than 36.00 ksi
based on the probabilistic nature of the actual yield strength
values. The probabilistic nature of the actual yield strength
data is represented by their frequencies for a given yield
strength value, Le., a yield strength value of 47.00 ksi
occurs with a much higher probability than a yield strength
value of 60.00 ksi (Figure 12). In the literature, the
relationship between the random number generator (uniform
random numbers) and the required random variable (yield
strength) is referred to as mapping. The following paragraphs
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illustrate in which way the mapping is applied in this
specific investigation.
The FORTRAN compiler which is used in this investigation
has a built-in uniform random number generator. This
generator produces random numbers between zero and one with
equal probability. The built-in number generator was tested
by generating 8000 random numbers. Figure 22 shows the
results of this test. According to the same procedure
mentioned earlier in Chapter III, a goodness-of-fit test
between the random uniform distribution and the expected
uniform distribution was performed. The results of this Chi-
Square test are shown in Table VI. The observed frequency is
the frequency of the uniform random number generator. The
expected frequency is determined by dividing the sample size
of 8000 by the number of cells. The sum of the X2-value is
13.965. This value compares with a critical value equal to
28.869. This value, again was obtained from a Chi-Square
distribution based on 18 degrees of freedom and a significance
level of 5%. The Chi-Square test results in a total X2-value
of 13.965 which compares to a larger critical value of 28.869.
The hypothesis that the random uniform number generator
produces values in the form of a uniform distribution was
accepted.
The modified Box-Muller transformation is the link, or
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mapping, 'between the uniform random number generator and the
final product, the artificial yield strength values. The Box-
Muller transformation uses uniform random numbers and converts
them into standard normal random numbers. Details about this
transformation can be obtained from Reference 37. The random
standard normal values were then converted into artificial
yield strength values. This was done using the mean and
standard deviation, the square root of the variance, of the
actual yield strength values. Each random standard normal
number was mUltiplied by the standard deviation and added to
the mean of the actual yield strength values. All artificial
yield strength values smaller than 36.00 ksi were not used in
the analysis. By doing so, the real world behavior, that is
eliminating coupons smaller than 36.00 ksi, was matched. The
outcome of the mapping, the creation of an artificial yield
strength distribution, was compared to the actual yield
strength distribution earlier in Chapter III. The comparison
showed that the artificial yield strength distribution matched
the actual yield strength distribution.
The PBA makes direct use of the probabilistic nature of
the repeated experiment of calculating tower failure loads by
selecting the artificial yield strength values randomly based
on the actual yield strength distribution. This is done for
each individual member of the transmission tower and each
individual simulation run. The relationship between the yield
strength and the member strength is
following paragraphs.
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illustrated in the
Determine Member strength
The random artificial yield strength values determine the
compression and tension member capacities of the steel angles
in the transmission towers. As mentioned earl ier , the
tension capacity is a function of the cross-sectional area and
the yield strength value of the member. The compression
capacity depends on the effective slenderness ratio (KL/r) of
the angle, the width to thickness ratio (wIt), the end
restraints of the member and the yield strength. ASCE 10 (35)
documents these values and their interaction with each other.
Based on these relationships, the compression and tension
capacities of each individual member were calculated. These
capacities represent the maximum values of the tension and
compression member performance curves of the steel angles.
The member performance curve represent a load versus axial
displacement curve. The axial displacement is positive for
tension members and negative for compression members.
The member performance curve for the tension members is
assumed to be bilinear in the LIMIT analysis. That means that
it contains an elastic and perfectly plastic linear portion.
The elastic linear portion represents a constant non zero
slope of load versus axial deflection. The plastic linear
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portion represents a constant load versus increasing axial
deflection. The ultimate tension capacity is the point on the
idealized performance curve where th~ perfectly plastic
portion (constant load) starts.
Depending on the users choice, LIMIT performs three
different first order nonlinear analyses based on three
different compression member performance curves. In Chapter
I these performance curves were introduced. For the following
investigation, the normalized compression member performance
curve is used. The normalized performance curves were
preferred because they are more accurate than the bilinear
performance curves and due to their normalized shapes,
applicable for all possible steel angle sizes and length. The
actual performance curves are only used when test results for
specific angles are available. LIMIT uses 30 different
normalized performance curves. These were derived from actual
performance curves obtained from actual steel angle
compression tests. The normalized performance curves differ
according to their slenderness ratios (KL/r). For small
slenderness ratios (i.e. KL/r equal to 60) they occur in the
form of a peak. For large slenderness ratios (i.e. KL/r
equal 240) they occur as a bilinear curve (Figure 23).
Based on the member properties (area, length, slenderness
ratio), the ultimate capacities, and the normalized member
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performance curves, LIMIT is able to determine the member
performance curves for both the compression and tension
members. The member performance curve for the tension members
is always in a shape of a bilinear curve and only varies its
magnitude depending on the area and ultimate capacity of the
tension member. The performance curve of a compression member
varies its shape and magnitude with varying area, slenderness
ratio and ultimate capacity of the compression member.
The PBA uses the nonlinear performance curves of tension
and compression members. The performance curves are functions
of the ultimate capacities. The ultimate capacities vary with
randomly varying yield strength values. The way these
interactions and dependencies vary the outcome of a PBA is
illustrated in the following paragraphs.
Second Order Analysis
The probabilistic determination of failure load capacity
variations for the first order nonlinear truss analysis
program LIMIT, depends on the artificial yield strength
variations which were derived from actual yield strength data.
These randomly changing yield strength values vary the
correlated tension and compression capacities of the steel
angles used in a transmission tower. An average sized
transmission tower contains approximately 200 different steel
angles. The steel angles occur as tension or compression
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members in various sizes and length. Depending on the loading
condition, various members are loaded closer to their ultimate
capacity than others. Previous studies (1) showed that
depending on the load conditions approximately 5%, that is for
an average tower between 8 and 12 members, of the total number
of angles are close to their ultimate capacity at failure.
For deterministic yield strength values the same members fail,
depending on their ultimate capacities, over and over again.
That means the tower failure load and the failure mechanism
for mUltiple runs is identical. Failure mechanism stands for
the sequence of member failures which lead to a tower failure.
Based on its member performance curves, the PBA allows
redistribution of load as individual members fail. This means
that for an exceeded ultimate capacity of, for example, a
compression member at position A, another compression or
tension member at position B picks up the additional load. If
the ultimate capacity of the member at position B is also
exceeded and no other member is able to pick up the additional
load, a mechanism will occur and the tower itself will fail.
A variation of the ultimate member capacity due to the
variation of the random yield strength value, however, may
change the member which causes tower failure. Subsequently,
this first member failure may introduce a different second
member failure depending on its position and ultimate capacity
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magnitude. Therefore, not only the sequence of member failure
(failure mechanism) varies, but also the tower failure load.
For each LIMIT run each of these individual members were
associated with a randomly chosen yield strength value. The
results of a PBA on a real tower is discussed in the next
chapter.
Determine Collapse Load Factor
The outcome of a LIMIT analysis gives a tower collapse
load factor. A tower collapse load factor is a fraction of
the tower failure load. In a LIMIT analysis there are
multiple unit loads acting on mUltiple joints according to a
certain load condition specified by the user. The unit loads
are iteratively increased until the transmission tower cannot
withstand any additional load. That is when all critical
members reach or exceed their ultimate capacity and no other
member is able to sustain additional load. The ultimate
magnitudes of these increased unit loads are the collapse load
factors. The tower failure load is the sum of these collapse
load factors.
START
CHOOSE RANDOM
COMPONENTS
REPEAT
1000 TIMES
~r SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
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DISTRIBUTION
END
Figure 1. Monte carlo simulation outline.
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL COLUMN PROGRAM VERSUS
ACTUAL TEST AND ASCE 10 PROCEDURE
Fy (ksi) I 36.00 I 46.88 I. 52.60 64.00
PROGRAM
L/r P1 P2 P3 P4
120 7.78 8.97 9.47 10.30
150 6.33 7.03 7.34 7.83
180 5.13 5.58 5.77 6.05
210 4.17 4.48 4.58 4.76
ACTUAL TEST
L/r - - P -
120 - - 10.00 -
150 - - 7.30 -
180 - - 5.70 -
210 - - 4.30 -
AS C E 1 0
L/r P5 P6 P7 P8
120 17.80 17.90 17.90 17.90
150 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50
180 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
210 5.90 5.90 5.90 5.90
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TABLE II
ARTIFICIAL YIELD STRENGTH SENSITIVITY INFLUENCE
FACTOR PARAMETERS
ANGLE SIZE AREA a b
1 3/4 x 1 3/4 x 1/8 0.422 0.833 0.620
3 x 2 x 3/16 0.902 0.921 1.050
4x 4 x 1/4 1.940 0.918 1.000
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TABLE III
CHI-SQUARE TEST BETWEEN ACTUAL YIELD STRENGTH
AND NORMAL FREQUENCIES
83
CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI-SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 -1000 40.85 367 409.2 4.352
2 40.85 42.25 399 409.2 0.254
3 42.25 43.15 401 409.2 0.164
4 43.15 43.85 415 409.2 0.082
5 43.85 44.45 424 409.2 0.535
6 44.45 44.95 409 409.2 0.000
7 44.95 45.45 417 409.2 0.149
8 45.45 45.95 457 409.2 5.584
9 45.95 46.45 412 409.2 0.019
10 46.45 46.88 422 409.2 0.400
11 46.88 47.35 439 409.2 2.170
12 47.35 47.85 435 409.2 1.627
13 47.85 48.25 427 409.2 0.774
14 48.25 48.75 423 409.2 0.465
15 48.75 49.35 413 409.2 0.035
16 49.35 49.95 388 409.2 1.098
17 49.95 50.65 399 409.2 0.254
18 50.65 51.55 393 409.2 0.641
19 51.55 52.85 390 409.2 0.901
20 52.85 1000 354 409.2 7.446
TOTAL 8184 8184 26.953
TABLE IV
GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST BETWEEN YIELD STRENGTH
AND NORMAL FREQUENCIES
CHI-SQUARE TEST BASED ON DATA BASE FOR STEEL THICKNESS OF 0.25 INCHES
CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI·SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 -1000 36.45 0.00 38.00 38.00
2 36.45 40.55 0.00 38.00 38.00
3 40.55 43.55 19.00 38.00 9.50
4 43.55 46.15 49.00 38.00 3.18
5 46.15 48.55 137.00 38.00 257.92
6 48.55 50.95 101.00 38.00 104.45
7 50.95 53.55 56.00 38.00 8.53
8 53.55 56.55 13.00 38.00 16.45
9 56.55 60.75 3.00 38.00 32.24
10 60.75 +1000 2.00 38.00 34.11
TOTAL 380.00 360.00 542.37
CHI·SQUARE TEST BASED ON DATA BASE FOR STEEL THICKNESS OF 0.375 INCHES
CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI·SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 -1000 30.35 0.00 41.70 41.70
2 30.35 35.65 0.00 41.70 41.70
3 35.85 39.85 22.00 41.70 9.31
4 39.85 43.25 47.00 41.70 0.67
5 43.25 46.35 138.00 41.70 222.39
6 46.35 49.55 135.00 41.70 206.75
7 49.55 52.95 64.00 41.70 11.93
6 52.95 56.95 6.00 41.70 30.56
9 56.95 62.45 5.00 41.70 32.30
10 62.45 +1000 0.00 41.70 41.70
TOTAL 417.00 417.00 641.01
CHI·SQUARE TEST BASED ON DATA BASE FOR STEEL THICKNESS OF 0.5 INCHES
CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI·SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 -1000 30.15 0.00 36.80 36.80
2 30.15 35.45 0.00 36.60 36.80
3 35.45 39.25 18.00 38.60 11.15
4 39.25 42.55 50.00 36.60 3.23
5 42.55 45.55 131.00 36.60 219.09
6 45.55 46.55 123.00 36.60 162.72
7 48.55 51.65 53.00 36.60 5.20
8 51.65 55.65 12.00 36.60 16.51
9 55.65 60.65 1.00 36.60 36.63
10 60.65 +1000 0.00 36.60 36.60
TOTAL 366.00 366.00 593.13
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Figure 20. Actual versus artificial random normal yield strength distribution.
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TABLE V
CHI-SQUARE TEST BETWEEN ACTUAL AND ARTIFICIAL
RANDOM NORMAL YIELD STRENGTH
FREQUENCIES
86
CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI-SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 -1000 40.85 367 376 0.215
2 40.85 42.25 399 410 0.295
3 42.25 43.15 401 405 0.040
4 43.15 43.85 415 396 0.912
5 43.85 44.45 424 419 0.060
6 44.45 44.95 409 404 0.062
7 44.95 45.45 417 425 0.151
8 45.45 45.95 457 463 0.078
9 45.95 46.45 412 424 0.340
10 46.45 46.88 422 382 4.188
11 46.88 47.35 439 421 0.770
12 47.35 47.85 435 383 7.060
13 47.85 48.25 427 415 0.347
14 48.25 48.75 423 399 1.444
15 48.75 49.35 413 422 0.192
16 49.35 49.95 388 405 0.714
17 49.95 50.65 399 409 0.244
18 50.65 51.55 393 417 1.381
19 51.55 52.85 390 405 0.556
20 52.85 +1000 354 404 6.188
TOTAL 8184 8184 25.235
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Figure 21. Probability based analysis outline.
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TABLE VI
CHI-SQUARE TEST OF UNIFORM RANDOM
NUMBER GENERATOR FREQUENCIES
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CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI-SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 0 0.05 374 400 1.69
2 0.05 0.1 371 400 2.1025
3 0.1 0.15 408 400 0.16
4 0.15 0.2 392 400 0.16
5 0.2 0.25 404 400 0.04
6 0.25 0.3 435 400 3.0625
7 0.3 0.35 406 400 0.09
8 0.35 0.4 391 400 0.2025
9 0.4 0.45 418 400 0.81
10 0.45 0.5 406 400 0.09
11 0.5 0.55 408 400 0.16
12 0.55 0.6 394 400 0.09
13 0.6 0.65 409 400 0.2025
14 0.65 0.7 394 400 0.09
15 0.7 0.75 408 400 0.16
16 0.75 0.8 395 400 0.0625
17 0.8 0.85 432 400 2.56
18 0.85 0.9 390 400 0.25
19 0.9 0.95 392 400 0.16
20 0.95 1 373 400 1.8225
TOTAL 8000 8000 13.965
Load
L/r=60
L/r=150
L/r=240
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Axial Deflection
Figure 23. Normalized member performance cu~~es for I
varying slenderness ratios.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF PROBABILITY BASED ANALYSIS (PBA)
AND ACTUAL TOWER TEST
The test tower which was chosen to verify and validate
the PBA is the 2A1 lattice steel transmission tower. This is
a tower which is used in large numbers by the Bonneville Power
Administration. In a previous study (1), this tower was
actually tested in a full scale test and analyzed with the
first order nonlinear analysis program LIMIT. A full scale
test is a test performed on a transmission tower which was
built in the original configuration and size according to the
actual transmission towers used in practice.
The 2A1 transmission tower with the applied loads is
shown in Figure 24. The transverse loads were applied at
joints 15 and 17 in the positive Y direction. The LIMIT input
file which contains joint and member information, dead load,
live loads and specified joint restraints is shown in Appendix
B. This file is identical with the input file used in the
previous LIMIT analysis (1). The joint information includes
the geometric position of each joint in the global coordinate
system. The member information contains the connective joints
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of the member, a:rea, member performance curve nUmber, ultimate
compression capacity, tension capacity and slenderness ratio.
COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR DISTRIBUTION
The application of the PBA for the 2A1 transmission tower
was based or~ 3000 trials. This means, that 3000 tower
collapse loaq factors were determined. Table VII shows the
results of the IPBA in tabular form. This table gives the
collapse loaQ :fi'actor distribution for a capacity increase
compared to j:ln Iinitial value. This initial value is the
collapse load. factor of a LIMIT run based on yield strength
values of 36.00 ksi for all members. This initial collapse
load factor f?eriVeS as a control point by representing the
minimum possi?le: outcome of a PBA. Therefore, Table VII shows
the frequenc~.esI of the capacity increase according to the
initial colla~)se, load factor. The capacity increases is in 5%
increments frpm Ithe initial value.
Figure 2~5 shows the collapse load factor distribution in
graphical fo~. I The y-axis displays the frequencies and the
x-axis displays the collapse load factors. A statistical
analysis gave a mean of 13.56 kips, a standard deviation of
0.51 kips, a variance of 0.26 kips2 and a coefficient of
variation of 3.1'4%. The mean of the distribution equal to
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13.56 kips is 26.14% greater than the initial collapse load
factor of 10.75 kips in Table VII. This difference indicates
the influence of the integration of the artificial yield
strength values in the simulation process. The coefficient of
vari.ation of 3.74%, which is smaller than the coefficient of
variation of the artificial yield strength distribution (equal
to 7.77%), indicates a small number of members were involved
in the failure mechanism.
The distribution occurs in a shape similar to a normal
distribution. To measure the degree of normality of the
collapse load factor distribution, a Chi-Square test was done.
Table VIII shows the results of the goodness-of-fit test
between the collapse load factor distribution and the normal
distribution. The sum of the X2-values is 17.867. This value
compares with a critical value of 28.869. The critical value
was obtained from a Chi-Square distribution based on 18
degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%. The Chi-
Square test results in a X2-value of 17.867 which is smaller
than 28.869. The hypothesis that the collapsed load factor
distribution occurs in the form of a normal distribution is
not rejected.
The collapse load factor distribution provides the
frequency of diverse collapse load factors. It does not
provide information on how many transmission towers failed
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above or below a certain collapse load factor limit. This
information can, however, be determined through the cumulative
frequency distribution of the collapse load factor
distribution. Based on the cumulative frequency distribution,
the analyst is able to derive the exclusion limit of the
transmission tower investigated. In the following paragraph
this procedure is explained in detail.
EXCLUSION LIMIT
The exclusion limit is defined as a normalized value
which is the summation of all those collapse load factors
which occurred smaller or equal to a chosen collapse load
factor value divided by the total number of PBA trials. This
means it represents the cumulative frequency distribution of
the collapse load factor distribution. The exclusion limit is
measured in decimals or percent. For small exclusion limit
values (between zero and 0.05 or 5%) it is important to study
a distribution with a sample size bigger than 2000 (9). The
PBA was based on 3000 trials. Tharefore, the results of the
PBA give accurate data even for small exclusion limit values.
Table IX shows the cumulative frequency distribution of
the 2Al tower in tabular form. It shows the exclusion limits
associated with a capacity increase in percent. The capacity
increase is referred to the initial collapse load factor of
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Table VIr of 10.75. For example, the exclusion limit of
0.1137 or 11.37% means that 341.1 2A1 towers (341.1 is
obtained by multiplying 0.1137 by 3000) failed within a
capacity increase of 20% based on the initial collapse load
factor of 10.75.
Figure 26 shows the exclusion limit distribution of the
test tower in graphical form. The collapse load factors range
from 11.75 kips to 15.25 kips. Due to the 3000 trials the
occurrence of the collapse load factor cumulative frequency
distribution is very smooth. Figure 26 shows that for an
exclusion limit of i. e. 10%, the test tower is able to
withstand a collapse load factor of approximately 13.00 kips.
This means that an applied load of 26.00 kips gives a tower
reliability of 90%.
The exclusion limit obtained from a PBA allows engineers
to redefine their jUdgement on safety and usability of
transmission towers. Existing transmission towers can be
reanalyzed using the PBA and upgraded based on a given
exclusion limit for a chosen tower capacity increase according
to the elastic analysis from which the tower was designed.
New transmission towers can be analyzed based on the actual
yield strength data and their nonlinear member performance.
Ultimately, the engineer is able to improve tower design by
using a tool which represents the real world behavior of steel
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transmission towers more accurately.
FAILURE MECHANISM DISTRIBUTION
The failure of a transmission tower occurs after mUltiple
critical members have reached their ultimate member capacities
and no other members are able to sustain the additional
applied load. Therefore, the system fai.lure occurs after
various subsystems have failed. The sequence of individual
member failures which ultimately introduces the tower failure
is called the failure mode or failure mechanism of a
transmission tower. Depending on the configuration of the
steel angles, the indeterminacy of the tower structure, and
the random variance of ultimate member performance curves, the
failure mode may involve one, two or several individual
members.
The failure of a transmission tower is expected to be
usually caused by a compression member failure. The failure
of a compression member occurs due to buckling. According to
previous tests (25), the buckling of a compression member
occurs within one inch of axial shortening of that member.
This means that, for example, a 40 inch compression member
fails after a axial shortening of 2.5% of its original length.
The same steel angle as a tension member would fail after 25%
axial elongation of its original length. This comparison
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shows how much more deformation is necessary to cause a
tension member to fail than a compression member.
LIMIT determines failed individual compression and
tension members based on two indicators. They are all members
which have reached their ultimate capacity and exceeded their
actual member displacement over a critical value. The actual
member displacements for both the tension and compression
members were converted into a normalized value. These
normalized values allow comparison to critical values which
are identical for compression and tension members. A
displacement is normalized by dividing it by the displacement
at first occurrence of maximum load capacity.
Due to the member configurations many transmission towers
have tension only subsystems. Tension only subsystems occur
in a shape of a "X" where both members, the tension and
compression member, have a very large slenderness ratio, in
general more than 350. Due to the load condition each member
can perform as a tension or compression member. Based on the
large slenderness ratio the tension member stabilizes the
sUbsystem. The compression member withstands only a small
compression capacity compared to its tension capacity. The
compression member buckles for small axial deflections. This
theoretical member failure, however, does not influence the
overall failure of the tension only sUbsystem. The failure
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capacity of the subsystem is primarily a function of the
tension member. The outcome of the PBA includes these
compression member failures which are not sensitive to the
overall tower failure. The user of the simulation program,
therefore, has to neglect the compression member failures
caused on tension only SUbsystems.
The randomly generated artificial yield strength
variations which vary the ultimate member performance cause a
variation of the failure mode. As mentioned earlier in this
investigation, a tower failure involves the failure of several
individual members. In addition to these failed members,
there are a number of critical members which might be close
(Le. within 10%) to their ultimate member capacity. A
variation of the member capacity of, for example, 5% to 30%
due to the yield strength variation, will vary the ultimate
capacity of those members. For example, members U,V, and W
which caused the tower failure in a previous PBA may now be
below their ultimate capacity and members X,Y, and Z might
cause tower failure.
Figure 27 shows the member failure distribution. The y-
axis displays the number of occurrences of the failures and
the x-axis display the member identification numbers. The
distribution displays only those members which actually
failed. Table X adds further information to the failure
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mechanism study. It shows the member identification number
associated with the actual members, their total number of
failures, and their individual percentage of failure compared
to the total number of PBA trials. Those critical members
which failed in a tension only subsystem are marked in Table
X with a 11*11. Those critical members which are redundant
members are marked as 11#11.
The magnitude of the member failure percentage provides
information about the failure mechanism of the PBA. According
to Table X, the higher the failure percentage, the higher is
the probability that the member fails. Therefore, the members
with the highest failure percentage, represent the weakest
component in the system.
The attempt to improve a tower design could be approached
by substituting the critical members according to their number
of failures with stronger members. This means that those
members with the highest probability of failure would get the
biggest area increase. A PBA based on these changes would
introduce the same or other members in the failure mechanism.
Ideally the tower failure load would increase associated with
a different failure mode for the next PBA trial. Repeating
this modification would eventually increase the tower failure
load capacity to the decided value. At the same time the
number of members involved in the failure mechanism would
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increase. A balanced tower design for one particular load
case is achieved when as many members as possible reach their
ultimate capacity.
COMPARISON TO ACTUAL TOWER TEST
A full scale test of a 2A1 transmission tower was
conducted as part of previous research (1). The 2A1
transmission tower with the applied loads is shown in Figure
24. Transverse loads were applied at joints 15 and 17 in the
positive Y direction. The data collected during the test
included the load applied to the tower, the deflection of
joint number 1 and the individual member force of members with
strain gauges. The failure mode was visually observed and
recorded with a video camera.
Collapse Load Factor
The failure load is the maximum load the tower was able
to sustain. The details of the manner in which the tower was
loaded is documented in previous research (1). Basically, it
consisted of a continuous 0.005 kip per second loading ramp
until 25.4 kips. At a tower load of 25.4 kips, a 0.5 kip load
drop was observed. The tower load was automatically brought
back up to 25.4 kips, at which time a 13.4 kip load drop was
observed. This concluded the test.
The tower failure load was 25.4 kips.
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This value
compares with a theoretical failure load of 16.8 kips using an
elastic analysis procedure. A PBA formed the collapse load
factor distribution which is shown in Figure 25. In order to
convert the collapse load factor approach to a failure load,
the number of initial unit loads applied to the transmission
tower has to be multiplied by the collapse load factor. The
summation of these collapse load factor and unit load products
form the theoretical tower failure load. Therefore, this
collapse load factor distribution was converted into a tower
failure distribution by mUltiplying the collapse load factors
by two (according to two unit loads). The derived tower
failure load distribution is shown in Figure 28. The failure
loads range from 23.5 to 30.5 kips. The mean was 27.12 kips,
the standard deviation was 1.01 kips, the variance was 1.03
kips2 and the coefficient of variation was 3.74%. The actual
tower failure load was 25.4 kips. comparing this number to
the tower failure distribution shows that the actual tower
failure is within the boundaries of the PBA and close to its
mean.
The mean of the theoretical tower failure load
distribution of 27.12 kips compares to the actual tower
failure load of 25.4 kips and the theoretical tower failure
load based on an elastic analysis procedure of 16.8 kips. The
comparison shows a big gap between the elastic analysis
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results versus the actual and theoretical simulation results.
Based on one actual tower test, the outcome of the PBA shows
a closing of the gap between theoretical approaches and actual
system behavior.
Exclusion Limit
The actual tower failure load was 25.4 kips. A
theoretical tower failure load distribution ranges from 23.5
kips to 30.5 kips. This tower failure distribution is
directly related to the collapse load factor distribution.
The cumulative frequency distribution of the collapse load
factor distribution is shown in Figure 26. Based on this
graph a tower failure load of 25.4 kips which represents a
actual collapse load factor of 12.7 kips would have an
exclusion limit of approximately 5%. This means that for an
applied load of 25.4 kips the reliability of the tower is 95%.
Failure Mechanism
The failure mode is defined as the sequence of individual
member failures which introduces full tower failure. The
failure mode for the test tower was reported in Reference 1.
Figure 29 displays the 2A1 tower with the joint numbers used
to explain the failure mechanism. The members are
characterized by their beginning and ending joints. At a
tower load of 25.4 kips, the members 9-27 and 13-30 buckled
and caused a 0.5 kips load drop. The tower load was
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automatically brought back up to 25.4 kips. Due to the
failure of members 9-27 and 13-30, the additional load
transferred to the other side of the tower and caused
subsequently buckling of members 28-35 and 29-36 which
precipitated further bending of members 9-27 and 13-30. At
that time a load drop of 13.4 kips was recorded. This ended
the test. Four members were involved in the actual tower
failure mode. These members failed due to the load condition,
the tower configuration and their individual ultimate member
capacities.
Based on the variations of ultimate member performances
-there were a total number of 35 critical members theoretically
involved in tower failures. The members with the highest
percentage of failure of Table X are members 9-27 and 13-30.
These members failed for each PBA trial. Therefore, these
members match the actual tower failure mechanism of the 2A1
transmission tower. The members 28-35 and 29-36 which
combined with the members 9-27 and 13-30 introduced the actual
tower failure occur with a number of failure of approximately
10% in Table X. This means that in about 300 cases these
members were involved in the tower failure. Again, this is a
good correlation between actual tower behavior and theoretical
simulation results.
The load flow in the transmission tower depended on the
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member configuration, the indeterminacy of the structure and
the ultimate member capacities. Due to the member capacity
variations, this load flow varied and therefore, introduced
a variation of the failure mechanism. The outcome of the PBA
displayed the failure mechanism variations.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In the previous primary subdivision the results of a PBA
was compared to actual test data obtained from a full scale
transmission tower test. This comparison was done to verify
and validate that the developed simulation procedure performs
accurately. The results of the comparison were satisfactory.
The failure load capacity and the failure mechanism results
overlapped. The purpose of this primary subdivision is to
analyze how sensitive the outcome of a PBA is to changes in
the mean and variance of the yield strength data base.
Primarily, this sensitivity analysis is therefore an
additional step of validating a PBA. This means, that a small
change in the magnitudes of mean and variance should produce
a small change in the simulation outcome. If a small change
on the magnitudes of mean and variance results in a large
change of the simulation ou~come the model behavior is
questionable.
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Secondarily, this sensitivity analysis gives ideas on how
much a magnitude change of mean and variance, due to data base
modifications, influences the simulation outcome. These data
base modifications could be caused by an increase of the
sample size beyond 8184 values or separation of the total data
base into sub-data bases due to angle thicknesses. As it was
pointed out earlier in Chapter III, the obtained sub-data
bases according to angle thickness variations do not contain
enough sample sizes to occur as a "smooth" distribution. They
occur very ragged and therefore can not be modeled by any
continuous standardized distribution.
The actual yield strength data base contained 8184
values. This actual data base was the foundation of the
artificial random yield strength distribution which was used
in the PBA. The mean and variance are the statistical
properties which determine the shape of this artificial yield
strength distribution. The actual data base resulted in a
mean of 46.88 ksi and a variance of 13.25 ksi2• Based on
these statistical properties all previous simulations in this
investigation were performed. In the following paragraphs
magnitudes of these statistical properties were varied and
their outcomes analyzed. This approach of modifying initial
conditions and analyzing their effects on the results is in
the literature referred to as a sensitivity analysis.
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The· sensitivity analysis was based em three different
simulations with varying mean and variance.. The magnitude of
I
the variations match the statistical properties of the sub-
I
data bases based on steel thicknes;;es. The first simulation
has a mean of 45.52 ksi and a vari~nce of :12.08 ksi2• These
i
values match the mean and variance of the ~ield strength data
base for steel thickness of 0.5 inches. The second simulation
I
has a mean of 46.88 ksi and a variance of :13.25 ksi2 and was
I
obtained from the total yield stre:ngth distribution. These
i
values of mean and variance are obtalined similar to those from
I
the yield strength data base for steel tlhickness of 0.375
inches (46.38 ksi, 12.49 ksi).
simulation has a mean of 48.56 ksi
which was obtained from the yield
steel thickness of 0.25 inches.
And finally, the third
and a variance of 9.46 ksi2
I
strength data base for the
I
All three simulations were bas.~d on 600 runs. Earlier in
I
this investigation (Chapter III) H: was st:ated that a valid
I
PBA should have up to 2000 trials. This number is based on
previous research (9) which stated that la number of 2000
I
observations will provide adequate: information about the 1
i
percent points and valid data for the 5 percent points of the
I
obtained distribution. These tail ends of: the distributions
which represent the small percentagle pointsi are important for
i
the exclusion limit study. There it is necessary to obtain
valid results for those parts of the failurel load distribution
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which have very small probabilities of occurrences.
The purpose of this sensitivity analysis is to compare
the statistical values of mean and variance of the individual
simulation outcomes for varying initial values. Therefore, it
is not necessary to perform 2000 runs. The following
paragraphs clarify this assumption.
Figure 30 and 31 show the change of the mean and
variance as a function of simulation trials. These figures
show that there is a large variation in the magnitude of mean
and variance for a small number of simulation trials but that
this behavior stabilizes for an increasing number of runs.
These figures were obtained from the PBA for the 2A1
transmission tower. They show that for a number of trials
larger than 400 the changes of the mean and variance are
small. The mean in Figure 30 for more than 400 trials vary
less than 0.5% and the variance of Figure 31 less than 7.0%.
Based on these findings the simulation trial number was set to
be 600 for the sensitivity analysis.
Table XI shows the three individual simulation trials,
the initial mean and variance magnitudes of the artificial
yield strength distributions, and the magnitudes of the means
and variances of the obtained collapse load factor
distributions. Again, besides the mean and variance all other
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parameters and variables for all three simulations were
constant. Table XI shows that the difference between the
initial variable for the mean were 2.9% and 3.58% based on
trial I versus trial II and trial III versus trial II,
respectively. The difference in variance were found to be
8.83% and 28.6%, respectively.
Figure 32, 33, and 34 show the collapse load factor
distributions of the sensitivity analysis. The results of the
sensitivity study show that the model behaved stable. The
difference between means and variance for trial I versus trial
II and trial III versus trial II were found to be 2.23%,
3.64%, and 3.8%, 28.69%, respectively. This means that a
small initial variable change resulted in an outcome change of
similar magnitude.
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Figure 24. Test tower overview.
TABLE VII
COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR FREQUENCIES FOR
CAPACITY INCREASES IN PERCENT
INITIAL COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR IS 10.75 kips
LOWER UPPER NUMBER
BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES OF
% % OCCURANCE
0 5 0
5 10 1
10 15 29
15 20 311
20 25 954
25 30 1145
30 35 497
35 40 61
40 45 2
45 50 0
50 55 0
55 60 0
60 65 0
65 70 0
70 75 0
75 80 0
80 85 0
85 90 0
90 95 0
95 100 0
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AVG: 13.56 kips
STO: 0.51 kips
VAR: 0.26 kips2
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Figure 25. Collapse load factor distribution.
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TABLE VIII
CHI-SQUARE TEST BETWEEN COLLAPSE LOAD
FACTOR AND NORMAL FREQUENCIES
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CLASS LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED CHI-SQUARE
NUMBER BOUNDRIES BOUNDRIES NUMBER NUMBER TEST
1 -1000 12.745 136 150 1.307
2 12.745 12.925 149 150 0.007
3 12.925 13.055 152 150 0.027
4 13.055 13.135 143 150 0.327
5 13.135 13.215 159 150 0.540
6 13.215 13.305 156 150 0.240
.
7 13.305 13.375 150 150 0.000
8 13.375 13.435 143 150 0.327
9 13.435 13.495 147 150 0.060
10 13.495 13.575 146 150 0.107
11 13.575 13.645 148 150 0.027
12 13.645 13.705 165 150 1.500
13 13.705 13.765 178 150 5.227
14 13.765 13.855 171 150 2.940
15 13.855 13.925 148 150 0.027
16 13.925 14.015 151 150 0.007
17 14.015 14.135 144 150 0.240
18 14.135 14.275 148 150 0.027
19 14.275 14.465 142 150 0.427
20 14.465 +1000 124 150 4.507
TOTAL 3000 3000 17.867
TABLE IX
CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES FOR CAPACITY
INCREASES IN PERCENT
INITIAL COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR IS 10.75 kips
BOUNDRIES EXCLUSION
% LIMIT
5 0
10 0.0003
15 0.0100
20 0.1137
25 0.4317
30 0.8133
35 0.9790
40 0.9993
45 1
50 1
55 1
60 1
65 1
70 1
75 1
80 1
85 1
90 1
95 1
100 1
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TABLE X
MEMBER FAILURE FREQUENCIES
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MEMBER STARTING ENDING NUMBER PERCENT
IDENTIFICATION MEMBER JOINTS JOINTS OF OF
NUMBER FAILURE FAILURE
35 8 5 3 8 0.267
53 13 5 16 45 1.500
54 13 4 15 20 0.667
55 13 5 18 44 1.467
56 13 4 17 16 0.533
57 14 5 10 2562 85.400
58 14 4 9 28 0.933
59 14 5 14 2549 84.967
60 14 4 13 20 0.667
63 15 2 9 1552 51.733
64 15 1 7 1388 46.267
67 15 1 11 1266 42.200
68 15 2 13 1568 52.267
69 16 3 8 1966 65.533
71 16 3 12 1850 61.667
74 19 10 28 586 19.533
75 19 14 29 601 20.033
76 19 9 27 3000 100.000
77 19 13 30 3000 100.000
78 20 28 35 299 9.967
79 20 29 36 329 10.967
103 27* 33 41 2432 81.067
105 27* 32 42 2447 81.567
108 28* 42 45 2999 99.967
109 28* 41 45 2999 99.967
118 30* 50 54 3000 100.000
119 30* 53 54 3000 100.000
120 30* 50 56 3000 100.000
121 30* 53 57 3000 100.000
172 # 14 25 50 1.667
173 # 10 24 28 0.933
174 # 9 23 32 1.067
175 # 13 26 35 1.167
178 # 35 42 31 1.033
179 # 36 41 44 1.467
ACTUAL TOWER FAILURE
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Figure 28. Tower failure load distribution.
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Figure 29. 2A1 transmission tower.
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Figure 30. Normalized mean sensitivity versus number of PBA trials.
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Figure 31. Normalized variance sensitivity versus number of PBA trials.
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TABLE XI
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE PBA
PBA ARTIFICIAL YIELD STRENGTH DISTR. COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR DISTR.
MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE
TRIAL I 45.52 12.08 13.18 0.25
% DIFF. I V5. II 2.90 8.83 2.23 3.80
TRIAL II 46.88 13.25 13.48 0.24
% DIFF. III V5. II 3.58 28.60 3.64 28.69
TRIAL III 48.56 9.46 13.97 0.17
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Figure 32. Collapse load factor distribution for trial I.
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CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
The complexity of a lattice type structure is caused by
numerous parameters and variables. These parameters and
variables include, but are not limited to, the nonlinear
member performance, the highly indeterminate three-dimensional
structural composition, the statistical variations of member
capacities, and variations in failure mechanisms. In order to
achieve a simulation approach which represents the actual
limit-state behavior of transmission towers more accurately,
it is necessary to develop analysis procedures which include
these variables and parameters.
Up to now the limit-state first order nonlinear analysis
and the probability based analysis were newly developed
technologies which have been used independently of each other
in the field of transmission tower analysis. The developed
simulation procedure combines the first order nonlinear limit-
state analysis, the probability based analysis including
material property variations and the Monte Carlo simulation
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method into one unit. The integration of these three
components provides the structural engineer with a tool to
simulate and analyze the actual limit-state behavior of
transmission towers. This has been given the name Probability
Based Analysis (PBA).
The first order nonlinear analysis program LIMIT performs
a nonlinear analysis based on nonlinear member behavior. The
nonlinear member behavior is based on member performance
curves which were obtained through actual member tests. The
ultimate capacity of these member performance curves are,
among other variables, functions of the yield strength values
of the steel used in transmission towers. According to the
data base of 8184 yield strength values, an artificial yield
strength distribution was derived through a random number
generator and included in the analysis procedure. By doing
so, the probabilistic nature of the yield strength variations
was included in the simulation. The PBA which integrates both
the first order nonlinear analysis program LIMIT and the
artificial yield strength distribution, makes use of the
probabilistic performance of transmission towers by
calculating mUltiple artificial tower failure loads due to
randomly chosen varying yield strength values.
A PBA produced a tower failure load distribution and a
failure mechanism distribution. The tower failure load
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distribution occurred in a form of a normal distribution with
failure loads ranging from 23.5 through 30.5 kips, a mean of
27.12 kips and a variance of 1.03 kips2. The actual tower
failure load turned out to be 25.4 kips. The tower failure
load distribution was further analyzed in an exclusion limit
study. The exclusion limit is a normalized measurement for
structural reliability assessments. It stands for a summation
of transmission tower failures which occurred below a certain
tower failure load value.
The failure mechanism is the sequence of individual
member failures which lead to a tower failure. Due to the
first order nonlinear analysis based on member performance
curves, the PBA allowed a load shift from one member to
another. The failure mechanism distribution provides the
frequency of individual member failures during a PBA. The
failure mechanism study showed that the actual tower failure
mechanism for the 2A1 test tower matches the artificial
failure mechanism obtained from a PBA.
The results of the PBA agrees with the results of the
actual 2A1 transmission tower test results. The actual tower
failure load is within the boundaries of the tower failure
load distribution. The failure mechanism of the actual 2A1
tower test matches the failure mechanism predicted by a PBA.
The gap between analytical procedures and actual transmission
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tower behavior closed.
The gap was closed due to the integration of member
strength variations in the limit-state analysis procedure.
The member strength variations were based only on the
variation of the yield strength value. The yield strength
value is a material property which is required to be above a
critical value, 36 ksi for Grade A36 steel. The collection of
an actual yield strength distribution, however, showed that
these values actually range from 36 ksi through 74 ksi. This
broad variance represents a large capacity potential that has
not been included in current analysis procedures.
other variables like cross-sectional area and fabrication
length have not been included in the PBA. Due to the
provisions of the ASTM (34), the cross-sectional area
variation is limited to ±2. 5% and the fabrication length
variations are limited to ±O.2%. These relatively small
variations when compared to the yield strength variation could
be included in future fine-tuning of this PBA.
CONCLUSIONS
The probability based limit-state analysis procedure
(PBA) which was developed in this investigation integrates the
first order nonlinear finite element program LIMIT, and
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probabilistic occurrence of material properties into a Monte
Carlo simulation model. It provides engineers with a tool to
model and simulate the real world behavior of three
dimensional lattice type structures more accurately than
currently used elastic and nonlinear deterministic analysis
methods.
The engineers which apply this simulation model must have
confidence in the performance and results of the PBA
procedure. The formal process that leads the user to place
confidence in the model is in the literature referred to as
the model validation. The validation of the PBA was done in
two ways. First the simulation procedure was validated by
comparing analytical results versus actual test results.
Then, the model was validated by applying a sensitivity
analysis.
Model validation describes the attempt to prove that the
right model was built, which means, that the outcome of the
model is representing the real world behavior of the actual
problem investigated. The first part of the model validation
was done by comparing the analytical versus actual results of
the 2Al transmission tower. The results showed that the
actual tower failure load was within the boundaries of the
analytical tower failure load distribution and close to its
mean. Furthermore, the results showed that the failure
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mechanism, which represents the order of failure of individual
member leading to tower failure, matched between the
analytical and test results.
The second part of the model validation was done based on
a sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis is a
procedure which analyze the outcome of mUltiple model results
based on individual initial variable changes. In an earlier
primary subdivision this sensitivity analysis was performed by
varying the initial means and variances of the artificial
yield strength distribution for three independent simulations.
The outcome of these sensitivity studies showed that the model
performs as expected. Expected was that for a small change in
the magnitude of the mean and variance the outcome of the
simulation should change only in small magnitudes as well.
The model validation was done by comparing analytical
results versus actual test results and by a sensitivity
analysis. These studies were done based on one possible load
case. It was stated that a balanced tower design for one
particular load case could be achieved if as many members as
possible would be involved in the failure mechanism. This
means, that as many members as possible are at their ultimate
capacity for the tower failure. Due to mUltiple load
conditions like, wind load, ice load, conductor load,
structural dead load, etc. there are mUltiple load cases for
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a transmission tower. Each individual load case may lead to
varying individual member capacities and therefore to varying
tower failure loads and tower failure mechanisms. Due to the
actual possible combinations of the load cases the engineer
has to c\:>mbine several outcomes of individual PBA in an
attempt to achieve the overall design balance of a
transmission tower. This is achieved when due to the possible
combinations of load cases for each combination as many
members as possible perform at their individual ultimate
capacities.
In previous research (25) the compression capacities of
individual steel compression angles were tested for varying
sizes and length. The connectivities were chosen to be ball-
ball. This means that the end connections ideally were
unrestrained against rotation. These test results then were
compared to the calculated results based on the procedure of
ASCE 10. In general, the comparison showed that the
individual actual ultimate compression capacities for all 74
test members were smaller than the predicted ultimate
capacities based on ASCE 10. This means that ASCE 10
overpredicted the individual member capacities.
A transmission tower is a composition of multiple
compression and tension members. Therefore, the overall
performance of a tower is a function of the individual
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members. As pointed out earlier in this investigation, the
compression members in general cause tower failure which means
that the tower failure is closely connected to the individual
ultimate compression capacities. Both, the individual member
capacities and the overall tower capacity are determined based
on ASCE 10. Therefore, the overprediction of ASCE 10 for the
individual compression members should produce in the average
an overprediction of the transmission tower capacity. The
results of the PBA showed in the average a larger calculated
capacity than the actual capacity which matches the trend of
the individual compression member study.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The completion of this research resulted in the
development of a computer program simulation model (PBA) which
determines the limit-state behavior of lattice type structures
based on yield strength variations of the steel members. The
limit-state behavior of the system was based on the ultimate
member capacities of its individual system components, the
steel angles. The yield strength variations influenced the
behavior of these steel angles and therefore the behavior of
the total structure.
Besides the yield strength variations there are other
variables, like area and fabrication length which vary member
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capacity. Other than the yield str~ngth value which is
controlled only with a minimum value, the area and fabrication
length values are controlled with tight bounda~ies of ±2.5%
and ±O. 2% , respectively. Further research could include these
additional variables in the PBA. ThilP integraltion however
would only result in a fine-tuning of the PBA due: to its small
variances.
According to preliminary results~ the yield strength
varies based on steel thicknesses. In the primary subdivision
of Chapter III the dependency of the yi~ld strength value for
various steel thicknesses was determine~. Due to the lack of
data these preliminary results were not adequate to be
included into the simulation procedu:re. They, however,
indicated that the yield strength values i~crease with
decreasing steel thicknesses. The integration of these
variations would lead to an additional f;ine-tunin'g of the PBA.
The developed PBA procedure prov~des the user with a
probabilistic based analysis approach fo:~ a deterministic load
condition. This means that for a given load condition a PBA
will provide a failure load and ~ failure mechanism
distribution. For mUltiple load condit~ons which do occur in
a real world situation mUltiple PBA's w~ll be necessary. The
results of these multiple simulatio~s then Ihave to be
integrated to cover the worst possible load combination which
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determines the final transmission tower design.
Further research could be done to develop a probabilistic
analysis approach which interacts this deterministic load
combination procedure. This means, that due to the
probability of occurrence of certain load conditions, i.e.
wind load, ice load, and dead load a PBA could be performed.
The outcome of this modified PBA then would represent the
tower failure load and failure mechanism distributions for a
given load combination distribution.
The developed PBA was run one a serial computer platform.
For a average type transmission tower the running time for the
serial computer platforms is a couple of weeks. Further
research could be done to convert the existing FORTRAN code
from a serial computer platform to a parallel computer
platform. The conversion would increase the precessing speed
dramatically.
"Plastic
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROBABILITY BASED ANALYSIS COMPUTER CODE.
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345
DIMENSION JTS(800),JTEC800)
CHARACTER INNAHE*8, INFILE*32, OUTFILE*32, HSTFILE*32, STUSFILE*32
CHARACTER BUF(15)*70
C *** IF 100000 IS INCREASED - CHANGE BRANCH TO WARNING STMT. LABEL 603 ***
DIMENSION A(100000)
DIMENSION JP(4),VPC4)
CHARACTER IP(4)*1
CHARACTER MEM(800)*4
DIMENSION MEM B(800)
DIMENSION AREA(800)
DIMENSION COORC350,3)
DIMENSION JTW(350),JLMC350)
DIMENSION NEWJT(350)
DIMENSION P(1050),XC1050)
DIMENSION JVSC20,3),VCOOR(20,3),VDLC20,3),VLLCC20,3),VLLSC20,3)
DIMENSION OLDP(1050),OLDX(1050),XLSP(1050),DEADP(1050)
DIMENSION V_STR_P(1050),ORIG_P(1050),ORIG_X(1050)
DIMENSION ORIG PCOM(800),ORIG PTEN(800),PIFA(800),XXL(800)
DIMENSION V1(800),V2(800),RR(BOO),FAC(800),GSET1(800),IFA(800)
DIMENSION RFY(800),RCC(800),FACTOR(800),IPB(800),EXC(800)
DIMENSION ISPC(50)
DIMENSION R(6,6),XKL(6,6)
DIMENSION PK(12,50,2),DK(12,50,2),NPTS(50,2)
DIMENSION FACT(800),EAL(800),OFACTC800),ICURC800)
DIMENSION PCOH(800),DCOHC800),PTENC800),DTENC800)
DIMENSION ITDGF(1050),XKLR(800)
DIMENSION COOR OC350,3),JTS O(800),JTE O(800),ISPC 0(50)
DIMENSION XM L-DC800,2) - - -
DIMENSION M_AT=JTC350,13),ADCC1050)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,P,X
INTEGER TTRIAL
INTEGER*4 ISIZE
CHARACTER XXX*1,YYY*1,ZZZ*1,JJJ*1,MMM*1,SSS*1,EEE*1,BBB*1
CHARACTER IDIR*1,IDATA*1
XXX='X'
YYY='Y'
ZZZ='Z'
JJJ='J'
HKH='~'
SSS='S'
EEE='E'
BBB=' ,
C ********** DEFINE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES **********
OPENC UNIT=10, FILE='C:\LIMIT\TEMP\INFILE.TMP',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
READC10,14) INNAHE
INFILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\'//INNAHE//'.LM1'
HSTFILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\'//INNAHE//'.LM4'
C ******** MONTE CARLO OPEN FILE STATEMENT *******
CALL DATE TIME SEEDQ
OPENCUNIT=28,FILE='C:\LIHIT\I&oFILES\LL4.OUT',STATUS='UNKN~N')
OPENCUNIT=38,FILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\LL4D.OUT',STATUS='UNKN~N')
OPEN(UNIT=48,FILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\LL4E.OUT',STATUS='UNKN~N')
OPENCUNIT=58,FILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\LL4M.OUT',STATUS='UNKN~N')
C ***************.***********************************
8 FORMATC//,'----------> DATA CHECK <---------')
10 FORMATCA70)
11 FORMATC1X,A70)
14 FORMATCA8)
15 FORMAT(615)
16 FORMATC//,' SEED JOINT FOR RENUMBERING = ',13)
17 FORMATC/,' ELASTIC ANALYSIS',/)
18 FORMATC/,' THE MEMBER PERFORMANCE CURVE DATA IS NORMALIZED.',
1 ' IT IS ELASTIC FROH ZERO',/,' MEMBER FORCE',
2 ' UNTIL THE MEMBER REACHES ITS CAPACITY.',/,' THE',
3 ' VALUE OF CNORMALIZED LOAD,NORMALIZED DEFLECTION) AT THIS',
4 ' POINT IS',/,' ASSUMED TO BE C1.0,0.05).',/)
19 FORMATC/,' THE MEMBER PERFORMANCE CURVE DATA IS NOT NORMALIZED.'
1 /, , IT IS ASSUMED TO GIVE ACTUAL MEMBER FORCE VS.',
2 ' MEMBER AXIAL DEFLECTION',/)
20 FORHAT(4E10.3,15,15,E10.3,215)
21 FORMAT( 'ALL MEMBERS WITH K*L/R >=',15,' WILL BE ASSIGNED'
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1, 'CURVE # ',12,/,' ALL OTHERS WILL BE ELASTIC.',/)
22 FORMATC//,' ARTIFICIAL RESTRAINTS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNEO')
30 FORMATC///,' MOO. OF ELASTICITY CE) = ',F10.3,'KSI',/)
35 FORMAT(' *** LIMIT STATE ANALYSIS ***',//,
l' STARTING LOAD MULTIPLIER =',F10.4,/,
2' LOAD MULTIPLIER INCREMENT =',F10.4,/,
3' INCREMENT SIZE AT STOP =',F10.4,/,
4' MAX. NO. OF TRIAL STIFFNESSES =',5X,15,/,
5' MAX. NO. OF TRIAL SOLUTIONS =',5X,15,/,
6' CONVERGENCE CRITERIA IN DEC. =',F10.4,/)
36 FORMATC' LOAD HISTORY FILE HAS BEEN GENERATED')
37 FORMATC' EXPANDED OUTPUT HAS BEEN GENERATED')
40 FORHAT(A1)
50 FORMAT(15,5X,3E10.3,15)
60 FORMATC' **** JOINT COORDINATES (FT.) ****',/,
1 'JOINT X Y Z' )
65 FORMATC' ****')
70 FORMATC2X,15,3F10.3,5X,15)
80 FORMATC1X,A4,315,5E10.3)
90 FORMATCI5,4X,A1,E10.3,15)
110 FORMATC' **** MEMBER INFORMATION ****',/,
1 1X,'MEMBER START',4X,'END',35X,'CAPACITY'
2 ,/,4X,' JT. JT. AREA',5X,'LENGTH',
3 2X,'CUR.#',4X,'COMP.',5X,'TENS.',5X,'K*L/R')
111 FORMAT( , IN.**2',4X,' FT.',
1 11X,' KIPS ',5X,'KIPS ')
125 FORMATC' JOINT LOADS (KIPS)',/,
1 • JOINT DIR. LOAD STEP')
126 FORMATC' DEAD LOAD (KIPS)',/,
1 1X,4C'JT. DIR. LOAD',5X»
130 FORMAT(15,7X,A2,6X,E10.3,3X,15)
131 FORMAT(I)
132 FORMAT(//,' SUM OF CONSTANT LIVE LOADS',/,
l' SUM X = ',F10.3,' SUM Y = ',F10.3,' SUM Z = ',F10.3)
133 FORMAT(//,' SUM OF STEPPED LOADS',/,
l' SUM X = ',F10.3,' SUM Y = ',F10.3,' SUM Z = ',F10.3)
135 FORMATC/,' SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS (IN.)',/,
1 'JOINT DIR. DEFLECTION')
140 FORMATC1X,A4,2X,15,3X,15,1X,F10.2,1X,F10.2,15,1X,3F10.2)
151 FORMAT(' " MEMBER JOINTS')
152 FORHAT(15,5X,1X,A4,5X,15,5X,15)
160 FORMATC' LOAD FACTOR = ',F10.3)
161 FORMAT(' MEM. LOAD DEFLECTION')
170 FORMATCI5,5X,E10.3,10X,E10.3)
171 FORMATC1X,4CI3,2X,A1,F9.2,5X»
175 FORMATC//,' SUM OF OEAD LOADS',/,
l' SUM X = ',F10.3,' SUM Y = ',F10.3,' SUM Z = ',F10.3)
180 FORMATC' NUMBER OF MEMBERS = ',IS)
181 FORMATC' MUMBER OF JOINTS = ',IS)
182 FORMAT(' LMT. TWR. CooR. X Y Z')
183 FORMATCI5,5X,15,5X,3F10.3)
184 FORMAT(' DEFLECTION (IN.)',/,' LMT. TWR. DEF. X
1Y Z')
185 FORMATCF10.3,10X,F10.3)
186 FORMAT(' DCOM DTEN')
251 FORMAT(' N MEMBER JOINTS # OF FAILURE
+ # OF FAIL. IN X')
252 FORMATCI5,5X,1X,A4,5X,15,5X,15,5X,15,15X,F10.3)
C
C ********** MOOIFICATIONS TO ALLOW PROGRAM TO OPEN APPROPRIATE ********
C FILE NAMES FOR THE NECESSARY FILES
OPENCUNIT=12,FILE=INFILE,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPENCUNIT=14,FILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\CURVE.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C *************************************************************.*******
DO 1=1,20
DO J=1,3
JVS(I,J)=O
END DO
END DO
WRITE(6, *)
WRITEC6,*)'READING TITLES'
187 FORMATC//' A NONLINEAR ANALYSIS CANNOT BE DONE WITHOUT LOADS TO IN
1CREASE IN',/,' INCREMENTS - SEE JOINT LOADS STEP.')
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C *************** READ AND ~ITE MULTIPLE TITLE CARDS ***************
NC=O
1 READC12,40) IDATA
IFCIDATA.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 2
NC=NC+1
GO TO 1
2 DO 3 1=1,NC+1
BACKSPACE 12
3 CONTINUE
DO 4 1=1,NC-2
READC12,10) BUFCI)
4 CONTINUE
C ************** READ AND ~ITE CONTROL DATA ***************
~ITEC6,*)'READING CONTROL DATA'
READC12,15) IRUN,JTSEED,KLRL,I_ART_JT,ICHECK,I_BI_LIN
STUSFILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\'//INNAHE//'.LM5'
C ***** ICHECK=1 FOR CHECK OF DATA ONLY *****
IFCICHECK.EQ.1) THEN
OUTFILE='C:\LIMIT\I&oFILES\'//INNAHE//'.LM2'
ELSE
OUTFILE='C:\LINIT\I&oFILES\'//INNAHE//'.LH3'
END IF
OPENC UNIT=18, FILE=OUTFILE,STATUS='UNKN~N')
OPENC UNIT=20, FILE=STUSFILE,STATUS='UNKN~N')
DO 7 1=1,NC-2
7 CONTINUE
XKLRL=KLRL
JTSEED=ABSCJTSEED)
READC12,20) E,PMULT,PMI,PSTOP,TTRIAL,NKOUNT,CONVR,LD_HST,IEXOUT
IFCICHECK.EQ.O.AND.LD HST.EQ.1) THEN
OPENC UNIT=24, FILE=HSTFILE,STATUS='UNKN~N')
END IF
IFCNKOUNT.EQ.O) NKOUNT=60
E=E*144.
CONVR=ABSCCONVR)
201 CALL CURVECPK,DK,NPTS,IRUN)
C *************** READ JOINT COORDINATES ***************
~ITEC6,*)'READING CURVE DATA'
READC12,40) IDATA
NJTS=O
J=O
IPAGE=56
~ITEC6,*)'READING JOINT COORDINATES'
NVS=O I NUMBER OF V STRINGS
200 READC12,40) IDATA
IFCIDATA.EQ.HMH) GO TO 210
BACKSPACE 12
NJTS=NJTS+1
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
READC12,50) I,DUH1,DUH2,DUH3,JVSCNVS+1,1)
J=J+1
C ********** PRINT V STRING JOINT AND DO NOT INCLUDE IN THE DATA BASE.
C V STRING JOINT ARE T~R JOINTS NOT LIMIT JOINTS
IFCJVSCNVS+1,1).GT.0) TNEN
JVSCNVS+1,1)=1
NVS=NVS+1
NJTS=NJTS-1
VCooRCNVS,1)=DUH1
VCooRCNVS,2)=DUM2
VCooRCNVS,3)=DUM3
GO TO 200
END IF
COORCJ,1)=DUH1
COORCJ,2)=DUM2
COORCJ,3)=DUH3
C ********** JT~C*)=T~ER JOINTS **********
C ********** JLMC*)=LIMIT JOINTS **********
C ********** IF T~ER 15 IS LIHIT JOINT 4 THEN
C ********** JT~(4)=15 AND JLH(15)=4
JT~CJ)=I
JLH(I )=J
GO TO 200
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210 CONTINUE
C *************** READ ~EMBER INFORMATION ***************
NMEM=O
IBANO=O
IPAGE=S4
WRITEC6,*)'READING MEMBER INFORMATION'
300 NMEM=NMEM+1
I=NMEH
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
READC12,80) HEHCI),IS,IE,ICURCI),AREACI)
1,PCOMCI),PTENCI),XKLRCI)
C ********** PRINT MEMBER WITH V STRING JOINT AND DO NOT INCLUDE IN
C ********** IN THE MEMBER DATA BASE.
DO IV=1,NVS
IFCIS.EQ.JVSCIV,1» THEN
NMEM=NMEH-1
IFCJVSCIV,2).EQ.0) THEN
JVSCIV,2)=JLMCIE)
ELSE
JVSCIV,3)=JLMCIE)
END IF
GO TO 301
END IF
IFCIE.EQ.JVSCIV,1» THEN
NMEM=NHEIl-1
IFCJVSCIV,2).EQ.0) THEN
JVSCIV,2)=JLMCIS)
ELSE
JVSCIV,3)=JLMCIS)
END IF
GO TO 301
END IF
END DO
JTS(I )=JLMC IS)
JTE(I )=JLM(lE)
C ********** CALCULATE BAND WIDTH **********
IDIF=ABSCJTSCI)-JTECI»
IFCIDIF.GT.IBAND) IBAND=IDIF
IA=JTS(I )
IB=JTE(I )
XB=COORCIB,1)-COORCIA,1)
YB=COORCIB,2)-COORCIA,2)
ZB=COORCIB,3)-COORCIA,3)
XL=SQRTCCXB)**2+CYB)**2+CZB)**2)
XXLCI)=XL
C ********** CALCULATE DCOMC*) AND DTENC*) **********
IFCIRUN.EQ.3.AND.ICURCI).NE.0) THEN
PCOMCI)=1.0
PTEN(I )=1.0
DCC»l( I )=1.0
OTEN(I )=1.0
ELSE
DCOMCI)=PCOMCI)*XL*12/C.OS*AREACI)*E/144.)
DTEN(I)=PTENCI)*XL*12/C.OS*AREACI)*E/144.)
PCC»l(I)=ABSCPCOMCI»
PTEN(I)=ABSCPTENCI»
DCC»lCI)=ABSCDCOMCI»
DTENCI)=ABSCDTENCI»
END IF
IFCIRUN.EQ.O) ICURCI)=O
IFCIRUN.EQ.1) THEN
IFCXKLRCI).GE.XKLRL) THEN
ICUR(I)=1 BI LIN
ELSE - -
ICURC 1)=0
END IF
END IF
IS=JTS(I )
IE=JTE(I )
AREACI)=AREACI)/144.
IFCIRUN.LT.3) THEN
DCOMCI)=DCOMCI)/12.
DTENCI)=DTENCI)/12.
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END IF
OFACTO )=1.0
FACT( I)=1. 0
EALCI)=E*AREACI)/XL
301 READC12,40) IDATA
BACKSPACE 12
IF(IDATA.EQ.BBB) GO TO 300
IBAND=CIBAND+1)*3
NDGF=NJTS*3
C ********** ZERO P AND X ARRAYS **********
IFCICHECK.EQ.O) THEN
DO 310 1=1,NDGF
PO )=0.0
XO )=0.0
DEADPO )=0.0
OLDPCI)=O.O
V STR PC 1)=0.0
OIDX(f)=O.O
ADCO )=0.0
310 CONTINUE
DO 311 1=1,800
MEM BCI)=O
311 CONTINUE
END IF
IFCIDATA.EQ.SSS) GO TO 500
C *************** READ AND URITE DEAD LOAD ***************
S X=O.O
S-Y=O.O
S-Z=O.O
READC12,40) IDATA
11=0
IPAGE=223
URITEC6,*)'READING DEAD LOADS'
350 READC12,40) IDATA
IFLAGV=O
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
IFCIPAGE.EQ.224) THEN
IPAGE=O
END IF
BACKSPACE 12
IF CCIDATA.EQ.JJJ).AND.CII.EQ.O» GO TO 380
IF CCIDATA.EQ.SSS).AND.CII.EQ.O» GO TO 500
IF CIDATA.EQ.SSS) THEN
IFCII.EQ.1) THEN
GO TO 500
END IF
IFCII.EQ.2) THEN
GO TO 500
END IF
IFCII.EQ.3) THEN
GO TO 500
END IF
END IF
IF CIDATA.EQ.JJJ) THEN
IFCII.EQ.1) THEN
GO TO 380
END IF
IFCII.EQ.2) THEN
GO TO 380
END IF
IFCII.EQ.3) THEN
GO TO 380
END IF
END IF
READC12,90)JJ,IDIR,VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) S X=S X+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) S-Y=S-Y+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) S-Z=S-Z+VAL
J=JLHCJJ) --
C ********** PRINT DEAD LOAD AT V STRING JOINT DO NOT INCLUDE IN DATA
DO IV=1,NVS
IFCJJ.EQ.JVSCIV,1» THEN
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) VDLCIV,1)=VDLCIV,1)+VAL
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IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) VDLCIV,2)=VDLCIV,2)+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) VDLCIV,3)=VDLCIV,3)+VAL
IFLAGV=1
GO TO 370
END IF
END DO
370 11=11+1
JP(lI)=JJ
IPCII)=IDIR
VPCII)=VAL
IFCII.EQ.4) THEN
11=0
END IF
IFCIFLAGV.EQ.O) THEN
J=CJ-1)*3
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) J=J+1
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) J=J+2
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) J=J+3
DEADPCJ)=VAL+DEADPCJ)
END IF
GO TO 350
380 CONTINUE' WRITEC18,175)S_X,S_Y,S_Z
C *************** READ AND WRITE JOINT LOADS ***************
S X=O.O
S-Y=O.O
S-Z=O.O
S-XS=O.O
S-YS=O.O
S-ZS=O.O
IVSTEP=O
NOIT=O
WRITEC6,*)'READING JOINT LOADS'
READC12,40) IDATA
400 READC12,40) IDATA
IFLAGV=O
BACKSPACE 12
IFCIDATA.EQ.SSS) GO TO 500
READC12,90) JJ,IDIR,VAL,I
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) S XS=S XS+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) S-YS=S-YS+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) S-ZS=S-ZS+VAL
ELSE - -
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) S X=S X+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) S-Y=S-Y+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) S-Z=S-Z+VAL
END IF - -
J=JLHCJJ)
C ********** PUT LIVE LOAD INTO VLLS CSTEPPED) AND VLLC CCONSTANT)
DO IV=1,NVS
IFCJJ.EQ.JVSCIV,1» THEN
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) VLLSCIV,1)=VLLSCIV,1)+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) VLLSCIV,2)=VLLS(IV,2)+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) VLLSCIV,3)=VLLSCIV,3)+VAL
IVSTEP=1
ELSE
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) VLLCCIV,1)=VLLCCIV,1)+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) VLLCCIV,2)=VLLCCIV,2)+VAL
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) VLLC(IV,3)=VLLCCIV,3)+VAL
END IF
IFLAGV=1
GO TO 410
END IF
END DO
410 IFCIFLAGV.EQ.O) THEN
J=CJ-1)*3
IFCIDIR.EQ.XXX) J=J+1
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) J=J+2
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) J=J+3
1F(I.EQ.1) THEN
NOIT=NOIT+1
ITDGFCNOIT)=J
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OLDPCJ)=VAL+OLDPCJ)
ELSE
DEADPCJ)=VAL+DEADPCJ)
END IF
END IF
GO TO 400
500 CONTINUE I WRITEC18,132) S_X,S_Y,S_Z
C *************** READ SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS ***************
NSPC=O
WRITEC6,*)C'READING SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS')
READC12,40) IDATA
510 READC12,40) IDATA
BACKSPACE 12
IFCIDATA.EQ.EEE) GO TO 600
READC12,90) JJ,IDIR,VAL
J=JLHCJJ)
J=CJ-1)*3
IF(IDIR.EQ.XXX) J=J+1
IFCIDIR.EQ.YYY) J=J+2
IFCIDIR.EQ.ZZZ) J=J+3
NSPC=NSPC+1
ISPCCNSPC)=J
OLDXCJ)=VAL/12.
GO TO 510
600 CONTI NUE
IFCJTSEED.GT.O) JTSEED=JLHCJTSEED)
IFCLD HST.EQ.1.AND.ICHECK.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE(24,181) NJTS
WRITEC24,182)
DO 601 I=1,NJTS
601 CONTI NUE
DO 602 I=1,NHEH
IS=JTSC I)
IE=JTE(I )
602 CONTINUE I WRITEC24,152)I,HEHCI),JTWCIS),JTWCIE)
END IF
C************ HONTE CARLO SIHULATION ************************
WRITEC38,4320)
4320 FORMATC'COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR DISTRIBUTION',//)
C
ORIG PHULT=PHULT
ORIG-PHI=PHI
DO I;1,NDGF
ORIG XCI)=OLDXCI)
ORIG-PCI)=OLDPCI)
END DO -
DO I=1,NMEH
ORIG PCOM(I )=PCOMC I)
ORIG-PTENCI)=PTEN(I)
END DO -
DO IPBI=1,21
IPBC IPBI)=O
END DO
NPBA=11
IPBA=1
6000 CONTINUE
PHULT=ORIG PHULT
PHI=ORIG PHI
OFACT(I);1.0
FACTO )=1.0
KOUNT=O
PKON=1.0/PHULT
KFLAG=O
DO I=1,NDGF
OLDXCI)=ORIG XCI)
OLDPCI)=ORIG-PCI)
END DO -
DO 1=1,NHEH
PCOHCI)=ORIG PCCHCI)
PTENCI)=ORIG-PTENCI)
END DO -
IFCIPBA.GT.1) THEN
CALL CALCRFYCNHEH,V1,V2,RR,FAC,GSET1,RFY)
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CALL CALCRANCAP(NMEM,RCC,FACTOR,XKLR,RFY,PCOM,PTEN,IPBA,
+ AREA)
CALL DCOHDTEN(IRUN,ICUR,AREA,E,XXL,PCOH,PTEN,XKLR,XKLRL,
+ I_BI_LIN,DCOH,DTEN,NMEM,OFACT,FACT)
END IF
604
C
C
C
1
END IF
STOP ANALYSIS IF NONLINEAR WITHOUT LOADS TO STEP
IF«IRUN.GT.O).AND.(NOIT.EQ.O» THEN
IF(IVSTEP.EQ.O) THEN I V STRING LOADS NOT STEPPED
GO TO 8888
END IF
END IF
IF(ICHECK.EQ.1) GO TO 8888
IPAGE=O
DO 609 1=1,NDGF
6090LOP(I)=OLDP(I)*PHULT
IF(NVS.GT.O) THEN
CALL ADD VS(V STR P,PHULT,COOR,NVS,JVS,VCOOR,VOL,VLLC,VLLS,
1 NDGF) - -
END IF
C ******************** START OF ANALYSIS *******************
610 KTRIAL=O
620 IFLAG=O
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
IF(KOUNT.GE.NKOUNT) GO TO 9998
DO 650 1=1, NDGF
P(I)=OLDP(I)+DEADP(I)+V STR P(I)
X(I)=OLDX(I) - -
650 COHTlNUE
DO 660 1=1,NDGF
XLSP(I)=P(I)
660 COHTI NUE
C ********** STORE-SOLVE-UNSTORE **********
IF (JTSEED.EQ.O) GO TO 670
CALL STORE(P,COOR,COOR_O,JTS,JTS_O,JTE,JTE_O,ISPC,ISPC_O,
1NEWJT,NHEM,NJTS,NSPC,NDGF)
670 COHTlNUE
CALL STIFF(HEM,JTS,JTE,COOR,AREA,P,X,E,NHEM,IBAND,NDGF,A,
1ISPC,NSPC,FACT,I_ART_JT,ADC)
IF(JTSEED.EQ.O) GO TO 680
CALL UNSTORE(P,X,COOR,COOR_O,JTS,JTS_O,JTE,JTE_O,ISPC,ISPC_O,
1NEWJT,NHEH,NJTS,NSPC,NDGF)
680 COHTlNUE
ISKIP=O
IC BAD=O
DO-SOO 1=1,NHEH
IX=I
DO 750 J=1,6
C
C ******************** RENUMBERING ********************
IF(JTSEED.EQ.O) THEN
DO 604 1=1,NJTS
NEWJT( I )=1
GO TO 608
END IF
WRITE(18,606) IBAND
606 FORHAT (//,'***** BAND WIDTH BEFORE RENUMBERING =',13)
CALL RENUM(NMEM,NJTS,IBAND,JTS,JTE,NEWJT,JTSEED)
WRITE(18,607) IBAND
607 FORMAT ( .***** BANO WIDTH AFTER RENUMBERING =',13)
608 COHTlNUE
C *************** CHECK SIZE OF STIFFNESS MATRIX ***************
ISIZE=NDGF*IBAND
IF(ISIZE.LT.100000) GO TO 605
603 FORMAT(//,' STIFFNESS MATRIX EXCEEDS LIMIT -- SIZE =',17)
GO TO 8888
605 CONTI NUE
IF(I ART JT.EQ.O) THEN
- MEM. AT A JT. ARE IN TERMS OF LIMIT JT. NUMBERS
CALL MATJT(JTS,JTE,M_AT_JT,NMEM,NJTS)
NOW PUT MEM. AT JT. IN TERMS OF NEWJT
CALL AART(E,NJTS,NSPC,ISPC,M_AT_JT,COOR,JTS,JTE,JTSEED,
ADC,NEWJT,JTW)
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- INCREMENT LOAD ********************
805
DO 760 K=1,6
RCJ,K)=O.O
XKLCJ,K)=O.O
760 CONTINUE
750 CONTI NUE
CALL KMEHCJTS,JTE,COOR,AREA,IX,R,XKL,E,FACT)
JS=JTSCI)
JE=JTECI)
CALL FORCECIX,HEH,JS,JE,XKL,R,X,PACT,DELTA,JTW,ICUR,PCOH,PTEN)
XM_L_DCI,1)=PACT
XH_L_DCI,2)=DELTA*12
IFCICURCI).EQ.O) GO TO 800
IFCABSCDELTA).LE.0.00001) GO TO 800
IX=I
N=ICURCI)
IlP=NPTSCN, 1)
PC=PCOHC I)
DC=DCOMCI)
IFCDELTA.LT.O.O) GO TO 780
NP=NPTSCN,2)
PC=PTEN(I )
DC=DTEN(I )
780 CONTINUE
CALL CHECKCDELTA,PACT,N,NP,PK,DK,PC,DC,IX,FACT,EAL,IFLAG,CONVR,
lIF BAD)
IF«(IFLAG.EQ.1).AND.(ISKIP.EQ.0» THEN
ISKIP=1
DO 785 J=1,800
HEM BCJ)=O
785 CONTI NUE
END IF
IFCCIFLAG.EQ.1).AND.CIF BAD.EQ.1» THEN
IC BAD=IC BAD+1 -
MEM B(lC SAD)=I
END IF- -
800 CONTI NUE
IFCIRUN.EQ.O) THEN
IF(LD HST.EQ.1) THEN
XLFACT=1
DO 805 1=1,NHEH
CONTINUE
END IF
GO TO 999
END IF
XLFACT=1.0/PKON
IFCIFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 900
C ************************* BAD RUN *************************
CALL PAGERCIPAGE)
801 FORMATC 1X,13,1 ---------> BAD RUN *** LOAD FACTOR = ',G12.5)
KTRIAL=KTRIAL+1
IFCKTRIAL.LT.TTRIAL) GO TO 620
C **** RESET PC) AND FACTC) TO LAST GOOD VALUES ****
IFCKFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 9997
CALL PAGERCIPAGE)
802 FORMATC'O----> RESET LOAD &USE A SMALLER LOAD INCREMENT ***1)
DO 830 J=1,NOIT
I=ITDGFCJ)
OLDPCI)=OLDPCI)*PKON*CPHULT-2.0*PMI)
830 CONTINUE
IFCNVS.GT.O) THEN
VHULT=PKON*CPMULT-2.0*PMI)
CALL ADD_VSCV_STR_P,VHULT,COOR,NVS,JVS,VCOOR,VDL,VLLC,VLLS,
NDGF)1
END IF
DO 850 1=1,NHEM
FACTCI)=OFACTCI)
850 CONTINUE
PKON=1.0/CPHULT-2.0*PHI)
PMULT=PHULT-1.5*PHI
PMI=PMI!2.0
GO TO 610
C ******************** GOOD RUN
900 CONTI NUE
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4321
IFCLD HST.EQ.1) THEN
DO-910 I=1,NMEM
910 CONTINUE I IIRITEC24, 170)I,XM_L_DCI, 1>,XH_L_DCI,2)
END IF
KFLAG=1
CALL PAGERCIPAGE)
901 FORMATC1X,I3,' .•• ---- ••> GOOD RUN *** LOAD FACTOR = ',G12.5)
IFCPMI.LE.PSTOP) GO TO 9999
IFCIRUN.NE.O) THEN
C ***** CHECK IF ANY ELASTIC MEMBER IS OVERSTRESSED BY CONVR*100 %*****
DO 915 I=1,NMEH
IFCICURCI).EQ.O) THEN
IFCXH_L_DCI,1).LT.0.0.AND.ABSCXH_L_DCI,1».GT.
1 ABSCPCOMCI»*C1.+CONVR» THEN
IIRITEC6,902)
IIRITEC28,902)
902 FORMATC' -_ ... _.•> SOLUTION HALTED BECAUSE OF OVERSTRESSE
1D ELASTIC MEMBER')
GO TO 9999
END IF
IFCXM_L_DCI,1).GT.0.0.AND.ABSCXM_L_DCI,1».GT.
ABSCPTENCI»*C1.+CONVR» THEN
GO TO 9999
END IF
END IF
915 CONTINUE
END IF
DO 950 J=1,NOIT
I=ITDGFCJ)
OLDPCI)=OLDPCI)*PMULT*PKON
950 CONTINUE
IFCNVS.GT.O) THEN
VMULT=PMULT*PKON
CALL ADD VSCV STR P,VMULT,COOR,NVS,JVS,VCOOR,VDL,VLLC,VLLS,
NDGF) - -1
END IF
PKON=1.0/PMULT
PMULT=PMULT+PMI
DO 940 I=1,NMEM
OFACT( I )=FACT( I)
940 CONTINUE
GO TO 610
C *****~******************* THE END ************************
C ******************************************************.***••*****
9997 CALL PAGERCIPAGE)
IIRITEC6,1020)
IIRITEC28,1020)
1020 FORMATC'O·--·····-> SOLUTION HALTED <······_···,1,
1 ' COULD NOT GET GOOD RUN ON FIRST PASS BY ADJUSTING STIFFNESS.',
2 I,' TRY SMALLER INITIAL LOADS.')
GO TO 8888
c *****************************************************************
9998 CALL PAGERCIPAGE)
IIRITEC6,1000)
IIRITEC28,1000)
1000 FORMATC·O--······-> SOLUTION LIMIT EXCEEDED! <_ •••••••• ,)
GO TO 8888
c *****************************************************************
9999 CALL PAGERCIPAGE)
1010 FORMATC'O·--·_····> COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR IS ',G12.5,' <_ •••••••• ,)
C ******** HONTE CARLO OUTPUT - COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR *******
IIRITEC6,1011) IPBA,XLFACT
IIRITEC28,1011) IPBA,XLFACT
1011 FORMATCI5,F10.5)
IFCIPBA.EQ.1) THEN
IIRITEC38,4321) XL FACT
FORMATC'COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR = ',F7.3,' FOR Fy = 36 ksi',II)
END IF
CLF=RCLF
CALL CALCOISTRCXLFACT,IPBA,CLF,RCLF,IPB)
CALL CALCEXCCIPBI,NPBA,IPB,EXC)
CALL CALCMEMFAILCXM_L_D,DTEN,DCOH,NMEM,IFA,PIFA,HEM,NPBA,IPBA)
C ********* MONTE CARLO OUTPUT END **********************
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JOINTS')
INELASTIC MEMBER')
1101
2022
2050
1
2
4000
C
C
999 CONTI NUE
C *****************************************************************
C *********************** PRINT TROUBLE MEMBERS *******************
IFCIRUN.GT.O) THEN
FORMAT(//,, PROBLEM MEMBERS',/,, ~EMBER
DO 4020 1=1,800
IF(HEM BCI).EQ.O) GOTO 4030
J=HEM BC I)
4040 FORHATC2X,A4,2I10)
4020 CONTINUE
4030 END IF
C *****************************************************************
C *************************** REACTIONS ***************************
CALL REACTCP,X,ISPC,NDGF,NSPC,JTU)
C ********* IURITE DEF., DCCH AND DTEN TO LOAD HISTORY FILE ********
IFCLD HST.EQ.1) TIfEN
K=O -
DO 1100 1=1,NDGF,3
K=K+1
1100 CONTI NUE
IF(IRUN.GT.O) THEN
DO 1101 1=1,NMEM
CONTINUE
END IF
END IF
C *************** SUM OF EXTERNAL LOADS *************
SUHX=O.O
SUHY=O.O
SUMZ=O.O
DO 1200 1=1,NDGF,3
SUHX=SUHX+XLSP(I)
SUMY=SUMY+XLSPCI+1)
SUHZ=SUHZ+XLSPCI+2)
1200 CONTI HUE
1210 FORMATC///,' SUM OF EXTERNAL LOADS',/,
1 I SUM X = ',F10.3,' SUM Y = ',F10.3,' SUM Z = ',F10.3)
C ******************* IURITE ALL MEMBER FORCES *************************
IFCIEXOUT.EQ.O) GO TO 3050
IPAGE=55
DO 3000 1=1,NMEM
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
IF(IPAGE.EQ.56) THEN
IPAGE=O
END IF
IFCICUR(I).EQ.O) THEN
C ********** ELASTIC MEMBER **********
IF(XM L DCI,1).LT.0.0.AND.ABSCXM L DCI,1».GT.ABSCPCOMCI») THEN
2030 FORHAT(2X,A4,215,F10.3,15,5X, --
1 'OVERSTRESSED ELASTIC COMPRESSION MEMBERI')
GO TO 3000
END IF
IF(XM L DCI,1).GT.0.0.AND.ABSCXM L DCI,1».GT.ABSCPTENCI») THEN
GO TO 3000 - -
END IF
2020 FORMAT(2X,A4,215,F10.3,15)
ELSE
C ********** INELASTIC MEMBER **********
IFCIRUN.EQ.3) TIfEN
FORMAT(2X,A4,215,F10.3,15,,
GO TO 3000
END IF
IFCXM_L_DCI,1).LT.0.0) TIfEN
*** COMPRESSION ***
DELTAN=XM L DCI,2)/(DCOMCI)*12.)
IFCABS(DELTAN).GE.0.045) THEN
FORMATC2X,A4,215,F10.3,15,2X,
'LARGE SHORTENING',F6.2,
I IN. NORM.=' ,F7.3)
GO TO 3000
END IF
ELSE
*** TENSION ***
DELTAN=XM_L_DCI,2)/(DTENCI)*12.)
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IFCABSCDELTAN).GE.0.045) THEN
2060 FORMATC2X,A4,215,F10.3,15,2X,
1 'LARGE ELONGATION',F6.2,
2 'IN. NORM.=',F7.3)
END IF
END IF
END IF
3000 CONTINUE
C ********************** SORT MEMBER FORCES ***~***********************
3050 CALL OUTPUTCMEM,JTS,JTE,JTW,ICUR,XM_L_D,NMEM,PCOH,PTEN,
1DCOM,DTEN,IRUN)
IPBA=IPBA+1
8888 CONTINUE
CALL OUTCHKCNMEM,NJTS,JTW,JTS,JTE,COOR,AREA,ICUR,PCOH,PTEN,XKLR)
C
C **************** MONTE CARLO SIMULATION END *********
C
IFCIPBA.GT.NPBA) THEN
GOTO 6001
ELSE
GOTO 6000
ENDIF
6001 CONTI NUE
WR ITEC48,4324)
4324 FORHATC'CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF COLLAPSE LOAD
DO IPBI=2,21
LBIPBI=CIPBI-1)*5
LBI=C1PBI-2)*5
WRITEC38,4322) LBI,LBIPBI,IPBCIPBI)
4322 FORMATC'FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF
+
FACTOR I , / /)
',12,'X -'14,
'X IS' ,14)
WRITEC48,4323) LBIPBI,EXCCIPBI)
FORMATC'EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF ',13,'X'
, IS ',F9.4)4323+
END DO
WRITEC58,4325)
4325 FORMATC'MEMBER FAILURE DISTRIBUTION',//)
WRITEC58,251)
DO 1=1,NMEM
IS=JTSC I)
IE=JTEC I)
IFCIFACI).GT.O) THEN
WRITEC58,252)I,MEMCI),JTWCIS),JTWCIE),IFACI),PIFACI)
END IF
END DO
C **********G.*****************************************
STOP
END
C
SUBROUTINE PAGERCI)
1=1+1
IFCI.EQ.55) THEN
1=0
END IF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CURVECPK,DK,NPTS,IRUN)
DIMENSION PKC12,50,2),DKC12,50,2)
DIMENSION NPTSC50,2)
CHARACTER EEE*1,CCC*1,TTT*1
CHARACTER TEMP*80
CHARACTER IDUM*1
EEE='E'
CCC='C'
TTT='T'
20 FORHATCA80)
25 FORMATC//,'CURVE DATA IS PRINTED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY.',
1/1)
30 FORHATCA1)
40 FORHATC2E10.3)
50 FORHATC2F15.3)
60 FORMATC//,' CURVE # ',13,/,' ***COHPRESSION***')
70 FORMATC' ***TENSION***')
80 FORMAT(' ~ARNING: THIS POINT DOES NOT CONFORM TO RUN TYPE',
1 ' 1 OR 2.')
READC14,20)TEMP
NCUR=1
READC14,30) IDUH
DO 85 1=1,50
NPTS(I ,1)=0
NPTS(I ,2)=0
85 COIITINUE
N=O
90 N=N+1
C ****READ COMPRESSION CURVE DATA****
100 NPTSCN,1)=NPTSCN,1)+1
I=NPTSCN,1)
READC14,40) PKCI,N,1),DKCI,N,1)
IFCI.NE.2) GO TO 105
IFCIRUN.EQ.0.OR.IRUN.EQ.1.0R.IRUN.EQ.2) THEN
IPIC=PK(I ,N, 1)
IDK=DK(I,N,1)*100.
END IF
105 CONTINUE IWRITEC18,50) PK(I,N,1),DKCI,N,1)
IFCIRUN.EQ.3) DK(I,N,1)=DKCI,N,1)/12.
READC14,30) IDUH
IFCIDUM.EQ.TTT) GO TO 110
BACKSPACE 14
GO TO 100
110 COIITI NUE
C ****READ TENSION CURVE DATA****
120 CONTI NUE
NPTS(N,2)=NPTS(N,2)+1
I=NPTSCN,2)
READC14,40) PKCI,N,2),DKCI,N,2)
IF(I.NE.2) GO TO 125
IFCIRUN.EQ.0.OR.IRUN.EQ.1.OR.IRUN.EQ.2) THEN
IPK=PK(I,N,2)
IDK=DKCI,N,2)*100.
END IF
125 CONTINUE IWRITEC18,50) PKCI,N,2),DK(I,N,2)
IFCIRUN.EQ.3) DKCI,N,2)=DKCI,N,2)/12.
READC14,30) IDUH
IFCIDUM.EQ.EEE) GO TO 999
IFCIDUH.EQ.CCC) GO TO 90
BACKSPACE 14
GO TO 120
999 CONTINUE 1~ITE(18,*)'****'
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STIFFCMEM,JTS,JTE,COOR,AREA,P,X,
1E,NHEH,IBAND,NDGF,A,ISPC,NSPC,FACT,I_ART_JT,ADC)
DIMENSION ACNDGF,IBAND)
DIMENSION JTS(800),JTEC800)
CHARACTER HEM(800)*4
DIMENSION AREA(800)
DIMENSION COORC350,3)
DIHENSION P(1050),XC1050),ADCC1050)
DIMENSION ISPC(50)
DIMENSION FACT(800)
DIMENSION XKL(6,6),XKGC6,6),XKTHPC6,6),R(6,6)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,P,X
DO 500 1=1,NDGF
DO 510 J=1,IBAND
A(I,J)=O.O
510 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
DO 900 IHEH=1,NHEH
DO 100 1=1,6
DO 110 J=1,6
XKL(I,J)=O.O
XKGCI,J)=O.O
XKTHP(I,J)=O.O
R(I,J)=O.O
110 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
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I=IMEM
C *** CALCULATE K IN LOCAL COORDINATES ***
CALL KHEMCJTS,JTE,COOR,AREA,I,R,XKL,E,FACT)
C *** CALCULATE K GLOBAL --- RT*K*R
CALL MATTRNCR)
CALL MATMULCXKTHP,R,XKL)
CALL MATTRNCR)
CALL MATMULCXKG,XKTMP,R)
C **** STUFF K GLOBAL IN AC ) ****
JS=JTSC IMEM)
JE=JTE(lMEM)
C *** LC IS COLUMN IN SQUARE K***
LC=CJS-1)*3
DO 1000 JJ=1,2
DO 1010 L=1,3
C *** LL IS ROW IN SQUARE K***
LL=L+CJJ-1)*3
I=LC+L
DO 1020 K=1,3
J=CJS-1)*3+K
IFCCJ-I+1).GT.0) ACI,J-I+1)=A(I,J-I+1)+XKGCLL,K)
1020 CONTI NUE
DO 1030 K=1,3
J=(JE-1)*3+K
IF(CJ-I+1).GT.0) ACI,J-I+1)=ACI,J-I+1)+XKGCLL,K+3)
1030 CONTI NUE
1010 CONTINUE
LC=CJE-1)*3
1000 CONTI NUE
900 CONTINUE
IFCI ART JT.EQ.O) THEN
DO 800 J=1,NDGF/3
I=J*3-2
IFCADCCI).GT.1.5) THEN
C ***** MEMBERS ARE IN STRAIGHT LINE *****
ACI,1)=ACI,1)+.01
ACI+1,1)=A(I+1,1)+.01
ACI+2,1)=A(I+2,1)+.01
GOTO 800
END IF
C ***** ADD ARTIFICIAL MEHBER *****
CX=ADCCI)
CY=ADC(I+1 )
CZ=ADC(I+2)
C ***** AE/L IS FOR A MEMBER WITH A=.01 IN A2 AND L=100 FT. *****
AEL=.01/144*E/100
ACI,1)=A(I,1)+CX**2
ACI,2)=ACI,2)+CY*CX
ACI,3)=A(I,3)+CZ*CX
ACI+1,1)=A(I+1,1)+CY**2
ACI+1,2)=A(I+1,2)+CZ*CY
ACI+2,1)=ACI+2,1)+CZ**2
800 CONTINUE
END IF
CALL SOLVE(A,P,X,ISPC,NSPC,IBAND,NDGF)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE KMEMCJTS,JTE,CooR,AREA,IX,R,XKL,E,FACT)
DIMENSION JTS(800),JTEC800)
DIMENSION AREA(800)
DIMENSION CooRC350,3)
DIMENSION FACT(800)
DIMENSION XKLC6,6),RC6,6)
C *** CALCULATE K IN LOCAL COORDINATES ***
I=IX
J=JTSCI)
K=JTECI)
XA=COORCJ,1)
XB=CooRCK,1)
YA=COORCJ,2)
YB::COORCK,2)
ZA=COORCJ,3)
ZB=COORCK,3)
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XL=SQRTCCXB-XA)**2+CYB-YA)**2+CZB-ZA)**2)
EAL=E*AREACI)/XL
XKLC1,1)=EAL*FACTCI)
XKLC1,4)=-EAL*FACTCI)
XKLC4,1)=-EAL*FACTCI)
XKLC4,4)=EAL*FACTCI)
C *** CALCULATE TRANSFORMATION ItATRIX - R - ***
CX=CXB-XA)/XL
CY=CYB-YA)/XL
CZ=CZB-ZA)/XL
RC1,1)=CX
RC1,2)=CY
RC1,3)=CZ
RC2,1)=0.0
RC2,2)=0.0
RC2,3)=0.0
RC3,1)=0.0
RC3,2)=0.0
RC3,3)=0.0
DO 310 1=1,3
DO 300 J=1,3
RC3+1,3+J)=RCI,J)
300 CONTINUE
310 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SOLVECA,P,X,ISPC,NSPC,IBAND,NDGF)
DIMENSION ACNDGF,IBAND)
DIMENSION P(1050),XC1050)
DIMENSION ISPC(50)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,P,X
DO 100 1=1,NDGF-1
C *** CHECK FOR SPECIFIED DEFLECTION ***
IFCNSPC.EQ.O) GO TO 300
DO 200 L=1,NSPC
IFCISPCCL).EQ.I) GO TO 400
200 CONTINUE
GO TO 300
400 CONTINUE
C *** DEFLECTION IS SPECIFIED ***
DO 500 K=I+1,IBAND+I-1
IFCK.GT.NDGF) GO TO 100
IK=K-I+1
PCK)=PCK)-ACI,IK)*XCI)
500 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
300 CONTINUE
C *** DEFLECTION IS NOT SPECIFIED ***
DO 600 J=I+1,IBAND+I-1
IFCJ.GT.NDGF) GO TO 100
JI=J-I+1
IFCABSCACI,1».LE.0.000001) GO TO 100
C=-ACI,JI)/ACI,1)
PCJ)=PCJ)+PCI)*C
DO 700 K=J,IBAND+I-1
KJ=K-J+1
KI=K-I+1
ACJ,KJ)=ACJ,KJ)+ACI,KI)*C
700 CONTI NUE
600 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *C *** BACK SUBSTITUTION ***
DO 1000 IR=1,NDGF
I=NDGF-IR+1
SUM=O.O
DO 2000 J=1,IBAND-1
IFCCI+J).GT.NDGF) GO TO 3000
SUH=ACI,J+1)*XCI+J)+SUH
2000 CONTINUE
C *** CHECK FOR SPECIFIED DEFLECTION ***
3000 IFCNSPC.EQ.O) GO TO 4000
DO 5000 K=1,NSPC
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IF(ISPC(K).EQ.I) GO TO 6000
SOOO CONTINUE
C *** LOAD IS SPECIFIED ***
IF(ABS(A(I,1».LE.0.000001) GO TO 1000
4000 X(I)=(P(I)-SUM)/A(I,1)
GO TO 1000
C *** DEFLECTION IS SPECIFIED ***
6000 P(I)=X(I)*A(I,1)+SUM-P(I)
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REACT(P,X,ISPC,NDGF,NSPC,JTW)
DIMENSION P(10S0),X(10S0),ISPC(SO)
DIMENSION JTW(3S0)
DOUBLE PRECISION P,X
1S FORMAT(' ****')
20 FORMAT(' **** JOINT DISPLACEMENTS (IN.) ****')
2S FORMAT(17X,'X',19X,'Y',19X,'ZI)
40 FORMAT(1X,3(IJT. X Y Z I»
SO FORMAT(3SX,'FORCE')
6S FORMAT(1X,3(13,3F7.2,2X»
60 FORMAT(IS,3G20.4,SX,IS)
70 FORMAT(////,' *** SUPPORT REACTIONS (KIPS) ***1)
80 FORMAT(10X,SS('_I»
90 FORMAT(' SUM:',3G20.4)
1=1
100 CONTINUE
JTN01 =(1 +2)/3
X1=X(I)*12.
X2=X(I+1)*12.
X3=X(I+2)*12.
IF(I+2.EQ.NDGF) THEN
GO TO 10S
END IF
JTN02=(I+S)/3
X4=X(I+3)*12
XS=X(I+4)*12
X6=X(I+S)*12
IF(I+S.EQ.NDGF) THEN
GO TO 10S
END IF
JTN03=(I+8)/3
X7=X(I+6)*12
X8=X( 1+7)*12
X9=X(I+8)*12
IF(I+8.EQ.NDGF) GO TO 10S
1=1+9
GO TO 100
10S CONTI NUE
C *** REACTIONS ***
DO 110 1=1,NDGF
DO 120 J=1,NSPC
IF(I.EQ.ISPC(J» GO TO 110
120 CONTI NUE
P(I)=O.O
110 CONTI NUE
SUMX=O.O
SUHY=O.O
SUMZ=O.O
C *** NOW ONLY THE NON-ZERO TERMS IN PC) ARE SUPPORT REACTIONS.
C NOW CHECK TO SEE IF THERE IS A SPEC. DEF. AT 1,1+1 ETC.
DO 140 1=1,NDGF,3
DO 1S0 J=1, NSPC
DO 160 K=1,3
IF«K+I-1).EQ.ISPC(J» GO TO 170
160 CONTINUE
1S0 CONTINUE
GO TO 140
170 JTNO=(I+2)/3
SUMX=SUMX+P(I)
SUHY=SUMY+P(I+1)
SUHZ=SUMZ+P(I+2)
140 CONTINUE
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RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FORCE(IX,HEH,JS,JE,XKL,R,XX,XLOAD,DELTA,JT~,ICUR,
1PCOH,PTEN)
CHARACTER HEH(BOO)*4
DIHENSION XKL(6,6),R(6,6)
DIMENSION XX(1050),X(6),P(6),RX(6)
DIMENSION JTW(350)
DIMENSION ICUR(BOO),PCOM(BOO),PTEN(BOO)
DOUBLE PRECISION XX
C *** PLUCK X FROM XX ***
DO 100 1=1,3
II =JS*3-3+I
XO )=XXO I)
100 CONTINUE
DO 110 1=4,6
II=JE*3-6+1
X(I)=XX(II)
110 CONTINUE
CALL HATHT1(RX,R,X)
DELTA=RX(4)-RX(1)
CALL HATMT1(P,XKL,RX)
X1=RX(1)*12.
X4=RX(4)*12.
XLOAD=P(4)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CHECK(DELTA,PACT,N,NP,PK,DK,PC,DC,IX,FACT,EAL,IFLAG,
1CONVR, IF_BAD)
DIMENSION DK(12,50,2),PK(12,50,2)
DIMENSION FACT(BOO),EAL(BOO)
IF BAD=O
C **** INTERPOLATE A PINT VALUE ****
IS=1
IF(DELTA.GT.O.O) IS=2
DO 100 1=1,NP
11=1
DD=DKO ,N, IS)*DC
IF(ABS(DELTA).LT.DD) GO TO 110
100 CONTI NUE
110 CONTINUE
11=11-1
C **** DELTA IS AT OR PAST POINT II ****
PDIF=(PK(II+1,N,IS)-PK(II,N,IS»*PC
DDIF=(DK(II+1,N,IS)-DK(II,N,IS»*DC
SLOPE=PDIF/DDIF
PINT=PK(II,N,IS)*PC+SLOPE*(ABS(DELTA)-DK(II,N,IS)*DC)
C **** RESET STIFFNESS FACTOR IF MEMBER IS NOT ON P·DELTA CURVE.
DIF=ABS(ABS(PACT)-PINT)/PINT
IF(DIF.LE.CONVR) GO TO 999
IFLAG=1
IF BAD=1
FACT(IX)=ABS«PINT/DELTA)/EAL(IX»
999 CONTI NUE
D12=DELTA*12.
PACTN=PACT/PC
DELTAN=DELTA/DC
PINTN=PINT/PC
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HATMUL(A,B,C)
C *** THIS SUBROUTINE WILL HULT B*C AND RETURN RESULTS IN A.
DIMENSION A(6,6),B(6,6),C(6,6)
DO 200 1=1,6
DO 210 J=1,6
AO,J)=O.O
210 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 100 K=1,6
DO 110 1=1,6
DO 120 J=1,6
A(K,I)=B(K,J)*C(J,I)+A(K,I)
120 CONTINUE
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110 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATTRNCA)
C *** THIS SUBROUTINE WILL TRANSPOSE A MATRIX CAl.
DIMENSION AC6,6),BC6,6)
DO 100 1=1,6
DO 110 J=1,6
BCI,J)=ACI,J)
110 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
DO 120 1=1,6
DO 130 J=1,6
ACI,J)=BCJ,I)
130 CONTI NUE
120 CONTI NUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATMT1CP,A,X)
C *** THIS SUBROUTINE WILL MULTIPLY A*X AND RETURN RESULTS IN P
C *** P AND X ARE VECTORS ***
DIMENSION AC6,6),PC6),XC6)
DO 200 1=1,6
PCI )=0.0
200 CONTINUE
DO 100 1=1,6
DO 110 J=1,6
PCI)=PCI)+ACI,J)*XCJ)
110 CONTI NUE
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RENUMCNMEM,NJ,NUBAND,JTS,JTE,NEWJT,R)
C ** NOTE: THIS SUBROUTINE ASSUMES THAT A MAXIMUM OF 20 MEMBERS ENTER A JT. **
INTEGER R, 0, OLBAND
DIMENSION ICJC350,20), ISJA(350)
DIMENSION JTS(800), JTE(800), NEWJTC35D)
NUBAND=O
DO 90 1=1,NJ
ISJACI)=O
NEIlJT(I)=O
DO 90 J=1,20
ICJ(I,J)=O
90 CONTINUE
DO 10, K=1,NMEM
ISJ=JTSCK)
IEJ=JTECK)
C ** LOAD CONNECTING JOINT ARRAY··> ICJC,) **
DO 20, 1=1,20
IF CICJCISJ,I).EQ.O) GO TO 1
20 CONTINUE
1 IF CI.EQ.21) 1=20
ICJC ISJ, I)=IEJ
DO 30, 1=1,20
IF CICJCIEJ,I).EQ.O) GO TO 2
30 CONTINUE
2 IF CI.EQ.21) 1=20
ICJClEJ, I)=ISJ
10 CONTINUE
C ** ISJA() HOLDS THE JOINT NUMBERS IN "LEVEL" ORDER **
ISJAC1 )=R
0=1
CALL CHGSGNCNJ, ICJ, ISJA, D)
0=2
DO 40, 1=1,NJ
DO 50, J=1,20
C ** IF ICJC)=O, THEN THE REST OF THE R~ IS ZERO **
IF CICJCISJACI),J).EQ.O) GO TO 40
C ** IF ICJC)<O, THEN THE JOINT HAS A LEVEL **
IF CICJCISJACI),J).LT.O) GO TO 50
C ** ELSE ASSIGN A LEVEL TO THE CURRENT JOINT **
ISJACD)=ICJCISJACI),J)
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C ** CHANGE THE SIGNS OF HATCHING ICJ(,) ELEMENTS TO CURRENT JOINT **
CALL CHGSGN(NJ, ICJ, ISJA, D)
0=0+1
IF (D.GT.NJ) GO TO 5
50 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE
C ** RENUMBER THE JOINTS **
5 K=tIJ
DO 60, l=l,NJ
NEIJJT( ISJA(I »=K
K=K-l
60 CONTINUE
DO 70, l=l,NMEM
IF (OLBAND.LT.ABS(JTS(I)-JTE(I») THEN
OLBAND=ABS(JTS(I)-JTE(I»
GO TO 6
ENDIF
6 IF (NUBAND.LT.ABS(NEIJJT(JTS(I»-NEIJJT(JTE(I»» THEN
NUBAND=ABS(NEIJJT(JTS(I»-NEIJJT(JTE(I»)
ENDIF
70 CONTINUE
NUBAND=NUBAND*3+3
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CHGSGN(NJ, ICJ, ISJA, D)
C ** CHGSGN SEARCHES ICJ(,) ARRAY FOR MATCHING JOINTS AND CHANGES
C SIGN TO NEGATIVE **
INTEGER 0
DIMENSION ICJ(350,20), ISJA(350)
DO 10, M=l,NJ
DO 20, L=1,20
IF (ICJ(M,L).LT.O) GO TO 20
IF (ICJ(M,L).EQ.O) GO TO 10
IF (ICJ(M,L).EQ.ISJA(D» GO TO 15
20 CONTINUE
15 IF (L.EQ.21) L=20
ICJ(M,L)=-ICJ(M,L)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STORE(P,COOR,COOR_O,JTS,JTS_O,JTE,JTE_O,ISPC,ISPC_O
1,NEIJJT,NMEH,NJTS,NSPC,NDGF)
DIMENSION COOR 0(350,3),JTS 0(800),JTE 0(800),ISPC 0(50)
DIMENSION P(10)0),COOR(350,!),JTS(800):JTE(800),ISPC(50)
DIMENSION NEIJJT(350)
DIHENSION °P(1050)
DOUBLE PRECISION P,O_P
DO 100 l=l,NMEH
JTS O(I)=JTS(I)
JTE-O(I)=JTE(I)
100 CONTINUE
DO 200 l=l,NJTS
DO 300 J=1,3
COOR_O(l, J)=COOR(I ,J)
300 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 400 1=1, NSPC
ISPC O(I)=ISPC(I)
400 CONTINUE
DO 500 1=1, NHEH
JTS(I)=NEIJJT(JTS(I»
JTE(I)=NEIJJT(JTE(I»
500 CONTINUE
DO 600 l=l,NJTS
DO 700 J=1,3
COOR(NEIJJT(I),J)=COOR_O(I,J)
700 CONTINUE
600 COOTIIIUE
DO 800 l=l,NSPC
JT SPC=INT«ISPC(I)-1)/3)+1
lOG SPC=ISPC(I)-(JT SPC*3-3)
ISPC(I)=NEIJJT(JT SPC)*3-3+IDG SPC
800 CONTI NUE - -
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DO 900 1=1,NDGF
o PC I)=PC I)
900 CONTI NUE
DO 1000 1=1,NJTS
NJ=NEWJT( I)
DO 1010 J=1,3
NEW DG=3*CNJ-1)+J
IOR-DG=3*CI-1)+J
PCNEW DG)=O PCIOR DG)
1010 CONTINUE - -
1000 CONTI NUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UNSTORECP,X,COOR,COOR_O,JTS,JTS_O,JTE,JTE_O,ISPC,
1ISPC_0,NEWJT,NMEM,NJTS,NSPC,NDGF)
DIMENSION COOR_OC350,3),JTS_OC800),JTE_OC800),ISPC_OC50)
DIMENSION P(1050),XC1050),COORC3S0,3),JTSC800),JTE(800),ISPCC50)
DIMENSION NEWJT(350)
DIMENSION P_M(1050),X_MC10S0)
DOUBLE PRECISION P,X,P_M,X_M
DO 100 1=1,NMEM
JTS(I )=JTS oc I)
JTE(I )=JTE-O(l)
100 CONTINUE -
DO 200 1=1,NJTS
IJO 300 J=1,3
COORCI,J)=COOR_OCI,J)
300 CONTINUE
200 CONTI NUE
DO 400 1=1,NSPC
ISPC(I)=ISPC OCI)
400 CONTINUE -
DO 500 1=1,NDGF
P M(I )=PC I)
X-M(I )=XC I)
500 CONTINUE
DO 600 1=1,NJTS
NJ=NEWJT(I )
DO 700 J=1,3
I DG=3*(I-1)+J
M-DG=3*CNJ-1)+J
P(I DG)=P MCM DG)
X(I-DG)=X-HCM-DG)
700 CONTINUE - -
600 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUTCMEM,JTS,JTE,JiW,ICUR,XM_L_D,NMEM,PCOH,PTEN,
1DCOH,DTEN,IRUN)
CHARACTER MEM(800)*4
DIMENSION JTS(800),JTEC800),JTWC3S0),ICURC800)
DIMENSION XM_L_DC800,2)
DIMENSION PCOH(800),PTENC800),DCOHC800),DTENC800)
DIMENSION MFLAG(800)
CHARACTER ISORTM*4
CHARACTER*1 IOVERS(2)
C ********** MFLAGC*) = 1 - DATA SORTED MFLAGC*) = 0 - DATA NOT SORTED
DO 100 1=1,NMEM
100 MFLAG(I )=0
C ************************** ELASTIC MEMBERS **************************
10 FORMAT(' LOAD SUMMARY - ELASTIC MEMBERS CKIPS) "
1 'C*) INDICATES OVERSTRESS',/)
20 FORMATC' MEMBER',3X,'JOINTS MAX. TENSION',3X,'JOINTS',
1 I MAX. COHP.',3X,'NO. OF MEMBERS')
C ********** FIND MEMBER NAME TO SORT **********
J=1
IPAGE=O
140 DO 150 I=J,NMEM
IF(MFLAGCI).EQ.O.AND.ICURCI).EQ.O) THEN
HIC=O
MI1=O
J=I+1
MFLAGCI)=1
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ISORTH=HEH(I )
IFCXH_L_DCI,1).LT.0.0) THEN
XHC=XH L 0(1,1)
XHT=O - -
INSJC=JTS(')
INEJC=JTECI)
HIC=I
ELSE
XHC=O
XHT=XH_L_DCI,1)
INSJT=JTSCI)
INEJT=JTE(I )
HIT=I
END IF
GO TO 160
END IF
150 CONTINUE
GO TO 410
160 NSH=l
C ********** START OF SORT **********
DO 300 I=J,NHEH
IFCISORTH.EQ.HEHCI).AND.ICURCI).EQ.O) THEN
HFLAGC I )=1
NSH=NSH+1
IFCXH_L_DCI,1).LT.0.0) THEN
C ***** COMPRESSION HEMBER *****
IFCABSCXH L DCI,1».GT.ABSCXMC» THEN
XHC=XM-CD(I,1)
INSJC=JTSCI)
INEJC=JTECI)
HIC=I
GO TO 300
END IF
ELSE
C ***** TENSION MEHBER *****
IFCABSCXM L DCI,1».GT.ABSCXMT» THEN
XHT=XH:L:DCI,l)
INSJT=JTSCI)
INEJT=JTECI)
HIT=I
GO TO 300
END IF
END IF
END IF
300 CONTINUE
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
IFCIPAGE.EQ.69) THEN
C WRITEC18,*) CHAR(012)
C ~ITEC18,10)
C WRITEC18,20)
IPAGE=O
EllD IF
IOVERS(1)=' I
IOVERS(2)=' ,
IFCHIT.GT.O) THEN
IFCCABSCXMT).GT.ABSCPTENCMIT»» IOVERS(1)='*'
END IF
IFCHIC.GT.O) THEN
IFCCABSCXHC).GT.ABSCPCOMCHIC»» IOVERS(2)='*'
END IF
IFCABSCXMT).LT.0.0005.AND.ABSCXMC).LT.0.0005) THEN
c ~ITEC18,33)ISORTM,NSH
GO TO 350
END IF
IFCABSCXHC).LT.0.0005) THEN
END IF
IFCABSCXHT).LT.0.0005) THEN
END IF
30 FORHATCA5,1X,215,2X,F10.3,A1,1X,215,F10.3,A1,7X,15)
32 FORHATCA5,1X,215,2X,Fl0.3,A1,29X,I5)
33 FORHATCA5,' * * * NO MEHBER FORCE * * *',23X,15)
35 FORHATCA5,25X,215,F10.3,A1,7X,I5)
350 DO 400 I=J,NHEH
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IF(MFLAG(I).EQ.O.AND.ICUR(I).EQ.O) THEN
J=I
GO TO 140
END IF
400 CONTI NUE
410 IF(IRUN.EQ.3) GO TO 750
IF(IRUN.EQ.O) GO TO 999
C ****************** INELASTIC MEMBERS PERFORMING ELASTICALLY ****************
40 FORMAT(' LOAD SUMMARY - INELASTIC MEMBERS PERFORMING',
1 'ELASTICALLY (KIPS) ',1>
C ********** FIND MEMBER NAME TO SORT **********
J=1
IPAGE=1
500 DO 550 I=J,NMEH
IF(MFLAG(I).EQ.O.AND.ICUR(I).GT.O) THEN
C ********** CHECK FOR DELTA NORMALIZED LARGER THAN 0.05 **********
IF(XM_L_D(I,1).LT.0.0) THEN
DELTAN=XH L D(I,2)/(DCOM(I)*12.)
ELSE - -
DELTAN=XM L D(I,2)/(DTEN(I)*12.)
END IF - -
IF(ABS(DELTAN).GT.0.05) GO TO 550
J=I+1
MFLAG(I )=1
ISORTM=MEM(I)
IF(XM_L_D(I,1).LT.0.0) THEN
XMC=XM_L_D(I,1)
XMT=O
INSJC=JTS(I)
INEJC=JTE(I )
MIC=I
ELSE
XMC=O
XMT=XM_L_D(I,1)
INSJT=JTS(I)
INEJT=JTE(I)
MIT=I
END IF
GO TO 560
END IF
550 CONTINUE
GO TO 750
560 NSM=1
C ********** START OF SORT **********
DO 600 I=J,NMEM
IF(ISORTM.EQ.MEM(I).AND.ICUR(I).GT.O) THEN
C ********** CHECK FOR DELTA NORMALIZED LARGER THAN 0.05 **********
IF(XM_L_D(I,1).LT.0.0) THEN
DELTAN=XM L D(I,2)/(DCOM(I)*12.)
ELSE - -
DELTAN=XH L D(I,2)/(DTEN(I)*12.)
END IF - -
IF(ABS(DELTAN).GT.0.05) GO TO 600
HFLAG( I )=1
NSM=NSM+1
IF(XM_L_D(I,1).LT.0.0) THEN
C ***** COMPRESSION MEMBER *****
IF(ABS(XM L D(I,1».GT.ABS(XMC» THEN
XMC=XM:L:D(I,1)
INSJC=JTS(I)
INEJC=JTE(I)
HIC=I
GO TO 600
END IF
ELSE
C ***** TENSION MEMBER *****
IF(ABS(XM L D(I,1».GT.ABS(XHT» THEN
XMT=XH:L:D( 1,1)
INSJT=JTS(I)
INEJT=JTE(I)
HIT=I
GO TO 600
END IF
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END IF
END IF
600 CONTINUE
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
IF(IPAGE.EQ.53) THEN
IPAGE=O
END IF
10VERS( 1)= I ,
IOVERS(2)=' ,
IF(ABS(XMT).LT.0.0005.AND.ABS(XMC).LT.0.0005) THEN
GO TO 650
END IF
650 DO 700 I=J,NMEM
IF(MFLAG(I).EQ.O.AND.ICUR(I).GT.O) THEN
J=I
GO TO 500
END IF
700 CONTINUE
750 CONTINUE
C ************************* INELASTIC MEMBERS **************************
IPAGE=55
DO 800 1=1,NMEM
IF(MFLAG(I).EQ.O) THEN
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
IF(IPAGE.EQ.56) THEN
IF(IRUN.EQ.3) THEN
50 FORMAT(' INELASTIC MEMBERS (KIPS)',/)
ELSE
60 FORMAT(' INELASTIC MEMBERS PERFORMIHG "
1 'INELASTICALLY (KIPS)',/)
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65
1
END IF
FORMAT(' MEMBER JOINTS TENSION
, COMPRESSION CURVE # DELTA
,
,
NORM.' )
END IF
XL=XM L 0(1,1)
XD=XM-CD( 1,2)
J1=JTW(JTS( I»
J2=JTIJ(JTE(I»
IF(XL.LT.O.O) THEN
C ***** COMPRESSION *****
DELTAN=XD/(DCOM(I)*12.)
70 FORMAT(1X,A4,2X,215,2X,10X,5X,F10.3,3X,110,2X,F10.3,
1 F9.3)
ELSE
C ***** TENSION *****
DELTAN=XD/(DTEN(I)*12.)
80 FORMAT(1X,A4,2X,215,2X,F10.3,5X,10X,3X,110,2X,F10.3,
1 F9.3)
END IF
END IF
800 CONTINUE
999 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATJT(JTS,JTE,M AT JT,NMEM,NJTS)
DIMENSION JTS(800),JTE(800),M:AT_JT(3S0,13)
DO 101 1=1,NJTS
DO 101 J=1, 13
101 M_AT_JT(I,J)=O
DO 100 1=1,NJTS
K=O
DO 200 J=1,NMEM
IF«JTS(J).EQ.I).OR.(JTE(J).EQ.I» THEN
K=K+1
M_AT_JH I ,K)=J
END IF
200 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE AART(E,NJTS,NSPC,ISPC,M_AT_JT,COOR,JTS,JTE,JTSEED,
1ADC,NEIJJT,JTIJ)
DIMENSION ISPC(SO),M_AT_JT(3S0,13),COOR(3S0,3),JTS(800),JTE(800)
DIMENSION 0_ADC(10S0),ADC(10S0),NEIJJT(3S0)
DIMENSION JTW(35D),JT_ART(350)
DIMENSION JP(10)
C *************** TEST OF MEMBERS IN STRAIGHT LINE ***************
KOUNT=O
DO 100 1=1,NJTS
C ***** TEST IF JOINT I IS A SUPPORT *****
DO 110 J=1,NSPC
K=(ISPC(J)-1)/3+1
IF(K.EQ.I) GO TO 100
110 CONTI NUE
C ***** ARE ALL MEMBERS IN STRAIGHT LINE WITH MEMBER #1 *****
MEM1=M-AT_JT(I,1)
X1=COOR(JTE(MEM1),1)-COOR(JTS(MEH1),1)
Y1=COOR(JTE(MEM1),2)-COOR(JTS(MEM1),2)
Z1=COOR(JTE(MEM1),3)-COOR(JTS(MEM1),3)
IF(JTS(MEM1).EQ.I) GO TO 115
X1=-X1
Y1=-Y1
Z1=-Z1
115 XL1=SQRT(X1**2+Y1**2+Z1**2)
DO 120 J=2,13
IF(M_AT_JT(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 40
MEM2=M_AT_JT(I,J)
X2=COOR(JTE(MEM2),1)-COOR(JTS(MEM2),1)
Y2=COOR(JTE(MEM2),2)-COOR(JTS(MEM2),2)
Z2=COOR(JTE(MEM2),3)-COOR(JTS(MEM2),3)
IF(JTS(MEM2).EQ.I) GO TO 10
X2=-X2
Y2=-Y2
Z2=-Z2
10 XL2=SQRT(X2**2+Y2**2+Z2**2)
C ***** CROSS PROOUCT *****
XR=(Y1*Z2-Z1*Y2)
YR=(Z1*X2-X1*Z2)
ZR=(X1*Y2-Y1*X2)
R=SQRT(XR**2+YR**2+ZR**2)
C ***** SIN T IS SIN OF ANGLE BETWEEN MEM1 AND MEM2 *****
SIN T;ABS(R/(XL1*XL2»
IF(SIN T.GT.0.01745) GO TO 20
120 CONTINUE
C ***** ALL MEMBERS IN A STRAIGHT LINE *****
GO TO 40
C ***** MEM1 [1] AND MEH2 [J] ARE NOT IN STRAIGHT LINE *****
C *************** TEST FOR MEMBERS NOT IN PLANE OF HEM1 AND MEM2
20 JMEM=J
DO 130 J=2,13
IF(M AT JT(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 30
IF(J:EQ:JMEH) GO TO 130
MEM2=H_AT_JT(I,J)
X2=COOR(JTE(MEM2),1)-COOR(JTS(MEM2),1)
Y2=COOR(JTE(MEH2),2)-COOR(JTS(MEH2),2)
Z2=COOR(JTE(HEH2),3)-COOR(JTS(HEH2),3)
XL2=SQRT(X2**2+Y2**2+Z2**2)
C ***** DOT PROOUCT *****
VX=X2*XR
VY=Y2*YR
VZ=Z2*ZR
V=VX+VY+VZ
C ***** COS T IS COS OF ANGLE BETWEEN PLANE AND MEHBER J *****
COS T;ABS(V/(R*XL2»
IF(COS T.GT.0.01745) GO TO 100
130 CONTI NUE
C ***** MEHBERS ARE IN A SINGLE PLANE - ARTIFICIAL RESTRAINT
30 CONTINUE
RK=SQRT(XR**2+YR**2+ZR**2)
N=I*3-2
C *** ADC(*) IS THE DIRECTION COSIGNS OF A LINE NORMAL
C *** TO THE PLANE OF THE HEMBERS
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
JT ART(KOUNT)=I
ADC(N)::XR/RK
ADC(N+1)=YR/RK
ADC(N+2)=ZR/RK
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IURITEC18,220) JP(1)
IURITEC18,220) JP(1),JPC2)
IURITEC18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JPC3)
IURITEC18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JPC3),JPC4)
IURITEC18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JPC3),JPC4),JPC5)
IURITE(18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JPC3),JPC4),JPC5),JPC6)
IURITE(18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JPC3),JPC4),JPC5),JPC6),
JP(7)
IURITEC18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JPC3),JPC4),JPC5),JPC6),
Jp(7), JP(8)
IURITEC18,220) JP(1),JPC2),JP(3),JP(4),JPC5),JP(6),
JP(7),JPC8),JPC9)
1000
GO TO 100
C ***** MEMBERS IN STRAIGHT LINE *****
40 CONTINUE
N=I*3-2
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
JT ARHKOUNT)=I
ADCCN)=2.0
ADCCN+1)=2.0
ADCCN+2)=2.0
100 CONTI NUE
C *************** REORDER ADCC*) TO CONFORM UITH 'NEUJT' JTS.
IFCJTSEED.GT.O) THEN
DO 1000 1=1,NJTS*3
o ADCC I )=ADCC I)
DO 1010 1=1,NJTS
NJ=NEUJH I)
DO 1010 J=1,3
NEU DG=3*CNJ-1)+J
IOR-DG=3*CI-1)+J
ADC(NEU DG)=O ADC(lOR DG)
1010 CONTINUE - -
END IF
C ************* IURITE JOINTS UITH ARTIFICIAL RESTRAINTS **************
200 FORMATC' JOINTS UITH ARTIFICIAL RESTRAINTS',/)
IFCKOUNT.EQ.O) THEN
210 FORMATC' * * * NON E * * *')
GO TO 999
END IF
K=O
DO 300 l~l,KOUNT
K=K+1
JPCK)=JTUCJT ARTCI»
IFCK.EQ.10) THEN
K=O
END IF
300 CONTI NUE
C IFCK.EQ.1)
C IFCK.EQ.2)
C IFCK.EQ.3)
C IFCK.EQ.4)
C IFCK.EQ.5)
C IFCK.EQ.6)
C IFCK.EQ.7)
C 1
C IFCK.EQ.8)
C 1
C IFCK.EQ.9)
C 1
220 FORMAH1015)
999 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUTCHKCNMEM,NJTS,JTU,JTS,JTE,COOR,AREA,ICUR,PCOH,PTEN
1 ,XKLR)
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
DIMENSION JTS(800),JTEC800),JTU(350)
DIMENSION AREA(800),PCOH(800),PTENC800),ICURC800),XKLRC800)
DIMENSION COORC350,3)
INTEGER*4 ISUH1,ISUM2,ISUH3
ISUH1=0
ISUH2=0
ISUH3=O
SUH1=0.
SUH2=0.
SUH3=O.
SOO4=0.
DO 100 1=1,NJTS
ISUH1=ISUH1+JTUCI)
SUH1=SUM1+COORCI,1)
SUM2=SUH2+COORCI,2)
S~~~SUH3+COORCI,3)
100 CONTI jojUE
ISUH1=0
SUH1=0.
SlJM2=0:
SUM3=0.
DO 200 1=1,NMEM
ISUM1=ISUM1+JTWCJTSCI»
ISUM2=ISUM2+JTWCJTECI»
SUM1=SUM1+AREA(I)
ISUM3=ISUM3+ICURCI)
SUM2=SUM2+PCOMCI)
SUH3=SUM3+PTENCI)
SUH4=SUH4+XKLRCI)
200 CONTINUE
SUM1=SUM1*144.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ADD_VSCV_STR_P,FMULT,COOR,NVS,JVS,VCOOR,VDL,VLLC,VLLS,
1 NDGF)
DIMENSION V_STR PC10S0),JVSC20,3),VCOORC20,3),VDLC20,3),VLLCC20,3)
DIMENSION VLLSC~0,3),COORC3S0,3)
DO 1=1,NDGF
V STR PC 1)=0.0
END DO -
DO 1=1,NVS
C ********** FIND LOAD ON V STRING FX FY AND FZ
VLLSCI,1)=VLLS(I,1)*FHULT '
VLLSCI,2)=VLLSCI,2)*FHULT
VLLSCI,3)=VLLSCI,3)*FHULT
FX=VDLCI,1)+VLLCCI,1)+VLLSCI,1)
FY=VDLCI,2)+VLLCCI,2)+VLLSCI,2)
FZ=VDL(I,3)+VLLCCI,3)+VLLSCI,3)
C ********** FIND XI, YI, ZI, XJ, YJ AND ZJ TO BE SAFE PUT I ON LEFT
IF(COOR(JVS(I,2),2).LT.COORCJVSCI,3),3» THEN
JTI=JVSC I,2)
JTJ=JVSC I,3)
XI=COORCJVSCI,2),1)
YI=COORCJVSCI,2),2)
ZI=CCORCJVSCI,2),3)
XJ=COORCJVSCI,3),1)
YJ=COORCJVS(I,3),2)
ZJ=COORCJVS(I,3),3)
ELSE
JTI=JVS(I,3)
JTJ=JVS(I,2)
XI=COORCJVSCI,3),1)
YI=COORCJVSCI,3),2)
ZI=COORCJVSCI,3),3)
XJ=COORCJVSCI,2),1)
YJ=COORCJVSCI,2),2)
ZJ=COORCJVSCI,2),3)
END IF
C ********** FIND XV, YV AND ZV
XV=VCOOR(I,1)
YV=VCOORCI,2)
ZV=VCOORC I ,3)
CALL VSTRINGCXI,YI,ZI,XJ,YJ,ZJ,XV,YV,ZV,FX,FY,FZ,FXI,FYI,
1 FZI,FXJ,FYJ,FZJ)
C ********** PUT FXI, FYI, FZI, FXJ, FYJ AND FZJ IN OLDPC)
J=(JTI·1 )*3+1
V STR P(J)=FXI
V-STR-PCJ+1)=FYI
V-STR-PCJ+2)=FZI
J;CJTJ·1)*3+1
V STR PCJ)=FXJ
V-STR-P(J+1)=FYJ
V-STR-PCJ+2)=FZJ
END DO -
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VSTRINGCXI,YI,ZI,XJ,YJ,ZJ,XV,YV,ZV,FX,FY,FZ,FXI,FYI,
1 FZI,FXJ,FYJ,FZJ)C ...................••••••.......•...••••..•..........................
C CALCULATE THE SWING ANGLEC ....................................•..••..•..•.•....................
ALP=ATANCFZ/FX)
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ALP D=ALP*18D./3.14159C ._ 7.••• _._._ .........• _ -- .
C CALCULATE THE INSULATORS LENGTHS
C ...•........••• - .........• -•...........•• - .......................•...
XL1=SQRT«XI·XV)**2+(YI·YV)**2+(ZI·ZV)**2)
XL2=SQRT«XJ'XV)**2+(YJ'YV)**2+(ZJ-ZV)**2)
C ....•. - •. - ......••.•----- ....• - •• ----- .. - ...•..• --- •• -------- .......•
C CALCULATE THE NEW INSULATOR POSITION . V PRIME
C .• --.- ...•••• -- ......•..• ---- ......•..••-.- ...................••• -...
XVP1=(ZV-ZI)*COS(ALP)
YVP1=YV·YI
ZVP1=CZV'ZI)*SINCALP)
XVP2=(ZV'ZJ)*COSCALP)
YVP2=YV'YJ
ZVP2=(ZV-ZJ)*SINCALP)
XVP1=SIGNCXVP1,FX)
ZVP1=SIGNCZVP1,FZ)
XVP2=SIGN(XVP2,FX)
ZVP2=SIGN(ZVP2,FZ)
C ........•. - ......•.•------.- ......•-- •• -- •........................• -.
C CALCULATE FORCES IN INSULATORS USING {P}=[A]{F}
C ..•.....••• -•.....•.•. --.-- ...•.••••• --•.......•...... -.......• - ••. -.
A11=(ZI-ZV)/XL1
A12=(ZI-ZV)/XL2
A21=CYV'YI )/XL1
A22=CYV'YJ)/XL2
DET A=A11*A22-A12*A21
R=SQRTCFX**2+FZ**2)
F1=(A22/DET A)*R+C'A12/DET A)*FY
F2=(-A21/DET_A)*R+(A11/DET:A)*FY
C .........•. --- ......•••••. -- ..••..•• -•........................... -.-.
C DETERMINE FORCES C»l THE TOWER JOINTS I AND J
C .. ---- .......•........•.••-.- .........•• --- ....................•.••-.
FXI=O.
FYI=O.
FZI=O.
FXJ=O.
FYJ=O.
FZJ=O.
IFCF1.LE.0.) THEN
C PUT FORCES ON JOINT J
FXJ=FX
FYJ=FY
FZJ=FZ
GO TO 100
END IF
IF(F2.LE.0.) THEN
C PUT FORCES ON JOINT
FXI=FX
FYI=FY
FZI=FZ
GO TO 100
END IF
C PUT FORCES ON JOINT I AND J
FXI=F1*XVP1/XL1
FYI=F1*YVP1/XL1
FZI=F1*ZVPlIXL1
FXJ=F2*XVP2IXL2
FYJ=F2*YVP2IXL2
FZJ=F2*ZVP2/XL2
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C *********** HONTE CARLO SIMULATION ***********************
C
SUBROUTINE CALCRFY(NHEH,V1,V2,RR,FAC,GSET1,RFY)
C ************** CALCULATE RANDOH FY *************
DIHENSION V1(800),V2C800),RRC800),FACC800)
DIMENSION GSET1(800),RFYC800)
DO 1=1,NMEM
V1CI)=2.0*RANDOH()·1.0
V2CI)=2.0*RANDOHC)·1.0
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RR(I)=V1(1)**2+V2(1)**2
IF(RR(I).GE.1.0R.RR(I).EQ.0)GO TO 1
FAC(I)=SQRT(-2.0*LOG(RR(I»/RR(I» I LOG stands for the natural
GSET1(1)=V1(1)*FAC(I) I Logarithm
RFY(I)=(GSET1(1)*13.25**0.5)+46.88
IF(RFY(I).LT.36.0)GO TO 1
ENO DO
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE CALCRANCAP(NMEM,RCC,FACTOR,XKLR,RFY,PCOM,PTEN,IPBA,
+ AREA)
C *************** CALCULATE PCOM &PTEW BASED ON RANDOM Fy ********
DIMENSION PCOM(800),PTEN(800),RFY(800)
DIMENSION XKLR(800),RCC(800),FACTOR(800)
DIMENSION FLB(800),FLEBA(800),AREA(800)
DO 1=1,NMEM
FACTOR(I)=RFY(I)/36
PI=3.14159265359
RCC(I)=PI*(58000/RFY(I»**.5
IF (XKLR(I).LE.RCC(I» THEN
PCOM(I)=PCOH(I)*FACTOR(I)
ELSE
IF(AREA(I).LE.0.902) THEN
A=0.8496+0.07916*AREA(I)
B=0.2419+0.89580*AREA(I)
ELSE
A=0.92361-0.00289*AREA(I)
B=1.09345-0.04817*AREA(I)
END IF
FLB(I)=RCC(I)*XKLR(I)**(-A)*EXP(-XKLR(I)/(B*PI*RCC(I»)
FLEBA(I)=1.0+«FACTOR(I)-1.0)*FLB(I»
IF(FLEBA(I).GT.1.0) THEN
PCOM(I)=PCOM(I)*FLEBA(I)
ELSE
PC~(I)=PCOH(I)*1.0
ENO IF
END IF
PTEN(I)=PTEN(I)*FACTOR(I)
END 00
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE DCOMDTEN(IRUN,ICUR,AREA,E,XXL,PCOH,PTEN,XKLR,XKLRL,
+ I_BI_LIN,DCOM,DTEN,NMEH,OFACT,FACT)
C ********** CALCULATE DCOH(*) AND DTEN(*) **********
DIMENSION PCOM(800),DCOM(800),PTEN(800),OTEN(800),ICUR(800)
DIMENSION AREA(800),XKLR(800),OFACT(800),FACT(800),XXL(800)
DO 6666 l=l,NMEH
IF(IRUN.EQ.3.AND.ICUR(I).NE.0) THEN
PCOM(I )=1.0
PTEN(I )=1.0
DCOM(I )=1.0
DTEN(I)=1.0
ELSE
DCOM(I)=PCOM(I)*XXL(I)*12/(.05*AREA(I)*E)
DTEN(I)=PTEN(I)*XXL(I)*12/(.05*AREA(I)*E)
PCOM(I)=ABS(PCOH(I»
PTEN(I)=ABS(PTEN(I»
DCOM(I)=ABS(DCOM(I»
DTEN(I)=ABS(DTEN(I»
END IF
IF(IRUN.EQ.O) ICUR(I)=O
IF(IRUN.EQ.1) THEN
IF(XKLR(I).GE.XKLRL) THEN
ICUR(I)=1 BI LIN
ELSE - -
ICUR(I )=0
END IF
END IF
IF(IRUN.LT.3) THEN
DCOM(I)=DCOM(I)/12.
DTEN(I)=DTEN(I)/12.
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END IF'
OFACT( I )=1.0
FACT(I )=1 .0
6666 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE CALCDISTRCXLFACT,IPBA,CLF,RCLF,IPB)
C ************ CALCULATE DISTRIBUTION ****************
DIHENSION IPB(800)
IFCIPBA.EQ.1) RCLF=XLFACT
IFCIPBA.GT.1) DCLF=XLFACT
IFCDCLF.LE.CLF)THEN
IPB(1)=IPBC1)+1
END IF
IFCDCLF.LE.1.0S*CLF)THEN
IPB(2)=IPBC2)+1
END IF
RLI=O
DO L=3,21
RLI=RLI+O.OS
A=1.0S+RLI
B=1.0+RLI
IFCDCLF.LE.A*CLF.AND.DCLF.GT.B*CLF)THEN
IPBCL)=IPBCL)+1
END IF
END DO
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE CALCEXCCIPBI,NPBA,IPB,EXC)
C ************* CALCULATE EXCLUSION LIMIT ***********
DIHENSION EXC(800),IPBC800)
DO IPBI=2,21
EXCCIPBI)=IPBCIPBI)
EXCCIPBI)=EXCCIPBI)/CNPBA-1)
END DO
EXC(1)=O
DO LB=1,21
EXCCLB+1)=EXCCLB+1)+EXCCLB)
END DO
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE CALCMEHFAILCXM_L_D,DTEN,DCOH,NHEM,IFA,PIFA,HEM,
+ NPBA,IPBA)
C ********** MEHBER FAILURE DISTRIBUTION **********
DIMENSION IFA(800),DTENC800),DCOHC800)
DIHENSION XM_L_DC800,2),PIFAC800)
CHARACTER HEH(800)*4
DO 3000 1=1,NHEM
IFCIPBA.LE.2) THEN
I FAC I )=0
END IF
IFCXM_L_DCI,1).LT.0.0) THEN
C *** COHPRESSION ***
DELTAN=XH L DCI,2)/CDCOHCI)*12.)
IFCABSCDELTAN).GE.O.04S) THEN
IFACI)=IFACI)+1
END IF
ELSE
C *** TENSION ***
DELTAN=XH_L_DCI,2)/CDTENCI)*12.)
IFCABSCDELTAN).GE.0.04S) THEN
IFACI)=IFA(I)+1
END IF
END IF
PIFACI)=IFACI)
PIFACI)=PIFACI)/CNPBA-1)*100
3000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
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C ********** END SUBROUTINES FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATION *******
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APPENDIX B
INPUT
INPUT FILE FOR THE 2Al TEST TOWER
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345 2
29000.000 4.000 0.500 0.010 15 300 0.020 0 1
JOINT COORDINATES
1 0.000 0.000 53.419
2 0.000 8.125 53.419
3 0.000 -8.125 53.419
4 0.000 12.188 53.419
5 0.000 -12.188 53.419
6 0.000 0.000 48.224
7 2.828 4.063 48.224
8 2.828 -4.063 48.224
9 2.828 12.188 48.224
10 2.828 -12.188 48.224
11 -2.828 4.063 48.224
12 -2.828 -4.063 48.224
13 -2.828 12.188 48.224
14 -2.828 -12.188 48.224
15 2.828 16.250 48.224
16 2.828 -16.250 48.224
17 -2.828 16.250 48.224
18 -2.828 -16.250 48.224
19 0.000 27.000 48.224
20 0.000 -27.000 48.224
21 0.000 16.250 48.224
22 0.000 -16.250 48.224
23 3.995 14.219 42.448
24 3.995 -14.219 42.448
25 -3.995 -14.219 42.448
26 -3.995 14.219 42.448
27 5.162 12.188 36.672
28 5.162 -12.188 36.6n
29 -5.162 -12.188 36.6n
30 -5.162 12.188 36.6n
31 7.129 7.129 26.938
32 7.129 -7.129 26.938
33 -7.129 -7.129 26.938
34 -7.129 7.129 26.938
35 7.129 0.000 26.938
36 -7.129 0.000 26.938
37 8.514 3.564 20.081
38 8.514 -3.564 20.081
39 -8.514 -3.564 20.081
40 -8.514 3.564 20.081
41 9.899 0.000 13.224
42 -9.899 0.000 13.224
43 0.000 9.899 13.224
44 0.000 -9.899 13.224
45 0.000 0.000 13.224
46 0.000 12.571 0.000
47 0.000 -12.571 0.000
48 12.571 0.000 0.000
49 -12.571 0.000 0.000
50 6.286 6.286 0.000
51 6.286 -6.286 0.000
52 -6.286 -6.286 0.000
53 -6.286 6.286 0.000
54 0.000 17.476 -24.276
55 0.000 -17.476 -24.276
56 17.476 0.000 -24.276
57 -17.476 0.000 -24.276
MEMBER INFORMATION
1 16 24 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 24 28 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 18 25 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 25 29 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 15 23 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 23 27 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 17 26 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
1 26 30 7 1.940 56.960 58.500 94.0
2A 28 32 7 2.400 77.940 71.100 84.0
2A 29 33 7 2.400 77.940 71.100 84.0
2A 27 31 7 2.400 77.940 71.100 84.0
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2A 30 34 7 2.400 n.940 71.100 84.0
2B 31 37 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2B 34 40 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2B 32 38 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2B 33 39 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2C 37 41 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2C 40 42 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2C 38 41 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
2C 39 42 7 2.400 48.400 73.350 119.0
3 32 44 7 1.940 38.120 47.190 118.0
3 33 44 7 1.940 38.120 47.190 118.0
3 31 43 7 1.940 38.120 47.190 118.0
3 34 43 7 1.940 38.120 47.190 118.0
4 41 48 7 2.860 70.680 78.300 107.0
4 42 49 7 2.860 70.680 78.300 107.0
4 44 47 7 2.860 70.680 78.300 107.0
4 43 46 7 2.860 70.680 78.300 107.0
5 48 56 7 2.860 79.130 78.300 99.0
5 49 57 7 2.860 79.130 78.300 99.0
5 47 55 7 2.860 79.130 78.300 99.0
5 46 54 7 2.860 79.130 78.300 99.0
8 3 1 7 1.690 33.560 40.760 118.0
8 1 2 7 1.690 33.560 40.760 118.0
SA 5 3 7 1.690 46.960 40.760 74.0
SA 2 4 7 1.690 46.960 40.760 74.0
9 10 8 7 1.690 34.980 55.580 118.0
9 8 7 7 1.690 34.980 55.580 118.0
9 7 9 7 1.690 34.980 55.580 118.0
9 14 12 7 1.690 34.980 55.580 118.0
9 12 11 7 1.690 34.980 55.580 118.0
9 11 13 7 1.690 34.980 55.580 118.0
9A 18 14 7 1.690 52.180 55.580 89.0
9A 13 17 7 1.690 52.180 55.580 89.0
9A 16 10 7 1.690 52.180 55.580 89.0
9A 9 15 7 1.690 52.180 55.580 89.0
10 20 16 7 3.050 74.090 69.770 96.0
10 15 19 7 3.050 74.090 69.770 96.0
10 19 17 7 3.050 74.090 69.770 96.0
10 20 18 7 3.050 74.090 69.770 96.\1
12 20 5 9 1.620 8.200 37.550 238.U
12 19 4 9 1.620 8.200 37.550 238.0
13 5 16 7 1.940 39.950 25.250 114.0
13 4 15 7 1.940 39.950 25.250 114.0
13 5 18 7 1.940 39.950 25.250 114.0
13 4 17 7 1.940 39.950 25.250 114.0
14 5 10 8 1.310 20.760 23.500 134.0
14 4 9 8 1.310 20.760 23.500 134.0
14 5 14 8 1.310 20.760 23.500 134.0
14 4 13 8 1.310 20.760 23.500 134.0
15 3 10 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 1 8 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 2 9 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 1 7 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 3 14 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 1 12 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 1 11 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
15 2 13 9 0.902 8.510 18.830 174.0
16 3 8 9 0.809 7.980 16.530 170.0
16 2 7 9 0.809 7.980 16.530 170.0
16 3 12 9 0.809 7.980 16.530 170.0
16 2 11 9 0.809 7.980 16.530 170.0
17 1 6 9 1.240 10.800 23.700 116.0
19 10 28 7 1.310 19.570 31.000 138.0
19 14 29 7 1.310 19.570 31.000 138.0
19 9 27 7 1.310 19.570 31.000 138.0
19 13 30 7 1.310 19.570 31.000 138.0
20 28 35 7 2.090 27.160 44.550 148.0
20 29 36 7 2.090 27.160 44.550 148.0
20 27 35 7 2.090 27.160 44.550 148.0
20 30 36 7 2.090 27.160 44.550 148.0
21 32 35 7 1.690 27.040 37.870 134.0
21 35 31 7 1.690 27.040 37.870 134.0
21 33 36 7 1.690 2i'.040 37.870 134.0
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21 36 34 7 1.690 27.040 37.870 134.0
22 15 26 8 0.902 15.230 21.350 130.0
22 17 23 8 0.902 15.230 21.350 130.0
22 16 25 8 0.902 15.230 21.350 130.0
22 18 24 8 0.902 15.230 21.350 130.0
23 23 30 8 0.902 11.380 21.350 151.0
23 24 29 8 0.902 11.380 21.350 151.0
23 26 27 8 0.902 11.380 21.350 151.0
23 25 28 8 0.902 11.380 21.350 151.0
24 27 30 8 0.809 9.520 18.740 156.0
24 28 29 8 0.809 9.520 18.740 156.0
25 27 34 11 0.813 2.860 17.560 285.0
25 28 33 11 0.813 2.860 17.560 285.0
25 30 31 11 0.813 2.860 17.560 285.0
25 29 32 11 0.813 2.860 17.560 285.0
26 31 34 7 1.690 26.890 37.950 134.0
26 32 33 7 1.690 26.890 37.950 134.0
27 34 41 11 0.621 1.190 13.460 385.0
27 33 41 11 0.621 1.190 13.460 385.0
27 31 42 11 0.621 1.190 13.460 385.0
27 32 42 11 0.621 1.190 13.460 385.0
28 44 45 11 0.715 2.250 16.100 302.0
28 45 43 11 0.715 2.250 16.100 302.0
28 42 45 11 0.715 2.250 16.100 302.0
28 41 45 11 0.715 2.250 16.100 302.0
29 41 44 8 1.690 29.870 42.100 127.0
29 42 44 8 1.690 29.870 42.100 127.0
29 41 43 8 1.690 29.870 42.100 127.0
29 42 43 8 1.690 29.870 42.100 127.0
30 51 55 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 52 55 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 51 56 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 52 57 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 50 54 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 53 54 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 50 56 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
30 53 57 11 1.310 3.470 31.420 328.0
32 14 22 9 0.715 8.990 14.160 151.0
32 22 10 9 0.715 8.990 14.160 151.0
32 13 21 9 0.715 8.990 14.160 151.0
32 21 9 9 0.715 8.990 14.160 151.0
33 10 12 9 0.715 9.000 14.220 151.0
33 14 8 9 0.715 9.000 14.220 151.0
33 9 11 9 0.715 9.000 14.220 151.0
33 7 13 9 0.715 9.000 14.220 151.0
34 12 6 9 0.809 11.950 16.540 139.0
34 6 7 9 0.809 11.950 16.540 139.0
34 8 6 9 0.809 11.950 16.540 139.0
34 6 11 9 0.809 11.950 16.540 139.0
40 18 22 8 1.190 15.400 24.750 95.0
40 22 16 8 1.190 15.400 24.750 95.0
40 17 21 8 1.190 15.400 24.750 95.0
40 21 15 8 1.190 15.400 24.750 95.0
41 14 10 10 0.621 15.470 15.840 99.0
41 13 9 10 0.621 15.470 15.840 99.0
44 38 37 9 0.902 8.630 17.820 173.0
44 39 40 9 0.902 8.630 17.820 173.0
45 35 38 9 0.902 7.120 18.020 190.0
45 35 37 9 0.902 7.120 18.020 190.0
45 36 39 9 0.902 7.120 18.020 190.0
45 36 40 9 0.902 7.120 18.020 190.0
45A 41 51 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 42 52 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 44 51 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 44 52 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 41 50 a 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 43 50 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 42 53 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
45A 43 53 8 1.440 10.840 33.000 195.0
46 48 51 11 0.902 3.400 21.360 216.0
46 51 47 11 0.902 3.400 21.360 216.0
46 47 52 11 0.902 3.400 21.360 216.0
46 52 49 11 0.902 3.400 21.360 216.0
46 48
46 50
46 49
46 53
32
31
34
33
52
51
50
53
53
52
14
10
9
13
4
5
35
36
DEAD LOAD
1 X
1 Y
1 Z
2 X
2 Y
2 Z
3 X
3 Y
3 Z
4 X
4 Y
4 Z
5 X
5 Y
5 Z
6 X
6 Y
6 Z
7 X
7 Y
7 Z
8 X
8 Y
8 Z
9 X
9 Y
9 Z
10 X
10 Y
10 Z
11 X
11 Y
11 Z
12 X
12 Y
12 Z
13 X
13 Y
13 Z
14 X
14 Y
14 Z
15 X
15 Y
15 Z
16 X
16 Y
16 Z
17 X
17 Y
50 11
46 11
53 11
46 11
40
39
38
37
51
50
53
52
51
50
25
·24
23
26
21
22
42
41
0.000
0.000
-0.110
0.000
0.000
-0.090
0.000
0.000
-0.090
0.000
0.000
-0.150
0.000
0.000
-0.150
0.000
0.000
-0.040
0.000
0.000
-0.100
0.000
0.000
-0.100
0.000
0.000
-0.140
0.000
0.000
-0.140
0.000
0.000
-0.100
0.000
0.000
-0.100
0.000
0.000
-0.140
0.000
0.000
-0.140
0.000
0.000
-0.150
0.000
0.000
-0.150
0.000
0.000
0.902
0.902
0.902
0.902
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
3.400
3.400
3.400
3.400
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
21.360
21.360
21.360
21.360
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
216.0
216.0
216.0
216.0
174
175
17 Z -0.150
18 X 0.000
18 y 0.000
18 Z -0.150
19 X 0.000
19 y 0.000
19 Z -0.190
20 X 0.000
20 y 0.000
20 Z -0.190
21 X 0.000
21 y 0.000
21 Z -0.020
22 X 0.000
22 y 0.000
22 Z -0.020
23 X 0.000
23 y 0.000
23 Z -0.090
2/, X 0.000
24 y 0.000
24 Z -0.090
25 X 0.000
25 y 0.000
25 Z -0.090
26 X 0.000
26 y 0.000
26 Z -0.090
27 X 0.000
27 y 0.000
27 Z -0.250
28 X 0.000
28 y 0.000
28 Z -0.250
29 X 0.000
29 y 0.000
29 Z -0.250
30 X 0.000
30 y 0.000
30 Z -0.250
31 X 0.000
31 y 0.000
31 Z -0.330
32 X 0.000
32 y 0.000
32 Z -0.330
33 X 0.000
33 y 0.000
33 Z -0.330
34 X 0.000
34 y 0.000
34 Z -0.330
35 X 0.000
35 y 0.000
35 Z -0.220
36 X 0.000
36 y 0.000
36 Z -0.220
37 X 0.000
37 y 0.000
37 Z -0.130
38 X 0.000
38 y 0.000
38 Z -0.130
39 X 0.000
39 y 0.000
39 Z -0.130
40 X 0.000
40 y 0.000
40 Z -0.130
41 X 0.000
41 y 0.000
41 Z -0.450
42 X
42 Y
42 Z
43 X
43 Y
43 Z
44 X
44 Y
44 Z
46 X
46 Y
46 Z
47 X
47 Y
47 Z
48 X
48 Y
48 Z
49 X
49 Y
49 Z
50 X
50 Y
50 Z
51 X
51 Y
51 Z
52 X
52 Y
52 Z
53 X
53 Y
53 Z
54 X
54 Y
54 Z
55 X
55 Y
55 Z
56 X
56 Y
56 Z
57 X
57 Y
57 Z
JOINT LOADS
1 X
1 Y
1 Z
2 X
2 Y
2 Z
3 X
3 Y
3 Z
4 X
4 Y
4 Z
5 X
5 Y
5 Z
6 X
6 Y
6 Z
7 X
7 Y
7 Z
8 X
8 Y
8 Z
9 X
9 Y
9 Z
0.000
0.000
-0.450
0.000
0.000
-0.450
0.000
0.000
-0.450
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
-0.280
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
176
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10 X 0.000
10 y 0.000
10 z 0.000
11 X 0.000
11 y 0.000
11 Z 0.000
12 X 0.000
12 y 0.000
12 Z 0.000
13 X 0.000
13 y 0.000
13 z 0.000
14 X 0.000
14 y 0.000
14 z 0.000
15 X 0.000
15 y 1.000
15 z 0.000
16 X 0.000
16 y 0.000
16 z 0.000
17 X 0.000
17 y 1.000
17 z 0.000
18 X 0.000
18 y 0.000
18 Z 0.000
19 X 0.000
19 y 0.000
19 z 0.000
20 X 0.000
20 y 0.000
20 Z 0.000
27 X 0.000
27 y 0.000
27 Z 0.000
28 X 0.000
28 y 0.000
28 z 0.000
29 X 0.000
29 y 0.000
29 z 0.000
30 X 0.000
30 y 0.000
30 Z 0.000
31 X 0.000
31 y 0.000
31 z 0.000
32 X 0.000
32 y 0.000
32 z 0.000
33 X 0.000
33 y 0.000
33 z 0.000
34 X 0.000
34 y 0.000
34 Z 0.000
41 X 0.000
41 y 0.000
41 z 0.000
42 X O.OUO
42 y 0.000
42 z 0.000
43 X 0.000
43 y 0.000
43 z 0.000
44 X 0.000
44 y 0.000
44 Z 0.000
46 X 0.000
46 y 0.000
46 z 0.000
47 X 0.000
47 Y 0.000
47 Z 0.000
48 X 0.000
48 Y 0.000
48 Z 0.000
49 X 0.000
49 Y 0.000
49 Z 0.000
54 X 0.000
54 Y 0.000
54 Z 0.000
55 X 0.000
55 Y 0.000
55 Z 0.000
56 X 0.000
56 Y 0.000
56 Z 0.000
57 X 0.000
57 Y 0.000
57 Z 0.000
SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS
54 X 0.000
54 Y 0.000
54 Z 0.000
55 X 0.000
5S Y 0.000
55 Z 0.000
56 X 0.000
56 Y 0.000
56 Z 0.000
57 X 0.000
57 Y 0.000
57 Z 0.000
END DATA
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APPENDIX C
OUTPUT
COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR DISTRIBUTION
COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR = 10.750 FOR Fy =36 ksi
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF OX - 5X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 5X· 10X IS 1
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 10X - 15X IS 29
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 15X - 20X IS 311
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 20X· 25X IS 954
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 25X - 30X IS 1145
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 30X· 35X IS 497
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 35X· 40X IS 61
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 40X - 45X IS 2
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 45X· 50X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 50X - 55X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 55X - 60X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 60X - 65X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 65X - 70X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 70X - 75X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 75X - 80X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 80X - 85X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 85X· 90X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 90X· 95X IS 0
FREQUENCY FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 95X • 100X IS 0
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CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 5X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 10X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 15X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 20X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 25X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 30X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 35X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 40X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 45X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 50X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 55X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 60X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 65X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 70X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 75X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 80X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 85X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 90X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 95X IS
EXCLUSION LIMIT FOR CAPACITY INCREASE OF 100X IS
0.0000
0.0003
0.0100
0.1137
0.4317
0.8133
0.9790
0.9993
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
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MEMBER FAILURE"DISTRIBUTION
N MEMBER JOINTS # OF FAILURE # OF FAIL. IN X
35 8A 5 3 8 0.267
53 13 5 16 45 1.500
54 13 4 15 20 0.667
55 13 5 18 44 1.467
56 13 4 17 16 0.533
57 14 5 10 2562 85.400
58 14 4 9 28 0.933
59 14 5 14 2549 84.967
60 14 4 13 20 0.667
63 15 2 9 1552 51.733
64 15 1 7 1388 46.267
67 15 1 11 1266 42.200
68 15 2 13 1568 52.267
69 16 3 8 1966 65.533
71 16 3 12 1850 61.667
74 19 10 28 586 19.533
75 19 14 29 601 20.033
76 19 9 27 3000 100.000
n 19 13 30 3000 100.000
78 20 28 35 299 9.967
79 20 29 36 329 10.967
103 27 33 41 2432 81.067
105 27 32 42 2447 81.567
108 28 42 45 2999 99.967
109 28 41 45 2999 99.967
118 30 50 54 3000 100.000
119 30 53 54 3000 100.000
120 30 50 56 3000 100.000
121 30 53 57 3000 100.000
172 14 25 50 1.667
173 10 24 28 0.933
174 9 23 32 1.067
175 13 26 35 ~.~67
178 35 42 31 1.033
179 36 41 44 1.467
